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PREFKCE

This is the third of a series of-reports:concerned with the

teaching of disadvantaged children. They are the direct outcome of

the proposal funded as part of the U.S. Office of Education's T.T.T.

Project. The.initial proposal was presented under the names of

Samuel R..Keysi Raymond S. Adams and William D. Hedges as co-project

directors and Bob G. Woods as Dean of the College of Education.

Prior to the writirg of the proposal, a planning committee after

deliberating. over general priorities agreed on the focus that was

adopted in the present undertaking. That committee comt,rised!

Robert R, Wheeler, Assistant Superintendent or, Schools, Kansas City,

Mo., William D. Hedges, (then) Assistant Superintendent of Schools,

Clayton, Mo., (now) Chairman of Curriculum and Instruction, University

of Misaouri.at Columbia, and also from the. University of Missouri at

Columbia, Samuel R. Keys,Associate Dean of the College of Educations

W. FranciwEngliah, Dean of Arts and Science, Donald .0.'Coviill,

Professor of Sociology, Ralf C. Bedell, Professor of Education, and

Raymond S. Adams, Associate Professor of Social Research, Education

and Sociology.
. ,1

. This present report confines its attention to the potential

relevance of psychology in the development of a teacher training

program. It represents only one section of tbe.initialphaae of what

was planoed.es a multi-phase project. In order tp set the present

report in perspective.it is. useful to outline the rationale_that.lies

behind the whole scheme.

We started initiallydepressei and impressed by the fast that:.

for the disadventaged child,; the consequencesof disadvantage are a

Atprived and unhappy pesti;a drab.ani,unpromleing present,and a future

,besetwith hopelessness: -We:recognized that if education were to

Pcomtke the deprivations of disadvantage§,it would have to.undergo

substantial!refory and improvement. However, whateverthe nature of

this reform and improvement might be, it wonldibe of no use if.thei .

teacheroLoi disadvantaged children remained incompetent to deal with,

their unique educational problem. For this reason,.we felt that the

.most:Immediatctafk was to go aboet-.training teachers whocoutd;operate

7:. : ;
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successfully with disadvantaged childrenirresnective of the extent
to which-scheol systems had undergone. organisational and economic
reform themselites. .

We Were -led by our :eMphasis on :teaching to tecus initially. on
the teacher-nuoil'transaction: In the labst down-to-e"arth -terms, the ".
educational. process requires the teacher to act as an intermediary
between the child and. the' subject -matter of the curriculum. Man ,

intermediary, the.:teacher. translates subject matter into forms
apnropriate 'for: the level of co-nceptual develonment of the child.
Now efficient the teacher is then, depends on (a) her subject matter
competency, (b). her 'ability to, understand' the child's conceptual:
state, and (c) her ability to mediate betwc.len the two. It has been
'clearly demonstrated :(Coleman, '1968) that teachers have failed
spectacularly as mg:di:etc:ma' for the-disadvantaged child. Available
evieence suggests-that this failure steno. not from ignorance of subiect
matter but 'rather .froa lack of understanding:of how the .4isadvantaged

thinka4-.hcu he felsnd how he. 'Sees.' the,. wor3 d around him. .

.tiIhile the problem may be stated itt relatiN.-ely simple terras,...
solutions cannot be. qhat we have here, is an lunderstanding-Fap'
that .separates the teacher. from.thetaughttherghetto dweller from
the mainArcata of American. life. And: this. is s culture rapsome- .
times a9 wide:if not Wider than- the. gap. between American culture. and--
say 3a"partese.,! The- illustration may `)e overly dramatic, but the
ingt`edients are the. saMe The. tvo cultures , ghetto and. non-ghet to , :-

are grossly ilnorant of each others ways of 11.fe.H.Egocentrically:ond
ethnocentrically, they nerceiVe their-own virtues the othdt 's
vices ,-.'seldon:seeing. their .own:victat: and the' other 'a. virtues... 'Because

the; two cultul es -. have long been Sena rated , their respectiVefinbabitants
have .seldtel felt?tctristrained'teexamine their intercultural relationstips.
Now with 'iprotsb t 'end tiscontent?:burgeoning, 'and,intercultut al :1incidents '
inbreSsing'i we' have becot aig. mere. of the need to rimy .attUntimi to the
social"' ptoblem in bur atidat.... 'What. We. nee- does--"notf **chant

in the baeie of the..dieadVerite3bd-it aethaS;,-tringible evidence. that.. .

thet.kbericamdream..: . :..;

gut merely .to.d.dentifyl,thei problem .and:.become' intensely_ concerned,

is not to solve it. Solution depends on overcoming the inertia of

3
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history --the social conditions that led to the extr2mes of poverty and

disadvantage. They are, though we may be unwilling to admit it, still

with us to a considerable degree. We,have eliminated the practices of

slavery but the attitudes that made it socially acceptable in the first

place, have only undergone slight evolutions. Attitudes towards ethnic

minorities and the economically unsuccessful, still reflect older beliefs

in the social, moral and intellectual inadequacy of those who can be so

classified. .Given the irrationality of such attitudes and beliefs, and

given their dysfunctional social consequences, reform is patently

necessary. But the task is obviously a mammoth one. It will not be

accomplished by haphazard, piece-meal attacks on selected problems here

and there. Nor will it be accomplished immediately. We can anticipate

that effortsat amelioration will intensify over the yeats, in range,

in scope and in focus. One focus, and we think a critically important

one, will be education. However, education has not yet served the

disadvantaged .community well. It too is bowed down by its own inertia.

Consequently, if education is to change, it too will have to do more

than make minor modifications to its venerable structure.

:Because we believed that educational change in the training of

teachers of,disadrotaged children would need to be substantial, we

envisaged (i) the,develonment of a comprehensive and integrated 'system'

(in the systems theory sense of the word) for training teachers of the

underprivileged so that tbay become exnerts in understanding the world

of the disadvantaged; (ii) the implementation of that system as both

prer-pervice and in-service teacher training nrograms, and most importantly,

(iii) the utilization of this systen in-action as a training nrogram

for the trainers of teachers of the disadvantaged.

However, another assumption underlay our initial planning. We

did not necessarily believethatall change must necessarily be for

the better.. We were convinced that somo needless expenditure of money

and effort could be avoided by careful and systematic planning. We

also believed that,csreful and evstematic planning would be facilitated

if advantage were taken of whatever up-to-date knowledge relevant to

the problem could be gathered, evaluated and used. Because we thought

that..a.substantial amountOf the knowledge available in the. social

sciences about the world of the disadvantaged child would be relevant,
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we argued that it should therefore be accumulated, distilled and, when

approved, be incorpOrated into our new system fo'r training'tekhare.::.

While in accordance with the Triple T requirements, our principal

objective was to'proVide a training program that would he viable for

preparing trainers of teachers of the underprivileged, We held that

such viability cannot be demonstrated unless comnetent teachers are

being produced. Thus, hand in hand with the main objective went a

correlative one of develoPing a program for the actual training of

teachers. This program for teachers of underprivileged children then

would serve two purposes: (1) to provide concrete evidence of the

practical results of the system, (2) to nrovide a continuing source.

of evaluation of and feedback to the main programs:

It should be emphasized at the outset that the training of

teachers involVes more than the trainers themselVes. It involves

curricula, equipment, nlant, and, in fact, all the paraphernalia of

the entire teaching program. Condequently, any improvement in any

of these is, in effect, an imnroveMeof of the trainer. The nrcject

provided not only for improvement in the training of the trainers, but

also improvement in teaching aids any curricula' asvell.. Further, it

provided for improvement in the quality of supplementary training, .

given by school administrators and supervisory teachers. Finally, in
. , .

order to follow through, it providee.for the develoPment of a

completely new trainer-training nrulram per se.

The prograi can best be seen as a series of interrelated Tasks.

These Tasks cluster for form four' major Operations. Thee Operations

are respectively: (1) research and development; (2) activation.'

(3) dissemination; and (4) application. Operation 1 represents the

'planning stage', Operation 2 represents the 'pilot stage', and
. .

Operations 3 and 4 represent the 'operating, stage'. The nreseht report

is concerned only with one aspect of Operation 1. As such ,it-is

consistent with the other aspects of Operation I. They all 'employ the
.

same strategy. it is different from the otheriCin that itslocus.is

on community development.

Rationale. EduCational action shouldbe based on scientifically

gleaned information: Regrettably, theres no empirical evidence

available that adequately specifies the conseqUencei'of eny program

5
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for the 'disadvantaged. Educators cannot say with assurance -'if you do

so and so with disadvantaged 'children, then such and such will result'.

The best available informatiot at the moment consists of teachers'

'good ideasthe assembled 'folk wisdom' of the past. Regrettably the

worst available information also comes from the same source. This folk

wisdom as we have seen, has been grossly inadequate in meeting the

needs of the disadvantaged child. This is partly because there is no

a priori basis for distinguishing between the best and the worst, and

partly because :3 atteripts have been made to accumulate, integrate and

organize the insights and understandings that expertiractitioners have.

However, other social sciences have been concerned with the.'under-:

provileged for some tine. They have evidetce and insights that could

be valuable if adapted to educational purposes'. Given the criticism

of current educational practice, It:slime wise at this point in time,

to take advantage of any AcientifiCally'derived evidence no matter its

origin, proVided that in the jUdgement'of educationists, it is-seen

as potentially useful.

*The'proble,1 that initially confronted us then was to Aelect.

am. Aifferett social science areas available. After due ddliberation

be Loilowing'were selected: psyChplogy; socialOgy; lingyistiCe-

(because'ofihe central part language Playa in'education); -social work;

community deVelonsient; nnd educational research. To these six we,

added a seventh that could not be strictly' classified atcscientific:

We felt that practical'ekperience ihould.not be completely disregarded.

We kneW that teachers had insights and Understandings that-were
. , . .

invaluable. The fact that they were not necessarily well documented.

in the literature or well intcgrated'in'the way that an academic.'

theoretician might systematise his underitandings, wati'not a aufficient

deterrent to pre4ent oUr attemnting to probe thisnarea'foo.'

Our intention then Wad to attempt to establish'i bridge between

education and each of these areas. TO mix themetaphor, we Wishettto

begin a process Of.translation-into'educatiOnslly useful terms of what

Might'Otherwibie be regarded AS exotic And'esoterieinfOrMatiOn't

exclusively the pkopetty of the social sciences.

Our strafes* in approaching each ilf'the areas was the eare'in

each case. It was twofold. First, we were ta assemble a group of five

6
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acknowledgectleaders in Oe.fieldand confront themwith the questiont

10,iven:what.insights.you have into. your area and knowledge you have

about itv,what do you consider the teacher of disadvantaged children

needs to know,. think, feel and undertitend'. In the diLcussionthat,

ansued,:the task of the moderator (an educationist) was to confine

attention to: this sinFle7pinded. question and, o probe the implications

of,the point, raised. Initial experlmentation led uto conclude that

an,all day session <withsuitahle breaks) provided optimal returns.

The discussion was tape recorded and the. resulting transcript then

provided a permanentrecord,of currently salient ideas. The second

strategy entailed an extensive search of contemporary literature. This

was,to be undertaken by .graduateetodents.in the specific areas. .Because

they knew available sources,.and because their conceptual orientation

would be a function of their. recent training, they siould, we thought,

provide ;the beat media. They were initially insructedip,the objectives

of the exercise and.the frames of reference.they were to use ,They

too had to adopt a similar single-minded foci's- -the. relevancy of the

writings they were examining for.the teacher who was teaching dis-

advantaged children. They,were.cbarged. to (1) survey all contemporary

writing that dealt with.the disadvantaged condition,,,(ii) abstract

from each example whatever was thought to be (even vemotely) relevant

to the central issue, (iii) organize.the abstracts ao that, listed

after the biblicgraphical.data,werc (a) a altatemont,of facts that were

empirically supported (or were known to be empirically supportable),

(b) a statement'ofess2ttionanot.empirically suoported, (c) any relevant

recomendstions made:within,thu article, and, (4) vheretheughtncceasary,

any comments. The,abstracted material wasthenrecorded,ontoMcBee cards.

:Subsequently, thecomplqe.array,of MeSep,,cards,ras studied in order that

a basis for conceptual mapping of.the,whple,arep. could be developed,

Thereupon, the FOee cards were;sgain examined, this time, to_ relate

theircoetent tothe.respective conceptual categories., This completed,

we:would then have a eyetqme.tically ordered, and or a0Azed get of information

on which the pext.stage of the planning oroccas.could build, The next

stage was to involve. the construction of.a set of behavioral objectives

consonant with the.distilled information, and appropriate for teachers

of, disadvantaged: children% .

. 1;
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This present report presents the outcomes of the examination of

the Psychology area. Snecifically it records (i) the deliberations of

the Psychology consortium, (ii) a condensed version of the material

abstracted in the literature search, (iii) a concentual mapping of the

field, accompanied by brief listings of relevant facts, (iv) a final

summation. The renort has been organized on two assumptions. First that

the patherinR together of Psychology information relevant to the

education of the disadvantaged would prove useful to those converned with

developing, teacher training programs. In this sense, the report is a

source book. Second, that the outcomes of our own deliberations on the

nroblems of educating disadvantaged children might. also Drove helpful

to others who have similar concerns. However, because we recognize that

the planners of training nrograms are as uniquely individualistic as the

problems they confront, our emphasis is on the first rather than the

second. Most readers, we assuwe, will make use of the first three

sections. 'fie of course, will make mat use of thu fourth. It will

provide the pad from which the next step of practical implementation

will be launched.

As well as the co-directors a number of neonle involved in this

nart of the project should receive snecial mention. Initially, fiscal

responsibility for the nroject rested with Dean Keys. !Then he accepted

appointment at Kansas State University the task vas taken up by

B. Charles Leonard. The resnonsibility for the literature search fell

to David Johnson, Terence Halliday, and Fred arcus, while Fred Gies

and Barney Itadden exercised sunervisory control. Fred Gies and

Charles Leonard also nrovided liaison services when the author became

a Visiting Professorial Fellow at Massey University in New Zealand.

Finally Kirsten Morgan typed the manuscrint and devoted tine and energy

to coordinating many asnects of the undertaking here.

8

:'aymond S. Adams,

Palmerston North,
New Zealand
December 1970.
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SECTION

This section.is devoted entirely.to the consortium heldf in New York in

January 1970, Its participants were:

Professor Vernon T. Allen,

1epartment of Psycholecy,

University of Wisconsin.

Professor Lawrence Kohlberg,

Laboratory of Human Development,

Harvard University.

Professor Martin Deutsch, Director,

Institute for Developm,:ntal Studies,

New York University.

Professor J. McV. Hunt,

Psychological Development Laboratory,

ITniversity of Illinois.

Professor Robert D. Hess,

School of Education,

Stanford University.

and, as moderator,

Professor Raymond S. Adams,

College of Education, and

Center for Research in Social Behavior,

UnivLsity of Missouri at Columbia.

The detail of the consortium discussion is contained in the bulk of

the paragraphs that follow. Perhaps concealed however, may be the goodwill

and sincerity that characterized the exchange. Throughout, the discussants

addressed themselves single-mindedly to our educational problem. They

accepted our mandate without cavil and demonstrated sincere concern for

our aspirations.

Several conventions have been used in editing the transcript.

First, the speakers have not been identified separately although the

moderator has--so that his psychological naivete will not be mdstakingly

attributed to the experts. Speakers are denoted with one asterisk, the

moderator with two. Second, an attempt has been made to preserve the

VD A
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essential messages of the discussion faithfully. However, in order to

go part-vay towards meeting the expectations that readers might have

abbUCprinted scriPt, An'Attemiit hsi been made to convert ordlAangunge"

forms to those thought more appropriate lot written langUsge.

F.

, ,.. :! . C ,
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44 I" would like to .suggest as a modus operandi, that for a few minutes

I recapitulate the:idea behind the project and then we engage in relatively

free form discussion. I've got some focussing questions later on if they

are necessary but,, hey may not-be You'll forgive the eort of programmatic

nature. of this discourse. I've .now given it four times in one form or

another.

The reason for the.existence,of the project lies in the fact that

the U.S. Office of Education invited w, amongst other institutions, to

consider ways in which the teacher training system might be reformed.

In order to giveeome focus to our attempts at reform, we decided to

work in the area of disadvantaged teaching. So we st.,-0,ted oith.the

initial question that if in fact we Pere going to deo:44p a new Nygrem

in the teaching of disadvantaged children, where should we logically :

begin? It seemed reasonable to us to start with an accumulation of

what appeared to be the latest informationrelevant to the problem of

teaching disadvantaged .children. If we wens to do that, we felt that

there should he t4..io strategies that. would be useful. First of all, we..-

should collect together a variety of people who would have the most up,

to-date understandings and tap their knowledge, and secondly, we (should'

initiate a literature search so that we could cover also what has been..

written to date. One basic assumption that informed our purpose was the

belief that even if education knew something about teaching and about

educating children, there were among the sciences other insights and

understandinga that would-be useful to us. However, in order to provide

an organisation base, we also decided, to predetermine the areas on

which to focus. So we elected: to direct our. attention principally at

psychology,. sociology, l.ingu4tics, social, work, and community development,

asking the itindlmental question: Given theatatus of the particular

discipline at this partioutar..point_in time, what:appears most likely to

be relevant:to the problem of teaching dieadvantoged'ehildren? The

intention Pee to take this information and subjeot it to an educational

filter and then, on the strength of what was thought to be educationally

viable, (given the limitations..that education itself has to work with),

develop a tealher7trainting program.'Thie prograM. would be complete with

curricula, computer assieted instruction,:ProgramMed learning devices,

simulated situations, textbooks, and Aso on. .0*tiod Chia program had been

12 .0.
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developed, it would be tested and evaluated andthen eventually

institutionalized so that we could, begin: to specialize in the production

of teachers of disadvantaged children. That, in brief, covers the sort

of basic approach and the basic idea and the basic strategy. For our

present discussion then the focussing question is: "Given what you know

about psychology, and irrespective of whether it can be completely

research-substantiated or not, what do you think the teacher of dis-

advantaged children needs to know, think, feel and understand?" That

is the key question. Uave I explained it adequately?

What the teacher needs to know or what the teacher needs to do?
** I'll buy both.

Could you tell us something about the prior meetings that you have

had?

** We had one with linguists some time ago and out of that has come

a report which we think represents a crystallisation of their position

plus the positions taken in the writing. The participants were: Shuy,

Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington; Stockwell, UCLA: Loftin,

Missouri; Troike, Texas; Allen, Minnesota.

* Maybe it would help us if you kind of gave us a sketoh of the

kind of conclusions that came from this meeting, then we'd know a tittle

bit better how to oome in at this stage.

And perhaps the sociologists and the others too.

You've got a lot of input.

** Right, and at the moment it isn't organized. The linguistic one

is reasonably under control. The other ones are so recent and were so

packed that I don't think I can respond adequately about them. The

linguistic, message ie baiically one of culturta sensitivity and functional

relativity. They were concerned to have it recognized that in a given

oontext, language performs .a function. Thus to, teach language effectiVely

really becomes a mitter of identifying the context and the function and

prividing the opportunities for'ohoice. That's very, very oryptically

what the message is. In the process, there were incidental points made

like for example: there was same suspicion of the basis of Bereiter

and Engelmin's Positions, from a linguOtio's point of view; there woe

some suspicion of BernsteiWs positivn from a linguietic point of view

also; it uctsnecessan to recognize the viability of different dialect .

1
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forms and, by implication, the obligation to find out what the language

of different socio-economic and ethnic and cultural groups was. Their

basic message ols to encourage teachers to be tolerant of language.

The implication is that they should give up some of heir 'hang-ups'

about the correction of language, and hold back until the time is right

to make corrections, until it seems functionally relevant to the kid.

I might just say here that I have a new paper that Courtney Caston

sent me Last week and it hasn't been published, and her conclusions are

that emphasis has to be placed really on the knowledge of communicative

competence and how it develops.

** O.X. That sums it up much better than I did.

What age limit are we tacking about?

** ieparation for elementary and secondary teaching.

Not pre-school?

** Not directly, although the report will be read and used by the

people in our inettution who work with pre-school children. As well,

if information about pre-schoolers is relevant to the higher levels, we

ought to have it anyway.

O.X. Well, tact night I sat down and after contemplating, made

a list of the various things that a teacher should know. I have it hens.

I'n perfectly willing to back moat of the up with evidence although

some of the things are suppositions. I took it also that when you talk

about teachers' understanding you mean more than simply knowing at the

verbal level. It soaks into your basic operations and feelings?

O.X.

Do you want me to get these things together as a way of starting

us off?

44 Please.

Could I ask an orienting vestion before we get under way? Are

you assuming in thie.that the edvoational system must be conducted in

its present fear--one teacher par class so that what we have is something

like the present social situation?

44 I think initially we have to accept the system as given.

We have to start from that.

44 Yes. However, if there are developments within the system that

seem to be likely to occur, then I think we can relax that restriction

14 n1



a bit. .Rat at the moment we're assuming that the teacher as a 'victim'

of the system, has no control over it, but she's still got to deal

with the problem of teaching her kick.

Did the sociologists come out with any conclusions about

transformations that take place in the system?

44 Well, they initially gave me static about .che problem of not

focussing on system change. Eventually in order to adapt to my requirement,

we agreed that one of the things the teacher should become familiar with

is how the system works and some of the ways in which system change can be

incatced. They also raised the question of the extent to which the kids

should ba aware of the nature of the social system of the classroom so

that they become participants in the classroom game just as the teacher

becomes an intelligent participant in the school gam or the education

system game.

4 Sort of maximizing participation.

44 Maximising awareness more than anything else. We did talk about

paraprofessionals and the use that could be made of paraprofessionals by

the professional teacher.

4 More than just as monitors?

** Yes.

4 May I ask you who was them in sociology?

Het Pumin from Princeton; Lee Painoater, Harvard; Ray Hack,

Northwestern; Sylvia Pava, V.Y.U; and Dave Bordua, Illinois.'

4 Olen you use the tnim disadvantaged, what do you mean?

44 I mean it socialogicallythat is, whatever people call.

disadvantaged.

4 I raised it only because having moved to the west coast recently

I'm vary sensitive to the differences among ethnic groupo, so that what

one would say to a teadier who is teaching poor Chicanos might be quite

,difftront than what one would say to a teacher who is teaching poOr

black kids, which in turn would be different than what a teacher 'should

know if she is teaching kids who have just come in from Hong Kong within

the last year and speak no English, so It's a rhetorical question

obvieusty. I just wanted to bring omit the fact that sometiMes when we

talk about the disadvantaged We act aS if they Were all black,- inner-

city, poor kids.

15
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Like in the south, disadvantage really breaks down into many sub

categories. It seemed implied in your question that the teacher, in

fact, was opposite in race and opposite in social class to her kids.

That is, we primarily think of talking about middle-class teachers who

are, let us say, teaching in a black school or anyway a different ethnic

group. It seamed to be the assumption.

** Are you suggesting individuation of programs according to the

teachercharacteristios too?

No. I'm saying that it seem to me the assumption made by your

question is that we are dealing with teachers who in fact are probably

of different racial, ethnic and social class membership than their

disadvantaged children.

** It is implied and assumedprincipally because the facts of the

situation allow that to be the case.. However, if there are points to

make about somebody who does not share theee characteristics and who is

ethnically simpatico, then ve should get that into the record too.

* I noticed as you went through the various groups, including this

group, that there's no minority group professional representation -

hexican American, ?lack, that have you. Pid you do this deliberately?

Because there are quite a ftu people that could have mode a contribution.

** No we didn't do it deliberately. We aseumed that cognitive

competency and academic fUnotioning was not a function of color, and we

didn't specify. flow we are under attack for not having done so. (And

I regret it at this point that we did not do so simply to placate the

oritioism.) But we wanted people who demonstrated a certain kind of

expertise.

*, ye might come out with the same conclusions but I think that

sometimes it would have greater impact if it was a minority representative

group.

** It would have been politically and socially expedient. I should

point out though that we did have groups of classroom teachers who were

predominantly blook, two groups of. about seven each and only one white.

Of the group oPedwationists here the other day-- professional education

people ..from college° of education-I-four out of six were blaok.

* . May jaskyho you had in the eduoational group? I'm, just trying

to got a pioture..:..,,
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** Fred Rogers from NYU; J. B. Jones from Texas Southern; Craigmile,

Missouri; Keys, Kansas State; Belr from Kansas City. We were

anticipating having Edmund Gordon but: he at the very latest hourthe

night before to be Preciec, he cancelled.

** Have we positioned enough? Would you be kind enough to (start?

I'm not (sure, in terms of the positioning, that what I will do

ie Wise but We the way I looked at it whel I looked at it from afar and

it will (start things off. You know two of the things, I think, that wilt

come up are: (a) There tie a great deal of reeearch that tie yet to be

done, (5) there are different kinds of pante of view that have not

gotten Into our thinking that need to be canvassed.

44 I'm allowed to ask questions?

Yes, you're allowed to ask questions. And as a matter of fact

maybe I can supplement some of this atuff. I eimply wanted to kind of

get an overall answer to the foundational question. What I tried to do

was etTly sit down and after making some notes as we were on the plane

and sort my ideas out. I must confess that my reference is to the pre-

(school domain. But it's met in terms of really quite general principles.

My first point ie that aimumetancee make a substantial difference

in the development of competence, that ie, in the development of abilities,

beliefs, standards of conduct. Nothing I suspect is more tragic than

failing to recognise this when the kid is doing well ls can 17J expected

from pr3vious gradee, from teat (scores, IQ% and that (sort of thing.

Now in this company this may go unquestioned. In Jensen it was

questioled, of course, and

*4 ,We'll have to talk about Jensen (sometime.)

I can document this if you want me to just indicate the nature

of the locumentatiOn for your own record. I'm thinking particularly of

the Scottish surveYs of Godfrey Thomson, mid before that, Cattell's 193?

prediotion of this galloping plunge toward intellectual bankruptcy which

im the godpiey Thomeon thing did not go down a point and a half but

went up about three points. And, Smith at Honolulu: in over fifteen

yeare with the same population, instead of. going down a point and a half,

he got 2 gain in the mean IQ's. And Wheeler ehoweda.eimilar ten point

gain in ton years'at tho tVA instead of a loss - -again pox the ammi

famitiee: And Finch in Minnesota, in tha twenty years between the 20's

and the 40's, with a higher proportion of the population going to high
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eChool, he's got gains of from ten to fifteen points. Now those are on

the score tests.. And then there was the study of World War If draftees

who wrk, giVen the old army alpha teat. The mean of World Par II

draftees was at the eighty-second percentile of World War I draftees.

So ae longasyou keep your-standardiaation the same, instead of the

drop you get the rise. Well, there is other evidence in this but

that's enough

Kliwburg's migration studies.

And Miranda, from Puerto Rico--:where you actually have some

kids at seven who as a result of industrialization, have higher mental

ogee than their parents? Now, the second point, or (B) in this outline,

that children of poverty typiCally, (and I use children of poverty in

the broad sense to cut across ethnic grOups) --children of poverty

typically lack many of the aircumstances'poviding opportunities to

deveLpp. Competence that the children of the middle-class routinely

have. Or to put that in another way -- they lack many of the circum-

stantial opportunities to develop competences and motives and standards

that children of the middle -class have. And ifyOU want to document

that, I think for illuetrative purposes perhaps the best study is that

of Vicky Simmons and herOmsband dt Nashville. What they've done is to

pull together eight urban, or eight professional faMilies an I

telling you something you already know?

** Now we may have caught it in the literature search. At the

moment I-don't know whether or not.

It isn't in the literatvie yet eight urban professional

families, eight of them urban poor, eight Of the rural poor. The

professional families are blacks and whites - three black, and five

white The researchers have ae.the target person in each of these

families, a three year old and they havdan observer who becomes like

ftrniture - gets in and gets to know the family. First of all, what has

been reported if, the numbererwhdt.theY oat/ environmental force units,

per unit ortime, per hoUrHTheieCdnvirenMenial force units are inter-

actions with that three year cileiniii:afdd by Older MeMbereef the

famity:HTheoe .ariount to fbrtYons versus seventeen for the urban poor--

forty-ons'in' the'Piqesiiona/ versus seventeen in the "urban poor, versus

eighteen-in-the rural poor.. So this is not a'Matier of race. This is
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a matter of social class and is a fUnction of opportunities for this kind

of thing. The reactions to the interactions initiated by the three year

old were also very different: Typically in the non- professional family,

everybody says - "don't do that, stop that, quit that, I said, stop it'' -

but in the professional families there's typically an explanation -

"can't you see I'm on the telephone, can't you see I'm getting dinner,

can't you see I'm doing this?"

This is typical of Bernstein's elaborative code.

That's the same kind of thing. Among the urban and rural poor

families it is "stop that or go away and leave me be, get out of here,

I can't stand you," etc., so much for the main differences. However,

I asked the observers (stimulated here a li,tle bit by Courtney

Caston and others), how many instances are there in these various groups

where the environmental force units, initiated by the older members,

have called upon the child to note differences in the shape, color,

size etc. of objects, persona and places? Those who hod worked and

recorded in the professional families could give many examples, but

those who had observed either the rural or urban poor recalled only

instances where the child was called upon to run an errand. Then it

was - "I said the second shelf, yore stupid little ox, I said the blue

one, or yellow one"or whatever. These are the kinds of demands for

action from the child that he can't respond to without any teaching of

the concepts that are involved? And then I asked - how often do these

older members call upon the child to formulate such matters in their

own words? And nobody in either the urban or rural poor could think of

an instance, but there were miny instances in the others. Now, this is

not in the literature.

44 This implies that for the lower socio-economic kid, if he's

going to profit from his environment, he's got to select out the stimuli

himself?

* That's right. Now Feyerstein, in Israel, talks about the
-.

mediators of the environment.Ne'&a student ofPiaget and Ray. He

thinks Piaget is overrated but Ray i gran-tilt And his point is that

even in picking up when the kid drape something- -the parent . picks it

up and gives it to him--that's mediating the environment in one specific

kind of instance. That sort of thing is absent in meet poverty homes-- 4

4
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but,not always. Abe F42nkovich tells that he was poor, desperately poor,

but his father was a rabbi and he wasn't culturally deprived. His

father knowing that they were poor, told them stories, asked them

questions and got them partioipating to the point that they forgot they

were hungry. He tells some of the stories really very dramatically.

44 Could I ask a question? Given this condition, to what extent is

remediation possible, at what particular stages?

The principle that I would go with, and this is my next point,

would be that the abilities, motives and standards, and the competence

of individua/s, children of poverty, are modifiable at any age but are

relatively more modifiable the earlier that the attempt is under-taken.

4 But post-language--would you agree?

Yespost-language.

AA a matter of fact, Poyerstein--lhe's great. I'm very excited

about what this guy has done, and with what Arthur Sullivan has been

doing in Newfoundland)- -both of them are taking people at an adolescent

age and teaching them to think and teaching them to read and to talk.

What's the test you have on al/ the parents? You know, the

RaveWs Matrices.

Fbyerstain has been using both that and his iron test and I've

seen him pull kids up a great distarce7-kids with IQ's in the 60's and

?O's. He gets them to reason out the process. He will cover up the

bottom where the answers are and have them see how aspects of the item

differow this differs from that, and this differs from that, what's

changing hero, what's changing there, so that they come to deduce what

the answer should look like. They work at the kids ,Iwn cesnccptual levol

so Ku find the kid who doesn't know anything about the vertical and the

horixonal but he knows the lying and the standing. I had to observe

him doing this in Hebrew which was not the easiest thing for me to do,

but in terms of Jensen's article, he gets plenty of real cognitive

elaboration'going in these people in a three or four hour stint.

4 I might say on this that FOyerstein manages to let this after a

really minimal amount of time.

* Put it doesn't stay put.

Well, some of it stays quite put, He took a group of youngsters

in Harlem and these kids are now in their adolescence. At the time
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they were,very young adults, and they stilt write to him and he stilt

writes to them. There is a charismatic factor with Foysrstein that is

very hard to generalize from. At the same time, he has remarkable

results in terms of generalization to the Stanford -Binet with changes

running as. high as twenty to twenty-five points after an interval of

one year.

By the way, in this country now, Abe Tannenbaum at Teachers

College is working in the same area.

* He just came back. from Israel.

He just came back and he knows Foyerstein's stuff better than

anyone else. Yru know, a mum is never a prophet in his own country.

I met Foyerstein first in Nashville at one of these Hayward's conferences.

T was impressed with him there so I stopped to see him this spring and

thgy were surprised at Hebrew University that I would go and stop to see

Foyeretein because he doesn't count there. Last fall when we had him

.again, I waxed with a certain amount of enthusiasm and I think they're

actually going to get together and see what it's about. Now I should

add he's not the best of methodologists from a scientific standpoint.

Some of his stuff will be published soon in an orthopsychiatric

monograph and in fact Abe just brought back the manuscript and I've

beengoing through it.. It's about 140 pages and I hope to get it back

to him within six-to eight weeks.

4. I think there are two points that have been raised. One, I think

the Fbyerstein example can be elaborated somewhat in terms of not so

much the remediation of, you know, intellectual lack but in terms of the

whole concept of the zone ofproximat development, that is, the non-

fixity of intelligence. -And two, which is more controversial, I disagree

both with Joe and probably Marty on the evidence.fbr thertotion that the

earlier the intervention the better, and I also consider it a very

dangerous truism to present to elementary school teachers. AU right?

You agree with the second, and I'll argue,with you on the firstbut in

any ease she second point is probably more important. However, I don't

think we can say today that we have clear evidence that either cognitive

development or other competencies are more remediable in the pre-school

years for instance than in the elementary or high school years. I

think that's a very questionable generalisation at the moment and I also
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think, aa I Said, maybeMore important than its being questionable is

the set it giveto the teacher that she

I'd grant the second but not the first.

That's okay but let's

If you put the thing on the basis that it's a tenable hypothesis

but c4rtainly has not been demonstrated Mequately, and intervention

later on, as' Poyerstein's example points out, can be extremely effective.

44 Are you sugg,..!sting that there is such a thing as a - I'm sorry

to use the popular jargon - a late bloomer?

Well I would go outside the human domain here. Wherever you have

a set of circumstances with a given direction effect, the longer it

persists the harder it is to change the direction of that effect. That's

the general principle.

The more impact, and the more presoure it would take

It would take more.

And the environment would have to be increasingly modified,

** Do you agree with that?

No, and I question the relevance of the animal literature for

human cognitive development.

I think we're dealing here with basic physiological processes

and the number of spines on the dendrites of cortical cell., and you're

dealing hCre with the basic processes of the equipment for the organism

to deal with. I gave at least a synopsis of this in my answer to-

Jensen in that paper

* 1ut I think you 'r too biOlogiCal. If Jensen is in one way, you

are in another because I'd say that in Well, I don't Want to gat in

to a lengthy argument;

** Th6re'sno need-.for my purposes its useful to note the dif-

ferenca--thank'you.

* andtheA:let's go on.

** I presume that despite the 'pot that 'theargument would be

fascinating for everybody thattherd'e no .pant in attempting to resolve

it.

* Well, -whit I would agree kith ie that rthink-this is a clangorous

Principle fi..+Oirt the alantipoint'W% teachei,: Beoausa he tinida to say I

* n't do anything abOut. it. 'Bee64ee it hcipptie'hi.oan do something, and

22
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the reason for my bringing Foyeratein in here was simply that Foyeratein

argued with ma on this and I want to grant that a great deal can be done

at any time. So, I put it that abilities, motives and standard, the

competence of children, can be modified at any age but it is probably

easier to do it earlier than later

I think Joe, you'd also agree that when ye start do discuss this,

we have to rely on either theoretical positions or experimental literature

--the longitudinal studies of actual child development are not conclusive

one way or the other.

I would agree with that.
,

Right.

I don't agree with Jensen, and perhaps with you, that the kind

of thing that's physiological here is irrelevant. I think it's highly

relevant and I don't see whether what's happening with a mouse in early

days is unrelated--the human being is not basically different from a

mouse biologically. Now in terms of the role of such things as language

and the mediators in the thought proceea in a centraleystem, there is

real difference obviously, but at the physiological level at least

4 There's where you hit certain vary basic environmental

differences where youdealyith central systems

I think the argument of people who disagree with us mostlyia. that

tip kind of cognitive sensory sort ofdeprivation that occurs even

within the most cultural/y deprived le not so great as often would be

demonstrated in experimental animal work. I man there are so many

.instances of people who have been extremely culturally deprived, at some

time later, becoming culturally motivated (not really so much

cognitive sensory trained). And these people demonstrate a terrific

amount of.00gnitive competence. One implication of this point which I

think might bring everything out, is that the change that le necessary

in the teaching process later on as Lull as earlier; is primarily a

cognitive . one--that is, sensory training, cognitive training and so on.

It 0 probably .motivational too.

Yes, attitudinal and motivational.

.* For exampteltthe very,pet that depriyodkids,were, used to a

noisy environment--they heard noise constantly. This means that it's

harder to attract their attention. They have to go through something

23i
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like a Skinnerian, a reinforcement of listening before you can move to

the business of making a difference

and to participation where they actually supply both the

stimulus and the response for themselves. The positions are not that

polarized. Thgre are certain bridges.

We have to resist the danger of having fun, theoretically,

discussing things for our own sake I suppose
Yes, but there's one very practical difficulty though from the

point of view of the teacher and that is that they tend to oversimplify

often and take this theoretical points of view in almost a reified

fashion and feel that the only way of producing any kind of behavioural

or academic change in the kid is through some kind of cognitive sensory'

training thing. So in fact what they're really doing is probably

making a kid more bored, unmotivated, and making irmlevant the content

he is trying to learn. So that I think that what a teacher should know,

is that there are ways of changing a child's cognitive competence

perhaps without directly trying to sort of engage in training, of a

cognitive and sensory sort.

Teachers tend, if they're exposed to it at all, to took at the

overall statistics of retardation in tha urban slums, particularly

retardation in terms of reading, and they tend to be very much inpressed

with that. And what you want to do is create appreciation of the kind

of multivariant alternativeS that do exist in realityan appreciation

that the exceptions demonstrate the potential that's realty inherent.

At the same time, she should appreciate the difficulty of any kind of
intervention. And there I weii/d agree that there's increasing

difficulty. But I think at the same time it's increasingly challenging

and that there is a niativatiarial faCtor that is independent of the

cognitive competence characteristic at a later stage of development.

44 Question - If I'm a teacher and if I have to do my job, given

the information that's available to you and given the theoretical

structure that underlies it, at this rartiaular point in time, what

would you suggest might be some of the alternativetive strategies I might

use?

*

* *

With what age children?

If in fact it's going to be different at different ages let's
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identify the differences.

4 It's going to be very different.

A Do you want to identify these issues and come back or go ahead?

I think you're going to disagree with me even mare on the next. There's

a thing here that I think bears on what you've been saying. I think from

a teacher's point of view the main thing is that a lot of remediation

difficulties that occur at later age are motivationalthat is, that the

kid has dropped out of the system, or copped out of the system because

he sees no reason to stay in.

4 and he stays in that cop-out frame of mind.

Yes, and that needs to be differentiated from his having gotten

cognitively frozen.

* Like a taxi driver told me last night, that he was one of those

smart guys who didn't need to go to school and now at 65 he wasn't so

smart anymore and he's driving a tan. And he said, "if I'd gone to

school ' and then he came on with a whole series of things- -that

he would live his life all over again, and so on. But what he was

pointing out was that he had got into a channel within the society, and

this is where I think the sociologists need to come in and show Ways of

breaking out.

They have to care--but I think Grlyson Kirk and a lot of others

might envy him.

A At the same time as agreeing -n:th what you wore saying, we have
., ,

to realize that one of the best ways to motivate kids, people, in

general, 'is through success. If a kid is simply stymied through any

kind of cognitive achievement it's going to operate very detrimentally

in motivation too. So, we're raising a falso dichotomy Of Course.

But I think the trouble with teachers arises through the theoretical

evidence about cognitive stages and other evetOPheAtal ideas. They

tend, to See tater developments being too much contingent on earlier

ones.

It's not easy to make those changes at adolescence:

* Yes but it can be a cultural thing. Poiyarstein can't do it..oith

everybody. Asa matter of fact, ho telis m that he has a hell of a

time with the Yemenite Jews, whereas he can do wonderfully with the

Morooana.
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* Sure, but he gets °heves with the Yemenite that we would

consider faniastic--between fiftoen and twenty points. But they're only

ha/f what he gets with the Morocans.

What is your coment on the Skinnerian sort of approach, let's

say to learning concepts in reading, particularly in view of the work

done in dawaii on teaching adolescents reading. They're starting out

with inforuers, he says, ncrmely money. You know, that kind of approach

with reading and understanding paragraphs. _They start off very
simply by reinfCraiv with money, continue to build up to more

complicated Meas.

* Well; what I think money doers, is do what Marty calls close the

loop. You see, usually Lots' of these kids' aren't getting anythirzg--they

are behaving an. jetting nothing, back. This is what I thin?c happens in
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the olphcinage situation where apathy and retardation goes on indefinitely.

Eten at adolescent-age it has been demnetnited With intensive cases

that money in a useful reinforcer. If yoU'can find reinforcers, it will

bring about an improvement.

Yes; but money wouldn't help four year olds.

No, but you can do it. 4.

** Question please. I asked Skinner about delayed gratification and

he didn't altogether satisfy me.' If in fact you accustom kids to

immediate gratification, immediate reinforcement, Where does delayed

gratification fit into the deal? Do you assume that they somehow absorb

the idea of delayed gratification?

4 Well, r think You have to program that. I don't' want ta reject

Skinner out but I think actually Foyeretoin does' it. rn the rIrocess of

taiiChing here; I find myself facing great big question marks.- I think

that.there'S a treMendous aiount of'ingSfu4ity allowable to teachers if

they 'Onde.get faith that something can happen: -If you once free them

withthe'belitlf that if theij're a geniUe lerething Can happen, a great

deal can happen. Hui!' if may betC a Very himil Prioportd): Of the kidEi
unless you do something to change the general scene. ', This is where I

think A:1;We tO'ga into thi thtiU rlty Mbdifid the sociology

'Cf :Oda operdfiaii.:. '3

IMakC thd,tthie dalay'of gratifidation notion?

Middle-olass teachers I think tend to feel it is very important because
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presumably we middle-class have this and thzt;this is very important for

achievement in school: and so on. I've looked pretty closely at that

literature quite extensively and I think that's really a myth.

** It is?

You moan you'd mediate the rein forcers per grade?

No. I mean the myth in that there is social class difference in

preference for delay of gratification. Any experimental research has

not shown any difference between middle-class and lower class. Nor has

it been shown that this so-called concept mediates oognitive achievement,

going to college and academic performance, and so on. As a matter of

fact, that original idea came from the sociologiet, whose wane eecapes

me. It was inferred from behavioural data such as promiscuous sexual

behaviour, lack of savings in the bank, not going on to college, and so

on, which they said indicated the syndrome of personality characteristic

of being unable to delay gratification. There must be a more parsimonious

explanation for that behaviour rather than a personality one.

It's been fed back into the learning literature from the socUo-

behavioural material that David Riesman reported on, and that Frank

Richmond picked up in his book

* It's related to the symbol system, that is, you can use praise

in the middle -class child at a much earlier age than you can use praise

for the lower -class child.

4' You know, that's so but I'm not cert4in that it's completely so.

If you were to set up a schedule of praise to change a lower-class child

very rapidly in the first few months of orientation with concrete versus

social anl other kinds of rekArds

Well, it depends on where you get your measuree--4f you're just

measuring your first reactions to praise, or you're measuring later

reactions to praise. .Becauee lower-class kids will go very rapidly

through this socialisation process of accepting rnaise. The only thing

is that they'll be a little more skeptical and cynical that it has

real depth and meaning.

* Yee, but the point I'm trying.to make is not what will work with

the kids but that if you took at the experi .ntal literature on conorate

veriAs other types of retvada, isnot consistent and I don't think we
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)61.45w Where We Stand:

* Right; and I think we can get rid of myths of this sort which 'the

middleclaSe teacher has.

There's another issuethe assumption that middle-clase is this

way, it muit be good because

on-the delayed gratification thing, I take a somewhat different

tack. I think there are social class differences. I'm sure there are

in the data we had from Chicago. But I would say that there's probably

some difference which could be called some kind of predisposition

or some tendency of individuals but my guess is that the biggest

difference comes as.a Matter of the kid's estimate of probability

that he's going to get rewarded. That is, you can very eaeily

manipulate the tendency to delay rewarde by increasing or decreasing the

probability that it's going to be there when he finishes.

* Right, right.

So it's a matter of confidence in the rewarder. And the lower-

class kids, simply don't have that kind of faith in environment. But

if you had the reward system in Whieh you get imediate gratification,

for call it immediate reward), setting up a contingency between what

the child does and what happens in the environment or vice versa, then

I thiak-Yeu will get delayed gratification simply because he knobs that

there are obvioUs contingencies and they can be managed. But it is not

random. It is when the contingencies are random and when'the reward

systeM is not predictable that you get immediate gratification, because

if you 1n 't grab it now, by 06d it's not going to be there tomorrow.

* You are really speaking about the reliability of the predictiOn

of rew:l.rd.
. .

That is preCisely What r was meaning a while ago when I said I
thinkyou have to program 'it. YOU have to tnti7g, faith-in-the-dany..

OkaY.:"Nowin other words, our kids are'roacting to what alipears

to be a disorganirsededuCa,.ional system which they don't understand.

Yes, and hichelles study of kide'from father-absent familiee'

whore delay of gratification was measured by the siTle teat of you

cant a candti bar, a S;all one now or a big one'

The ideluas that the father-absent kids (114Ind filcM aVery shifting

envinnpWentl situation .with peOple coming and goingand saying oll

28
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Inosonina-tr......-

kinds of things that they didn't follow through on, whereas this was lees

true in the others. Therefbre the father-absent children were going to

take their candy bar now when it was there in front of them wither than

rely on the experimenter to acme back in two weeks from now.

I thipIP this can be tied in with the educational system, not only

for the kids.but for the teachers. I regard the educational system as

it exi3ts in most lower-class and most disadvantaged areas as being one

in which the incentive system within the educational context is very,

very poor.

Phil Jackson has some of the best damned stuff on this kind of

thing. ,.You know, the kid is waiting and his arm is heavy and hg's

waiting and waiting and he has to put a prop under his arm and he only

wants to, respond but he can only respond once every fifteen or twenty

times and he has to wait to get a turn. The teacher in turn gets only

her salary. How well she does, whether she moves kids along and makes

a difference in them doesn't make a damned bit of difference.

Fierthermore she hoe a whole lot of problems in coping with the

disciplinary aide of the thing, and that's what she gets paid for -

keeping these kids disciplined.
,

. well, this is it, Keeping the children disoip/ined and keeping

them as much as possible in, a passive type of situation. This is e

fact of the situation while wo.place great emphasis on ripping up those

damned desks and taking out the squat. box and having youngsters who are

sglf-prograrrring,.where they get their own kind of rewards. They oan

go to tho teacher or the paraprofessional. They own ask questions and

g0 back to their own particular operation but they're not dependent on

the central teacher.

44 01m, question. It seams to re that muoh of teaoher.behavior,

and I've dons video tape studies of classrooms, is directed at self-

rewarding. Now, on of the devicas.used,:of course, is o ask. the kids

who they think knows the answer so.thgt they get back evidonoe of the

fact that they have boon teaching

4 That's not very good.

4 It's for thi.s reason theSuttivan &odors, for exampls, have been

so sucoessfUl. ,Beoause, they have the rewards built right into them and

they gradually extend dalay byt the ohildre!1 then have a olneaiftoatiop
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maA.whjr6th*Can work out the correctnessincorrectneee of the

reepOniaandAiii come Over'to the more Complet, book.

** Okay.,.' Well, as I see it, one of our problems is to develop in

teachere'tha idea that they-dan be rewarded for different things than

they arc currently getting'rewarded for.

Now you're taIkingnow about teachers getting rewards and not

about the kids..

*4 Yes.

I want to speak at some point to the moral education of teachers,

but that seriously, I think we haVe some empirical things to say,

but

Which gets us back to a basic point Should we allow the

discussion to emerge out of a particular point that'e made or should we

get through the list' first?

Let's' get through .. the list.

The third point was that the abilities, motives and standards are

modifiable at any rge but the earlier it is the easier it is. But, and

this is the fourth point, the sc'iool constitutes only part of the

child's environment, at moat, about a third of his waking hours. And

there's only one model of tea9hep virsue pa,ent models, neighborhood

modals, etc. And I don't think you need more than just to took at the

thing to 'justify that statement.

Than the fifth point'is thrit it may therefore be neeeeaary for

the school to obtain the 'cooperation of the parents of the disadvantaged

if large and permanent changes are to be made. And I should add when

you 'COM° to the adolescent, this applies in particular 'to the *.

optbrtunitias for him. Withinithe culture and it isn't just black, and

white. Mutt elled.geis in'a tow3, how he's taken, whether he gets a ..

job, depOnds on those kid he is, what status he coma from. The

oppOrtunitiea for getting eon kind °ouch:vie are definitely tower if

he 4oM:la'frem(ulaWsr4rlaze balkgound thanfrom.a higher-class baok-.:.

dotting thoWparenteisciatood'iti this thingie very important

in the in4ziovilmorlUnt isn .00ntied' (moo fair the kids.

* ter/1/9 of Confidenc0;.'if 'Could 'just interrupt for a moment,

there 16- a &Vet 'Where there dortain 'discrepancy. Ifyou go .into the

high schools, -e ..peit it' groat ;deal of time .in the 'last two or
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three years in the high schools) and took at the underground press you

will often find the youngsters that are failing on the achievement tests

and everything else, editing, writing away; highly motivated, getting

their reinforcement from the material they turn out. Thcy would not

get cooperation from either faculty or the parents, but they are turning

out solething and they'll probably be journalists in the future.

It would be great if we had examples of the kind you're talking about.

We need to get it more systematically reported, that the kids who are

doing their thing in the press and the kids who are flunking it in

arithmetic but they're making out in other ways.

I've heard that and I wish we could document it a little better

so that it got above the level of myth.

* At the high school and college level we have some documentation.

from Hike Wallace who had an experimental program at Duke where they let

in kids who do very poorly by IQ achievement standards but who are

"gifted in extra-curricular and non-academic-' kinds of activity.

NW, let me say that Foyerstein finds that when you get the people

operative in the army -and it's been the way in which Israel has over-

come illiteracy, they've got almost a hundred percent literacy now out

of all the people who have gone into the army--but then it takes longer

to push some people. He's perfectly willing to grant that there are

kids with individual biological differences in potential and that you

have.to invest more. 0J the two people I saw go throu0 his teat, it

took .him a lot longer with this girl who teas older, than it did with

the twelve year old boy. Both he and I had the feeling, watching this.

'any of IQ about 70, that he was potential Ph.D. Caliber. But he was

reading at about the second grade level. At this stage in the game he

just couldn't handle it. He'd gone through the sixth grade and he was

stilt reading at the second grade level. Well, Poyerstein pulled hi'

out, and he could move so fast and so easily that you had the feeling,

in terms of his learning potential, that this kid really had it. Re

needed to be put into a school where hs has other models - into a living

school situation. If he was left them with his family, in that same

clotting, he's caught there within that group and he's discouraged from

going ahead. SO ha has to be moved out, at least at the early level.

MV next point is that the proponderato mia4ovity of parents of
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disadvantaged children, and here again I'm talkingfrom the point of view

of the early education, love their childrm, and we do better for them

if they know Love.
.

Would you elaborate on that you mean by getting cooperation of

their parents?

Yes, this goes right on. A substantial majority of these parents

can be interested in being taught how to be better teachers of their

young, at least when these children are young.

Now for, my teachers thie implies two things I think. First of

all, the teachers need to have.some sktills in approaching and dealing
.

with parents, and secondly,theyneed to have Some sort of knowledge of

"parents as learnere,° right?

That'e

Now, the earlier ou get to this the better because over and

over it hae beenchoWn by the time the kid has got into the parents 'S

hair, they're di:eappointed in him, and co they think, well 7 he didn't

make it, but the new baby, he'sgoing to Make it

They've got fifteen years of habituated attitudee.

* Well, I would say three year() of habituated ,attitudes and they've

given up.

A We're finding the first ones do better.

Let me give you a counter example. We were doing a Uontessori
r

program in Chicago in which we had thee three and four year old kids

in the Montessori pre-school program and the parents were trying to

be actively involved in it. Now this isjustwith a very small sample

but we found that the older siblings of these kids jumped in achievemeni,

in that same to year period in the elementary school.

So did Tonics .am4.Gray.
. .

We found this eeme thing, the oldersiblingeand also the younger

sib/inga.

This is the vortioai diffueion businese.of2*.s and Cray..

But that dOpsn't repticate: TO me that doesn't replicate. De
,

you know of anybody who has. tried iti

Weil it does replicate dOwn at Duke and it does replicate at

Matinee. Them arc probably sans methodolooioat differeneee though.

Now another thing that shows up in ihie kind of thing,, is that Julrever
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you get a group of these parents together and you keep them together for

a coupleof years and have them meet, at, the meetings the parents take
,.

a new lease on Kfe.

We got the same results in this Montessori school. Theo black

mothers went out and'arganised the hell out of the block.

All right. This stuff seems to be highly reproducible.

* These parents have been coming there for Seven or eight years and

they become participants and they bring materials into the home,

but when we look.at it statistically, the children that have made

significant median adVances, it goes in the direction of the children

that have haerparents'ihat have had no participation.

* Say that again. I'm not sure I

A number of youngsters have had parents that have come down and

contributed to the parents' center and mostly they've been, become

activists and have ptaYed a definite role particularly in the community.

Now when you compare their youngsters who have made significant

changes, to the youngsters of the parents that do not participate in

the parental program, there isnpsignificant difference between the

two populations. Though there's a tendency and aconsistent tendency

year after year for the children of the parents that have participated

to show greater changes.

*

Whose program is this?

A longitudinal program that we've

Your program?

Yes.

been

You haven't reported that as yet?

Yes, it's out It hasn't been published but it's out as a
.

report to the Ford Foundation.
.

Let me suggest something, though. The point I'm going to make is

this. Among these active parents who got active through the program,

we did not find the effect on the kids who went through the pre-schoot.

program. We found the effeot on the older siblive. 2:n other words,

if you looked at the kids in the pre-schOOl.prograM, their gains were
. 6

not proportional to the parents' activism but the aide-effeot gains were

proportional.

There's another co-variance here. There's another fact that

comes in. We've looked at it nou, the:kids from three and a half through
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the end of the third 'grade, that in which has Maintained Continuity, We
do' fund that Pariente are less likely to participate if they have over
and above aCertain number Of Children. And it may very well be that
if you get a certain enowding factor, a certain noisy factor, you get
a certain drowning condition where a lot of the socializing has been
turned over to the older child so it might not be a by-product of
participation in the parental pmgrom but' rather the number of children
in the home.

Well, there's another kind of thing. The very fact that they
see the kid developing ie terribly rewarding, terribly rewarding.. (This
comes out of Badger's observations.) They min see that this youngster
that they're working on is jUiet doing better than anybody ever sew.

Now that leads me to my seventh point--that a substantial
majority of these parents can be interested in being taught how to be
better teachers of their young--at least when'their'ehildren are Of
the pre-school age. The only demonstrations- are in this do»yrin. But

I suspect this will, hold at later stages. If they start they'll
keep this kind of thing up. They become activists. They upgrade their
skills. In Nashville sifvty Percent of the group passed their hicih
school equivalency °ilk's and became practical nurses and beauticians
and that sort of thing. They rainy changed their pattern of how
they took care of their apartments and so on. They not only do that
but they take a new lease on Ufe; hope their chilli can .do something
and they can do something for him. There's' an element of'hOpe'that
grows out of that. Jim put this s:.-uff together.' He was ashthned of
these kind of data and I had to jump up and dot)n- and say this is more
important than some of your darned scores. Theseare- daterthay maid=

. .

be we psychologists haven't been used to, but these are data that
are real--get them down, get them into the picture..
44 'What happenect to the old idea that if er child shows too' Much
evidence of success, he starts to become a threat to his parents
simply because he's demonstrating' their' inadequaCIP

If that happens- when the parent is not involved and it happens
at adolescence haven't Seen' hny- data on this thoughi've sedCi.
it over and over again in Nebraska when J was growing up. These 'kids
went to 'college, and then came' back with itiedisi that were real' threats
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to their parents. Incidentally, on al/ this, I should modify what I

said before, you do have a significant difference between the youngsters

that have been through the longitudinal program with cooperation of

parents than those that have not had eooperation of parents and been

through the program.

I want4o. make a corretary generalization from having talked to

enough teachers about this business of parental involvement in the

eclunational process. There is no research evidence to show that

parents using different methods and attitudes in teaching has any

interference effect on learning. This is the biggest bunch of baloney

you get from teachers and from school systems. .

* Don't teach your child to read because it will effect how he

learns at school badly.

* Or, don't tet the parent get involved in-the educational

process because he'll do it in a different way from the teacher and

that will create an interference effect. This is the way they talk

about it'or rationalizeit.

Keep learning encapsulated in the school away from the parents

But there is no research evidence for that generalization....,

This:used to be the Bank St. ideology and may still be.

4 Oh yos.

* Let me make another observation that may be correlary to both of.

these. That is, .that teachers also are much MOM eager to learn how

to teach than many people give them credit for.

lhope you're right.

Up to a point.. I thin;. that depends on the ambiance of the

social structure, tha principal, the school board and so. on.

4 Teachers and parents are delighted i f they can be taught

techniques to !erk with kids whoare presenting eome of the problems in

the classroom. indeed r. think this accounts for some of the popularity

of the structured programs.

4 They have something they can do.

4 .. The regular system is so loose, and so epherwral. If they have

a program which they clearly can see has some results, then they get

enthusiastic.

think this is also why you see the popularity of what is, in
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fact, a basically simpleminded idea, the Flanders scheme of interaction

analysis. Z think the teachers are just saying - we don't know what

thehell we're doing, and this gives us a little bit of a hold on this

complicated social system which we're operating.

* dell, you can teach parents to he teachers. Gains in I0 over

twelve weeks have been shown to be essentially the same for children.

who never have been into a nursery school but who have been taught by

their parents and those who had gone to nursery school.

4* Let me ask one thing please. We did make a point about the

white middle-class myth that if, in flat, the kid gets too bright he

does in fact challenge his parents but I wonder if there are ethnic

differences here. For instance, given the authoritarianism of the

Mexican family, for example, what happens to a Mexican kid exposed to

school situations which ask him to question and argue and debate when

this runs up ethnic barriers.

* .I don't think the question is whether kids can threaten their

parents. Obviously they can. The question is, on what kinds of points

do they threaten their parents? I think in some of the situations

that you're talking about, it's not that the kids are so bright, it's

that they bring in ideas that are in opposition to parents' values.

That's exactly right.

For exanple, this happens, in the Chinese families in San .

Francisco. The Stanford undergraduate can pose a tremendous threat to

their parents by appearing to be moving away from their very strong

family valuet:.

We don't even have to go outside our own group.

But when kids from a lower -class black family come back from school

knowing aomething that they learned at school, this threatens the parents

--I don't think that's true.

Another point, about this question of level of educational

aspiration. .We do know that in stable working class cultures with a

kind of long order orientation that on the whole, fathers have worked

out a pattern in which they rationalis4 not going to college and so on

and so forth. They often have lots of conflict about their sons goin,d

to college when they didn't. But I think your evidence, about level of

educational aspiration for the kids among ghetto parents does not show
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vast differenCes. There's no......an I right? I.....

4 Well, the parents iv=d very, high levels of aspiration for the kids.

Could it be that they weren't 'ieared to any method of bringing

them up?

* No, the problem was that although they'd like their child to be

a doctor or a lawyer, when you ask the parent-what are ti ,ceps, would

he have to go to school, and so on, you get very vague re.,,,ses which

mean that they really don't know what the system ts like.

4 Nor do they know the consequences of the child going through the

system. They may say that they might like the ideal but the actuality

may be so mucl; different.

Look, I have a sister-in-law who is a teacher. She has, a

Master's Degree in classics. And she kept holding her kids back so

that they started in school in the first grade at seven and eight with

the idea of developmental maturing. Only recently has she come back to

the idea that maybe she'could done something to have speeded up

the process of their development early instead of holding them back.

Now there was one gain in this. They were late developers, physically,

so this gave them a chanoc to be gr,at athletes, when they wouldn't

have been great athletes without this, but. Now she is seeing

that she could have done some .ing to pull these kids along, but, you

see, phe just waited them out.

* But tlera's an ideology of passivity in this thc..: goes through

vhe educational market place. Essentially you do not put too much,

pressure or tension on the child because any kind of challenge is..

considered tobe a pamlysing tension.

** Are you suggesting !;hat there are certain critioieme that could

be leveled at'this?

Well I certainly am. All ae time you're putting cultural

demands on the 'shad.- This is what I mean by the business of asking

questions that'cal/ upon the child to formulate these things in his own

words.' And You can grow this so that it becomes a challenge all the

way through, intallectu,114, motivationally, and so forth. There are

liMits to this of course, and damage can really be done. I don't want

to fight Zigler continuously on' this. . His point is that real damage

can be done. .1.nd I think it can if you call on the child to do
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something he cannot do and you make ..affection an4approbation conditional

upon his in it., You put him in a box where he can't get out

* ,But.I think we need to differentiate at some point between the

stimulation of cognitivesdevelopmont and the pressure. to perform taske,

which your child is not able to perform

It is a very different thing

Yes, and I think this whole notion of cognitive stimulation has

to be gotten across to teachers.

Let me get my last two or .t12reo. out of here and then we can

On this point I should also Ray there'? firm evidence to refute

a few more stereotypes like: that cognitive development and social,

emotional development are unrelated, or that' stimulation of cognitive

development caused emotional donfUct.. Ali. those are untrue and we

have disproved them. There's hard research evidence to raj:14g the

anecdotal psychoanalytic type. of myth.often.invoked by lay theorists.

* : Rut they are conetantly being regurgitated.

I'm glad that point's been made.

A My next. point was that parents. can readily be taught to be

effective teachers at least,atthe early pre-school stage, by learning

to ask these critical type. questions. ,-Ths means that the school

literally becomes an:agent within the coffmnity involved in he

teaching of parents. I sha.a.d.like.,to.auggest that ,this of. the

major fUnctions of the school,.,:. . . :

** Can I ask a.quastion that I hope won't he:ineidental. I would. ..-

imagine that in the early years. the kinds of questions that a:parent

might ask children would 'be factually oriented questions. You know,

"what ilvthis?!". And I would imagine that it becomes increasingly .

difficult to auk Conceptually oriented queotions, if in fact the parent

doesn't have -a resevoir of-ocmdeptual- organisations' that allow him to

do the. So the 'why' questions and the 'so what' questions and the

'if' questions become increasingly difficult. .

4.. That's right. Most teachers can't aneior those questions.

* 'College professors arenYt doing so well at it either.

I'd like to make a sociological comment on vshat you just said.

The desire to involve parents and the desire to have the school as the

agent that would involve teaching parents to work With .their kids has,
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thipik; some serious probT,,ms implicit in it. One of .these is that

teachers are now--espacialy teachers in the ghetto, disadvantaged

schoole:-ar now So overwhelmed withtthe magnitude of the task they

have in the classroom, that to involve them in parent education as well

is just too much.

I don't think they should do it, I think there ought to be

another teacher who works with these parents.

I'm just trying to make my point: That is, I agree with

you as you know, that the cooperation and support of the home is

exceedingly important. There ought to be greater liaison between the

teacher and the parents. I'd just like to point out that one of the

consequences of this is that you have two institutions, a school and .

a family, which in effect then become competitive, or at least may

become competitive in terms of the attention toward the child and

from the child. One shouldn't overlook kind of a natural hostility

that grows up between the-teacher and the family based on a good many

organizational factors.

I don't know that we're seeing that in these pre-school

situations that we're developing - I don't see this. .

In the experimental programs I think pu're quite right but the .

experimental progrms, I suggest, are probably special eases. In the

long run institutions, (and I'm overstating the case obviously to make

the point), where you have the taach,r playing the role of expert in

the classroom and the familyplaying the role of socializer in mar-:l

and other kinds of areas in the home--she becomes the government

expert in child rearing and child care. The parent-child centers are

a good example of ',his. As the government agent in charge of early

dthoiopment she and the mother than have a relationship which puts the

teacher in the position of being expert in having things to do with

the child ) .

You're making a very questionable generalization here. I.

would say there is absautely no evidence that competition of authority

between the parent and teacher has an unhe5/thy effect on the child's

educational development. '

* ' Well,.actually that's the question

* No, no. I didn't say it had an unhealthy effect. I said"...
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Ris argument is that bringing the school in as the institution

to do the teaching of the parents may lead to complications of an

institutional sort.

A: One Should be aware of what we're doing here--that is, changing

the retationshiltWeen two major socializing institutions in the

society. I'm not sure whether it's going to be helpful or.not

4 That you Said then is a hypothesis here,- not backed with any

antecedent erpirical,information.

Well, there is somethingit may be somewhat different from the

kind of formal teaching you're suggesting, I think, but which involves

the parents. This is the aaee in Russia which Bronfenbrenner has

taught us a lot about.' The involvement-of the. parent there was not so

much in the formal teaching as in after school time. Adults in the

neighbourhood did things with the children: .They took them places, and

'did the kinds of things that are not usually part of the forma/

teaching and training that the school would do; Now one of the

interesting benefits of this sort of thing .I suspect tie that it tends

to break down a bit the hostility that Axists in our culture.between the

peer group culture and the pear group nouns rand the adult norMs. Now

the kind orthing.that we were taking about earlier (about the under-'

ground newspaper and the non-achieving kid doing well) to the extent

that this exists(andthough there may be no (fatal suspect it does

are more likely to engage in misbehavior:and that these two sets of

uniformity does not glow either creativity or exceptional responses

American data he shows in foot that with peer group knowledge, kids

represents the adult nom, a symbol of theire things. In fact,'Huoh of

exists between'them and adults. ' '

properties that exist when a child ie doing things that are rebellious

against the adult norms. Bronfenbrenner points out, in a couple of his

nerm;adulte and the pupil normeare often antithetical. Given this

kind of hostility, perhaps the teacher should be aware that in .fact 'she

the hoitility that kids mayhave for school is becaUse of this that

* Bronfenbrenner doesn't'point out that:in the Russian situation

exist.) to a' large extent this occurs because-of the reinforcing

studies that in Russia the peer group supports the adults' Culture and

the socialising and the charabter development and so on. But in his
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and ina.tense there is a tromendous.amount ofhomogeneity between the

demand of:the parent, ,the adult culture,. and the school culture, some-

thing which is at least not explicitly existent here.

* In the disadvantagedatuation we don't halm the kind of uvport

and congruence in.a number.of areas-between the community andthe

school.. That is, the teacher is .trying to get the kids to be unlike

their parents in some very basic pays and it's around this that I think

some of the complications arise.

* I think.that'sright.

* -.Theee'complications may be importantcompetition may be an

important factor..

* I think. they're important butt don't think they're necessarily

benign or necessarily malignant.

* ;J/ell, another aspect of this is that often in. lower-class back-

grounds, there are not adequate role models for what can be accomplished

- -for career goals. There are,not:.ocaupational.rolo models in tife--

soythat perhaps involving the parents, not in an indiscriminate kind of

way, but involving adults in.extra-aurricular outside the format task

of the school can provide them.. .

This%control provides the kind of adult interaction that

would prevent the antagotzism that.seems to exiet:in our culture between

the peer and adult society and, moreover, provide the kind of

occupational role. model (partioulark important I suspect in the black

culture in whieh.you oomo in contact most often with adults in low status

occupations..) Kids are not. aware that -you can become, you know, something

other than low status adults and so they just sit around.

4 ,Of course, there a lot of antipathy but I4hink some of it

might: be Ilealthy.

* The people who have reftectedon the irpact on the,home and on .

themother as a result:on.,this,kind of contact with the school suggest.

caution because there are some major implications :when we ,start changing

inatitutional,arrangemehts within the society,

* 8:reties ma. Could I follow on this just for a minute. I think.

that if that kiste, it's somewhat because the-way that,we_asysyehological

experts and participants in the Head StartJ4egram.and teachers. and so

on, have presented this to the parent. It's almost implicitly paying to
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0,1,1141,7771,140191/0,,

the parent, you are bad parents, You knob', so 'that we'Ve,been entrusted

with doing the job Properly.

Well, the teachers have an identity problem don't they? And by

definition 014 ei6n't necessarily 'identify with the parents. After all

the parents are also tuned to different cultural nOions so you've got

in-group, out-grOup problems immediately.' It seems to me that this is

one source orthreat--to what extent can a teacher aocomodate to a

different out-group in such a way that She. doesn't violate her own

dignity? Des that make sense?

Well, this is part of the whole issue of community control.

* Let me make the next point here; that probably,'ifparents of

the lower-clasS get started to function as teachers and associated with

this educational process while their children are Still of pre - school

age they are very likely to continue to hold positive values of the

;.earning'proceSs and to build in a set of attitudes of cooperation of

the sort that I think will obviate some of the problems. Now part of

this though is a matter of how it's done':

Only if there is maintenance froM.the pry;- school through the

more formal school situation. And solar there h' been an absence of

that maintenance stimulation. So there resulte a great deal of cynicism

on the parts of the teachers and parents and agreat dial of apathy on

the part of the child.

Well this is why Merle Karnes, and SUe Gray,-have-come to the'

notion that rcallyWe.should have continuity and that it Shoitd be the

school that takeS'charge of the business ofpre-scho'al education:''And

that the continuity:Shoigd be'there and that there thoUld'be an-'

institutional oonneetion here.'

* '.I'A'extremely adamant about. this. You wi44 net be suCaessfUl'with

head'Stia4 efanY'Othor kind'ofprogrxmvunless there's -the Continuity

built into it--you must-build the continuity. '

Yea, We both had that argument.'. tdon4ithink*ing ;;'n like

aZperte and ttyikg tb tell'Oeople hinJ to Work it'thebay to do this.

You do it Witha CollaboratiVe-coOperationand the teacher has got to

be'tauoht to4e'a'COltaborator in this . :

Some's'Ort of 6r04 dynamioS instinotion or understanding?-'

ilhobably'imry uSeful
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Any oomment about.sensitivitytraining?

Sensitivity training with teachers?

_Yee.

A
.

I've got one point on that. Hy Last point is concern. It is

probably useless. to,try to get ,the cooperation of parents in the

educational process when their level of poverty, is so severe and they

are so persistently hungry, ans so, Lacking in minimal shelter comforts,

or that.they'rebasically anti-social.

The same goes for the kids.

.1" think there are some times when the society may have.to

consider the poseibility ofeducationalprograme that are divorded from

certain kinds of parents. That is, in the cases where conditions are

so severe we've got to do something about the poverty. Florence and

Steadkun took a sample, of nine kids born during a given year from tae

ghetto of Durham. They had a sample fifteen kide from this particular

ghetto, average IQ between seventy and seventy-eight. They wanted to

follow this particular group of nine with the new Bailey scalps. So

they had the social worker bring those nt6ne mothers in with their

infants each month. They went through the Bailey Scales with the

...social,workerwith the mother watching the tester and exptdining what

the feet.was about. . Ac two and a half - -by the way, the second year it

was every other month--at too and a half these kids ,11adcalaverageIQ of

110, rather then 70. On thesociaL IQ, they were still,low in language

but. tile, yinelandmean was 138. They're doing. this as an open genuine

experiment What I thought the explanation was that, these mothers saw.

their kids coming in there,getting the tests, they had the test

explained, they went have and practiced them on these things, and they .

worked,with these.little.kide. (They were, by the way, all first

babies:1, So this thing was .realty a very effective parenttraining,

device. That's my suspicion.., .

* Didhe,have control group?,

A NO, this was a trial of the Bailey Scale.. It wasn't research at

alt. It was fuet.one of those happenetaxces, but my point is you don't

throw a happenstance 00y. Blot anyWali I.talked about this to Florence

Barperand she just ,norted,._She says, when the rain comes in the

roof and you don't hare food half the days, you aren't much interested.
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in bringing your baby -in., Yeu,couldn',t even get them to bring them in

until you do.something about.theroopcoul.the foodeituationAnd.'

that's anotherthing.thateociety.may have to.pay attention to. Then

ateotheres the,bueineesof.the anti-soeial group and I don't know how

big this is but_basically a.differentcase again. .

Let me make a comment on your notion that perhaps we should let

educational institutions take over the child rearing of. some of the

members of the society. There are a couple of things. We've been

doing this with AMeicanIndian kids for a Long time with disastrous

results. .

Ptagnificent4a4ure.

AndGhastly. And there are those - -I'm not sure there are any.oftheM

in this room- -but there are those who say that the school in grades one

throygh.twelve hasn't really-demonstrated such a magnificent ability

to deaL.withkida that we should extendthe time it.has control dawn to,

age two..

* I can see a/l.platbut./ think you're going to have to do Something

on the teaching of.t4aehors,.cart of thieis part of yourinvolvement,

** I think you have,therethedichotomy between that should: be done

and what: could* done, given the limitations of the system.' And they

might be too quitedivergent recommendation?.

* One is the. matter.oflinding.out,-between trying.to.recommemd.

some kind on,institutionalshavga.when,ve don't have the -capability to

do what oughkto,be dbne,.thatis,.what can be done. Weireitalking

about what can be done and I'm bringing in again the sociological norm

which to extend this as a principle, is to do what we have done.- And

once the institutionaizedlormat gets built intolegislation and.

practice and so,on .before the4r4neee.and-resources,are mobilized,

then you.have-an institution that is sery,diffieult to change and if it

turns out to be a poor one..., , .":

* InLh'oy of 196? I wasarguingthqt.Road Stqrt would fail because,

we were deploying.:on a broad scale a system of.early education that

simply was not fitted for.tbocorpensatory function-it was called upon

to achieve, My plea etas that our society. should just let us have time

to try: and fail, egid.t.rv, ,again, to do the necessary basic research, to

do the doelopme0 ,of .o oyettOm that would operate. Them are probably:
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several that would work but we had to experiment first. Then deploy we

would, - only after there's some demonstration of effectiveness.

* That was my response to the Weatinghouse report. That is, they

expected too much, much too soon. What we needed was not a 'go' 7 'no.

go' type of evaluation but a kind of formative evaluation such as a

feedback mechanism.

* We're in the process of evaluating

Maybe we're in it but the Administration is so antagonistic.

They're cutting down on research all the way through the society. I

think these political notes are worth making because psychologists are

getting involved in policy and policy making and we should be getting

involved.

* Sure we should.

** Thy heart is with you. Can I ask a question, however, that arises

out of something you said about two minutes ago. One of the points

that the sociologists made was, (and others too for that matter), that

.the school is becoming a repository for all sorts of tasks that at on

stage or another had been undertaken by different organizations. So

if in fact we've got problems, throw them to the school. Now, one of

the points they, made was that.they felt that they would like to see

the function of the school cit.-fined somewhat more narrowly and some-

what more specifically so that the teacher didn't feel that everything

in tho development of the child was in fact her responsibility.

Yes, but we don't have to accept that mandate from the

sociologists

Oh no.

I've got arguments why that's wrong

** That's exactly why,I asked the question, Okay - shoot.

I can argue because my major interest these days is in value

eduoation and so on. You know the usual truisms: that value

education is a product of the hems, the character is formed in the home,

or the church if not the home, or something like that --and a whole set

of stereotypes associated with this.' First, that's incorrect for

various reasons. It is demonstrated that the school does and can have

important effects on value develcpment. It's been dsmonstrated that

character i8 not, forted by the home in any exclusiva or unique way.
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lt!sbeen demonstrated: that. and religion have little or no effect

onmoraVvalues and character. development. Empirical research shows

those kinds of things. How, on the negative:side, the reasons against

a narrow definition of the school's function Let me start with my.

currant negative axe: which is that elementary school acheivements or

high school-achievement now defined by grades and by performance on

achievement tests cannot be viewed as an important or major criterion

of effectiveness in teaching in schools or anything else. At the

moment, longitudinal evidence indicateithat achievement-test scores,

in elementary and high schoo4 and grades do not predict anything

valuable in later :lift once you control for the gating effect of

entrance into college and the IQ factor.

Oh, that's very interesting.

* But .i.t,predicts,:to success in the next stage. .

:Yes. Then itdropovoutafter that. For instance, if you look

at grades in.high school ar achievement test scores you will find that,

of course on the whole, what coltege'you go to and whether you Op to

college or not is correlated with grades. But if you control for that

and look at kids who quit high school at the end of high. school there

are no either. vocational or other. measures of better adjustment of

those kids. Also, if you look at kids with different grades who go to

the same college, or the same class of colleges, their high school

grades predict, to nothing. They predict their collgge grades, but to

nothing inter in life, - .

They predict. the-first year's college grades but.not the

fourth year's:college,grades..

A And thenHcel/e3a_grad'esthemselves seem to predict to. nothing.

generally in the way of later vocational achievements. Anyhow, if.you

go back, the only point I'm trying to:make is thatif we have a static

definition that tha ffinction oftheschool is to teach the conventional

curricular a ta;,the.Cbnant, Rickovercontingent, therds absolutely no

evidence that this definition of, the functions of, the school, (even if

it were done better, you.knokh.even ifvv,aould devise more effective

ways-ordealing,vith.the disadvantaged-, ifve could.raise all their

achievementteet:scoreed.would_do any pod..

That by tho.way)14 4z figment efourfoockeyed measuring school.

systems.
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401 Okay. but would you therefore not want to prescribe in any shape

or farm the domain on Which the school should concentrate, or would you

want to preadribe to some degree?

* T would argue that the reason achievement tests do so poorly in

cognitive areas or skill areas (which are the current focus of

achievement tests) is because the way we've made up achievement tests

has been poor and the way that school has defined the cognitive

curriculum has also been poor. I'm not saying that the cognitive

curriculum isn't basic to the 'school; but teachers have to know that

the kind of uncritical notion they have about achievement test

performance for individual kids and groups of kids are so unsupportable

by what we really know about achievement tests.

Let's take the achievement test as indicating that a purely

subject mastery notion of education seems to be an inadequate notion in

the sense that subject mastery does not predict a useful Later out-

come in development. Therefbm we ought to be thinking about some

other goals for the school. Now, in terms of value education, the

issue is not whether the school does engage in value education or not.

In onessense'or another, good or bad, about three quarters of teachers'

efforts are involved in value education of a 'poor sort usually called

maintenance of classroom discipline and order.

And usually non-cognitive.

Yes, completely non - cognitive. And even on a cognitive levet,

the discussion of supposedly purely cog-nitive or knowledge type things

in social studies for example, is inevitably heavily value loaded and

so on. ''So the notion that the school should not attempt to work out an

intellectually and constitutionally feasible concern for value

development goes counter to reality.

* Would you like to see teachers expose the nature of the valuing

gage 80 that they can consider valuing processes rationally -- whether

the valuing process is ocaurri nn in the ctassroom at a given point in

time when a teacher says, 'do this,' or whether they are occurring in

society, or whether they're occurring in school?

What trying to say is that their problem centers around

inter-personal relationships, and in the classroom, arotind olassroom

management and so on, about which the 'teacher is highly and terribly
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conc..irned; `Nov' these are divorced flroM;: in teachers' thinking and in

the schOOF system; from the notion- of educational objectives of the

school with respect to cognitive outcomes.

Pxcept for the 'good citizen' courses.

Yes. Well, that's what I call the 'virtue bag' approach but;

for in-stance, in our own work we 11)6 de,nonstrated that you can, by

running classrooM discussions on value and Moral issues, with relat-

ively brief kinds of exposure, and with all kinds of kids, to raise

kids' stage in their level of moral reasoning. And a year later they're

still ahead of their control group's.

Despite the fact the parents aren't participating in this value

education, huh?

Despite the fact that the parents aren't participating. We

found that it works with ghetto black kids as well as with middle-012es

white kids.

Have you got this available?

* Yes. Thervb one article' that's in press and then there is a

thesis which has just been finished.

4* Implicit in this app. roach must be the assump tion of the

acceptance of different values musn't it? So that there's a sort of a

value relativity theory coming?

That gets off into my own efforts to deal with the value

relativity issue. I think with the prOble,i of value relativity for

teachers who are dealing primarily With disadvantaged kids ii a big

one. And I haven't found universal stages of develOpment in moral

thinking regardless of the culturol group so that you can take the

simulation of development. DI other words, it's not the inou/oation

of middle-claso moral Valsiee. It's the stimutation of universal..

sequences in thinking about Value's

Verbatiaing?

But I think the point you're nuking is basic", because what this

involves for the teacher, and the teacher in training is 8011112 re-

thinking about values themselves. You hat now the uners tightened

teachers Who CoM into a ghetto sohoo/ with ily zn absolutistic

notion of middli-Clais woratitY. And 'then you have tha 'hipp"er'

teaohire whoOeirid 'in with andtiein of absolute cultural re/ativity, you

Imow, everybody's got their bag and then they say - I can't'. impose my
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middle-class valves On these kids. and so on, I.'ve written some stuff

for teachemonthe philosophical issues4involved in this because I

think it's an important kind ofiseue and you need, of course, .a notion

of value relativity sufficiently to be.auare of the arbitrariness of

where middle -c lges rpra/ity ie.out.of.the question.

** How do you deal with that problem--the problem of unwillingness

to commit oneself to a particular value position--you know, the hip.

teacher who comes in and says I cant make .a judgement about any

values. Lb you deal with it by saying - look, in a given context if

you operate with such and such a veue, it will be functional in a

sense that you'll got such and.such a return, and if you operate with

a different set of values it will be'dysfUnctional and that you'll get

such and suckadeficit? .

No.. Aciva/ly what I claim to, have. found (and by and large most

of the philosophers I talked to about this thing are reasonably; I.,

mean reasonably, in agreement about this), is.7hatjhere are some

thingsoalled.universal principled kinds ofreasoning about ethical

dilemmas that are value dormant

huh?

Honor among thieves that Plato talk7d.about in the Republic,

Not honor among thieves, but that.there.mustbe some .degree of

honor or they couldn't even function.

.Yeas but that's all relative. See, that's only a relativistic

notion which. says wa all need rules. No, but that.there are such things

as universal rational

You're talking about absolutes that

Not absolutes. The.point is that when people argue cultural.

relativity or the relativity of ,'orals they really take off.- There.

are two sets of ideas that lead them to relativistic positions. Ole is

that apparent pots, of diveraity from one group to another.

* Anthropological. .

Yes. However, the facts, have been incorrectly interpreted, in

tho sense that'. what we found is that in every,culture 4,eve gone into.

we got the.sams codes of moral reasoning and the sane sequence of

development i.n.these modes. of.moml reasoning, including lowerm.class

black culture. Their difference is in grade of development and there

is some difference in content,.
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Now :if you look at criteria of moral belief--"do you think
this is good or bad ?.'- -that has very litt/e realtionshin to what people
actually eb. For instance, if you ask kids, "how bad is it to cheat -

very bad, not so bad, etc.?", then you put them in a cheating situation.

Their earlier judgement won't predict to whether they cheat or not.
But if you look at their levels of moral reasoning, this predicts very
highly. For example, only 4/% of 'principled' kids will cheat, where
60% of lower stage kids will, and so on.

44 Is this material available?
4

I've written some of this in journal articles and there's a
book that's coming out on the cros--cultural stuff, probably two or
three years hence. We have just done the last wave of longitudianl
interviewing. That study has been going for fifteen years.

Row old are the subjects?

I started with children 20 to Z5 and they're now adults in
their late 20's.

Let me come back to the issue of social class and achieVement.

Ei,eryone seems to think that at /east Jensen and a good many others
including Zigler, seem to think that the genetic constitution of the
class structure is correlated much better with all these achievement
tests than any school conditions or any teaching device you can get.

Zigler has no more evidence than Jensen.

I've got a little evidence- -that social class is better

correlated with achievement tests and intelligence tests than any
teaching device you've got in the school.
4

This is so, but when you go back to genetics

That's irrelevant.

That's a different argument.

Let me give sou one little fact. I have a proi2ct in Athens.

We have got (i) the municipal orphanage where there is one caretaker
for ten children, (ii) another orphanage where there's a caretaker
for every three babies, and (iii) we have 150 hole-reared babies.

There's no difference in ages across those three groups. row, we've
used our scale on the construction of the object and our scale on
imitation for testing. Let me give you the results. For the

construction of the object; you have a chill reach for something
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and then you oover it two thirds rather than cover it completely.

When you follow through a hidden displacement we get no reversibility

in these kids where there's a caretaker .for ten. There are 15 months

difference between them (where there's one caretaker for 10) and those

children where there's a caretaker for 3. And the caretakers-of threes

are a couple of months behind the home grown babies on the average.

But even more interesting than that it seems to me, is the standard

deviation in this. For the group where there is a caretaker for three

(acting under a supervisor) the standard deviation in the ages of these

kids who do not follow through a series, is two and a fraction months.

The interesting thing is that the standard deviation for the 1 in 10's

is seven months.

You have the pet-reject pehnomenon very clearly. (You can't

go into an orphanage of this kind without finding the pet-reject

phenomenon). 'Vow in the family home reared babies it's 10 and a

fraction months. Oespite the fact that the mean is down, there's a

tremendous variation among them. Some of the slowest kids we've got

are home reared babies. And the curious thing about-it is that the

range of the socio-economic class of the parents is greater in both

of the orphanage samples.
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We .haven't finished the topic we started with - -our reaction to

the sociologists comment that so mucb of the social function is being

put into the school. I have some negative thoughts about it.

* Would you mind telling us more about what the sociologists said?

I also have some negative reactions.

44 I'm partly interpreting what I heard and perhaps when I go

back to listen to the tape I'll find the interpretation is a false one.

But the impression I gained was that they felt that there were certain

cognitive domains and skill performance domains that were legitimate

to the school. They contended that these should be the principal

concern of the school and anything over and above this, that was not

contributing to the development of cognitive and motor skill, should be

loft out of the system. They maintained, malistically, that teachers

can't do everything, can't save society, so they should dv what they

can do for two reasons: (2) that it's reasonable to use resources to

the fullest extent possible, and (2) that this would give teachers a

form of expertise that could be clearly demonstrated, so that teachers

would not be under constant threat from other people who know better

about some aspects on which teachers currently make judgements.

Let me summarize briefly my own particular model. It is in

fact that necessarily, the school is engaged in socialisation.

Socialisation is what they call a hidden curriculum these days. To

deny explicit recognition of this function in the training of teachers

yields bad socialisation. So the real problem is just a question of

making the hidden curriculum explicit, rather than saying that the

school doesn't have a socialisation function. As a matter of fact;

you couldn't legislate that into enactment no matter how you tried tn.

And the more you try to legislate it out of existence the more you

leave it to the whims of the teachers, the convenience of the

cOministrator.

What they seem to be saying in essence is that schools seem

to be used as a garbage bin for everything. They don't seem to

differentiate the way in which say, sex education can bo taught as a

primary lesson in bio?4)y, and safety training which may or may not

fall on the schools.
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May I intervene. First oral; I want to agree with you

but I feel that the use of ,he term socialisation is likely to be

misunderetood bypeopie in sociology and in Congress. What I would

like to point out, is that throughout our history, the schools have

been used in terms ofwhat.was considered to be important in society.

For example, when it was important for people to achieve status through

oratory in Roman and Greek.Societies, the schools made rhetoric the

central,theme of their training

A It e true in the English Private system to-day.

A All right... and when trade was beginning in the 9th, 10th

11th and 12th centuries the thing that was important W428 record keeping

so we had the bus'imesa of ciphering as it was called--writing. At the

time of the Reformation, with Luther and Calvin, reading became

important in order to get direct access to the word of God. So you

had reading schools established by the church. Now the schools that

were set up for the teaching of and arithmetic were set up by

the guilds. So you went to two different places for schooling. Thin

system was eradicated in england but in Pmerica it stayed through to

the.baginning of the nineteenth century. Believe it or not, when

Horace Mann took over in Massachusetts round about 1830, he found

reading schools in one part and ciphering echoole in another part.

What r want to point out is that you cannot teach reading, writing

and arithmetic not without getting some form of socialisation. fly

grandfather was a country school teacher, a graduate of Purdue. I

remember him telling us stories about how he had to 'lick' the older

boys in the school. before he could start teaching. Re used to have

fist fights with the kids and this was part. of the socialiSation

proce88.

4* .But, for argumente sake, if the seven liberal arts were

sufficient in Renaieeance education, if learning to read was sufficient

in early protestant education, what is now the functional equivalent

of what is sufficient?

I think wa have several kinds of things. that go into it. This

is what I lump under competenCe. Competence to me means: a pet of

cognitive skills, at a really quitehigk level; a set of motives so

that one can pcnction in society and do a good lob; and then Some
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standards of value, if you will. And here ethical standards become

part of the gapg. A kid cannot get approved, general social standards

if he comes from aome specific social class background--not because of

any genotypical limitations on potential but because by accident he has

just not got parents who can teach him the value system and the standards

necessary to cope in this industrial society of ours.

** When you used your three domains, did you mean it prescriptively--

that everyone has to learn (tome cognitive skills that you would accept

as right?

No, I would say, if I tried to put this in a nutshell, keep

homeostatic meaning contained to a minimum and keep before the

youngster continuously the consequences of his activities, his

attitudes and hie values._

** You mean social consequences?

* Social, health etc.

You're really asking a somewhat different question--what does

society require now--be it in cognitive skills, social skills, or

interpersonal actions--that differentiate society today from society

when it required ciphering, reading an4 what have you.

(Puerto Rico--fifty years ago.)

* I think that within society we can ace some indications that 2d3

are beginning to feel that technology is not enough. Learning cognitive

skills per se is not sufficient. artainty among the young (and perhaps

the old too) there is a feeling that,oneof the functions of the school

or of society is that the proper ki.nd of 'character' (to use a bad word)

needs to be devetoped. People ,are dissatisfied with producing

technically competent but anti-social, type of behavior. So I suspect,

when talking about what society might need and what is important, perhaps

we may be seeing a trend towards a recognition of the importance of

psychological skills, interpersonal skills and social skills, and these

can be taught.

I think industry has gone a long way towards this. I might

mention here sone.research ofWchaelflegyle's (of Oxford) which is

explicitly trying to analyse, the componente of social skill,

(particularly non-verbal aspects of social skill) and is setting up

a program trying to trainpsopte who are deficient, in thosa.. These
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are Peopta'Wlib are simply-unaware of the kinds of skills that'are

neeed:'''PerhaPS 4.ny'-of the difficulties the teacher confronts is

due 'to the iact.that'theeekide do not seem to have the social skills

that are at'ieait reqUired by the middle class teacher. Their Zack

is 'interpreted by her in a very negative way. And the children's behavior

is not being caused by the kids being 'anti-social' but because they

haven't 'teamed the practical interpersonal skills of dealing with

other'people.

** If he's right, what are the implications for the training of

teachers - -for the training and education of teachers. We want to

produce 4;eachers who can 'fa) recognize the problem and (b) do something

about it. What therefore, should We do tO'the teacher in training?

* There are good reasons for arguing that in the curriculum

there should be kinds of training explicitly dealing with the problem- -

values, social skill training, interpersOnal sensitivity, knowledge

of group interaction and the likeWhich middle class kids often got

when they are in the procees of growing up.

They should getthie'now in an intellectual sense?

Yea.

I think there has to be an intellectuatconteXt so that it

Carrice with it'an aspect of self-awan*ess and feedback that is not

available to teachers today.' Teachers are thrown into a system and

there is no context they can rotate to or interactWith: There's 'also

another point here--and sociologists are more prone to this than

psychOtogists--and that tis denigrating technology when i7apt of the

problem is the mastery of teChnology and the fact that Oengetera are

insufficiently trained in statiitioal, mathematica/ skills or'in the

physical sciences, to handle the kinds of technological capabilities'

that exist.

*

" I have found that the linguists have certain preconceptions

about the psychot6gists' position on language' which,' in fact, You

have demonstrated are inaccurate. I have found the sociologists

have certain Misconceptions about the psYchoLogists' position On'a

nu'rtber'of in iaat;''You'va disabused my mind on these tbo.

Now to fairness to my sobiolOgiSts,they didn't think in the uny that

t- -
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you just attributed tosociotogists: They're:Soncerned with the

individUal,within'thSeystam and the` manipulation of the eYeteim and

of the impact of system factors on the individual. In fact one of

their principal arguments was the individualisation of instruction

simply because it's socially functional.

* HOW did they get to th:e position that the school should limit

itseltte-reading, writing and arithmetic, or have I put words in

their mouths:

44 Yea, I think you have--in fact I suppose I'm the guilty party

here in giving an imperfect translation. -I .think what they said ie

that there are certain restricted domain; of expertise that tha school

can handle, and only the school can handle and if the school can

specify them for everyone ooncerned; this Will be good. It will be

good in so far aa it gives the teachers security and a corner on an

exclusive market. It'll be good in so far aa the teacher's role will

become better defined for the community at large so community expectations

will be consistent with what the teacher does. Now the actual papa-.

meters of this content; if You like to cat it that, were not specified.

But I did infer from their comments that. they were concerned with

cbgnitive capability and performance meaning social and vocational

performance.

* Well now, are they thinking about people as most philosophers

of education have been, only aft:talking animals, or are thay'thinking

of the process of development into talking animals and into animals

that can operate with the symbol system. You see Plato in the

Republic is basically only interested in the talking animal. But when

you get:over.into the.tawa, he has about ten pages ip book ten where,,-

he was prepared to start rearing the child at conception: ! -

By rourlange Watson was guilty of this in '28. He really. felt

you.let the kid develop his repertoire but learning doein't really

start (except emotionally- -you can condition emotions early) until you

have let-the intellectual skills deirel4p, then you can work on them.

Even the great envirrnMentaliatslet hmaturation''take care of all

these early epigeneeie: Andrif the aociologiit'is going to talk that

way,. then fit aeams.to'necha:tackiony conception of what's going on .

in development and the teaching Orocese-'-before the kid goes to school.
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The teaching-learning stimulus-response kind of process.

Transaotional aspects both on the cognitive as well as affective levels.

I_don't think there's any veal distinction between the affective

and cognitive levels.

Probably not except for purposes of conceptAalization.

There's one aspect of the school. situation we're probably over-

looking when we say that the school should be a place for cognitive

and affective skill mastery and so on, and that is the social structure

of the school. The kid is learning not simply from a family structure

and teachers with students structure. We sometimes forget that some-

thing like ;icht hours a day are spent with other kids. And the

influence (well noted in the Coleman. Report, and others on social

class and the like) influence the other kids. This type of learning

is going on in the school anyway.

Let me argue that this is one reason why the school's activities

should perhaps be curtailed.

Should be what?

Curtailed. That is, the school is discontinuous as a set up

with almost all parts of society. What children learn in terns of

role and group behavior they almost never have a chance to use in real

life. As a matter of fact, in learning about the system and other

kinds of social behavior, the orientation to and rflation to'the form

of instruction in school is somethinf, which ien't really repeated

(except in some' bureaucratic structures) later on. One of the things

that concerns me about what goes on in the school--and I agree the

school is a basic socializing agent which includea cognitive content

styles with quite a lot to dowith the values in society--is that there's

so much discontinuity between life in the classroom and life just

about anywhere else. One could argue that the school in its: present

form is not really set up to serve the primary socializing flotations we

would like it to serve.

. Yea, I guess we all agree and would like to see the socializing

fUnction of the school in different way from the way it is.. Take. .

for awsnple those who will argue as kinds of apologists for the

traditional order. They would claim that the bureaucratic structure

of the echoo.l and'its discontinuity with the rest of life.is necessary
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to train the kid to live in a bureaucratic society where everything is

disassoCiated and discontinuous.

* But a bureaucratic society doesn't replicate the kind of class-

robm interaction in which kids spend most of their time in school.

I dcn't think it even does a very good job to prepare them for

life in'bureaucratic society.

A helluva lot of time in schools is utterly wasted -- Jackson's

point.

One of the central paints is that whatever we refer to as the

social structure of the school, most of it is dysAnctional to any

/earning that takqf place--either learning Amocracy or learning in

terms of technological interpersonal skills.

* I've had a number of experiences that may be relevant hare

but I want to come to them after I've asked a question. My own point

of view in which I expressed a series of doubts this morning represents

a very radical change from my first one. I really thought for a white

that we would have to pull right away from parents and institutionalize

education. But the results I see in some parents involvement studies

indicates that you can go into it and do something with the parents.

But in the Task Force Report rxe thought of the Parent and Child Centers

as something distinct from the school. We tried to build a now kind of

institutionalized neighborhood organisation hare that developed an

interdependency are,umd day care centers and early childhood education.

Wa let the child go to the school in the traditional fashion and

afterwards come back tAlzcentnr--this still may be advisable, I

don't know. That I've cameound to believe that the school itself

should take over this flirtation, that the school itself should become

the neighborhood center, and should become the agency through which

the interdependency develops. The school should take on the role of

day care center for the little kids and so on.

** Let's take two points of viewthose in favor and those who

don't agre6 (because wo can build Wiadreemant into the final report

we want to make). eatstion, if in fact you see it either way,, what

does the teacher in proparltion need to be able to do in this way?

"Younoed different flinctions in the school. For instance, it

seems to mo that'Ortiversitica in so fhr as they are coping or not coping

5 8
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with the problems of the inner 'city, are forgetting what they learned

after the Land Grant Act of a century ago, and after the Parnell Funds

Act that developed the idea of 'home economies and child study centers.

We're 'forgetting that'what we developed and What' worked in this century

was a system of extension'eduction, country agents.

** Forgive me--my one preoccupation is with ti.. teacher, and for

keeP talking about the system and the organisation of the system. We

have to ask the question; given the conditions that exist at the moment,

to what extent can the teacher be trained to move towards the condition

you envisage?

* Don't we have here really a pivotal question? In a sense I

would have thought that the sociologists would have been concerned with

this as one of their major purposes. That is, do you gc for alternative

systems like we've just talked 'about, like the day care program, street

academies etc, or do' you say that this is exotic and yam and that

alternative syStoms do-not have sufficient' impact so you work through

the major institution. to increase its thrust by getting structural changes

in the systems that are meaningful?

** I think this is a larger question, but I'm restrained at the

Moment by one particular point - -I've got a teacher with thirty kids,

8o what can she do abOut the thirty kids? And also (and this was the

sociologists point) What can she do about the system. To some extent

the sociologista would advocate that the teacher gets trained to

appreciate the routes to institutional changeso that they can come to

function effectively as change agents. The question I have to ask then

is; giver. thepaticular point of view you take about' situation'

now and the' prospective situation as you hope'it arises, what does the

teacher need to get in order to beable to deal. with either situation7-

either the constrained and restricted now or the somewhat more

expansive and more optimisticfUtureto

* Whatia in the School as an organisation, as a body of authority

would havif 'to be chand..&eold altered to' 'give the l eacher.......

44 'No, ne ',What can the teacher do about it?

, That's a very different kind of question: I wonder if We nn'

artificial question. -Asking what Con'thetiridivielual teacher do about

it' is a different' question' from coking what con-P.8. 14' do about it
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** Right.

is a difoerent question from what can the district do

about it:

** Yee.

Or what Congress can do about it. .

** Yea.' ' :'

We focus:entirely on what the teacher can do about it.

i'ventren4 noted th3 point that you feel that action in the

other araas'in-'-maybe--moro important;

* 'I think thdt a 'teacher who is forced into the kind of spot I

saw theM in'in-Teheran, where they have severity ohildren in awes,

60-80 in'the typiCat olaSsroom.sitvatiOn, under these Circumstances

all that a.teacher can bataught to try to do is simply cope--it's an

utterly ipossibte situation.

* I've d'suggestion;.. Oiven:the preSent conditions, and while

we would like to see a more and more effective socialising : process

(and in some ways that's an impossibility'fbr U8 too),'.itaeems to me

that one of the things.you need to do is teach the teacher how more

effectively to manipulate and use the various things that influence

what 'goes on in the otassroom.

** O.K.

Fbr'example,'parent invotvemont and community control and so

on as a'movement has a lot of implications for the classroom. This

is becaUse if a commurity start's to stand up in opposition to the

school, the teacher's influence in the olaairoom Can very easily be

undercut. The teacher vho thinks she ie denting ontyvith individual

ohildieri or even groups'of 30 or 35 kids in the classroom (and that

this has ho re/ation-to what is going on outoide,:of course) is in

difficulties:' It seems to me that some knowledge about the relationships

between what goes on in the'etassrooM and the sorts of things that

frustrate her most what goes on in the community is something for

teachers to know.

This earri4s with it the'need to explicate what it ie that

teachers oars do in terms of alternative nations d4ring.the.school

644: She itertiout the day, and. if restrict hercimmediately to

the necessity olpeer support which is; I think, ,a,very important

60 tk
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element, what happens to that teacher in terms of cutting down the 70%
,

of time that goes into disciplinary behavior -- possibly getting an

inversion do that 70 or 80% goes into some kind of learning proaftes,

by the use of behavior modification technics. For

example Kounin's /atast stuff. In his earlier work he found, on

frequency of misbehavior in various classrooms, that it was in no

way related to the amount or use of different kinds of punishment and

disciplinary techniques, the thing that was highly predictive of the

amount of misbehavior in a classroom was the teacher's skills in

keeping control of the kids' attention--keeping the kids interested

in other words. As boon as the focus shifted to the disciplinary

thirg, then trouble occurred. This contradicts most teacher stereo-

types

Not realty. But you see as soon as you get toward law

enforcement, you got less and less learning and more and more problem

children acting out.

* This relates to what I was about to say a minute or two ago--

about.Marie Hughes'. 2nd, 3rd and.4th grade& in Tuscon Arizona, and

the open Schools of the group in Florida. I went into an opcn Junior

High School where there's not a room in the whole place. There are

open areas. Hy friend's son was assigned to take us around and he

said; "gee Dadij have to make a report to-morrow on this conformity

study, and I can't read it, I've got to talk it, and I really don't

have time to take you around.4 These two kids had worked out these

data.' They had read the literature--seventh grade. They had written

about a.40 page paper. They had got it typed and they had references

on it. And they.were'too damn busy getting ready to present-this, to

be able to take us around.' Ye went around ourselves and there were

,kids busy.everywherc. No one paid.attention torus. I saw the same

sort of thivin'the infant tehooLs in England.

4 AingLand's.moving in the same direction?

Yes.

-ftactly.What.we have' in our Harlem school° but We.had.to.go in

and get parental hstp,and,pull up;the chairs and.throwthem-out..in the

yard, it:uas a matter of getting abeistants to say all right, we want

to have discovery corners, and learning centers, and listening renters,
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a library corner and a conversation corner and so on. And then the

kids started to turn themselves on in active small groups. But with

all the'readiness of the system, saying they were going to have

individualisation of instruction, after two years of applying to have

the desks removed (they couldn't be removed) we just had to go and

rip them up in many classes ourselves. The system disapproved and

threatened punitive measures but

* But there's another side.., This group that set up this Junior

High has the parents feeling that the kids aren't learning. They are

not coming home with tae grades -11 spelling tests, and arithmetic

tests. That's all the parents are familiar with. Now all the

achievement test data indicate that they are moving way ahead of kids

in the other schools in the district but the parents don't know this.

The behavior is different from the behavior they knew and they really

have to cope with it. So the director has a real sensitivity training

process for groups working with the parents. We've got a number of

models of this kind.

** All right, to what extent are these models ?mop' for our

teachers going into the conventional situation?

I think that this is one place where most of the research that

has gone on has not been surveyed: It isn't something you can

indoctrinatemaybe you could

** Now, we're starting from scratch, with brand new entrants in

teacher training and we've got four years to train them.

* There are two techniques that teachers could use without going

to the more extreme forms of encounter group to change the system.

For example, partiouLarly among disadvantaged kids, a big problem is

that they experience a lot of failure both cognitive and motivational.

* And they expect a lot of failure.

* I want to talk about that alittle laterthese eapectendies

that those kids have. But I was going to say that what the teacher

should do that has goof social pejohologioal data to support it, is

for example...dividing the kids into groups and having competition

between groups,: that involves soma suporordinate goal that is handled

by-the groups..-That it is somethira the group does in comparison with

othora is, the thing that counts rather than tho.individual oompetition.
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This decreased the possibility that failure is gol!ng to be.seen so much

as a natter of individual Inadequacy. Because it is what your entire

group does that counts. This will increrse the motivatiun for trying

for success because your group as a group is competinli with other groups.

This is somewhat similar to what happens in athletic teams, where you

And people trying hardwhere individual effort maximises the team

effort and so on. One thing we know is that this type of cooperative

effort takes away 'a lot of the fear that is involved when the Individual

is engaged in some kind of task on his own.

Superordinate goals are also a very good source of motivations.

There, are two practical aspects for the teacher: (i) it's a sign of

teaching failure if you have to have the total class together and to

give a lecture that involves everuono in the classessentially the

teacher's role is more one ofguidcmco-ana responding to fairly

relevant groUpings of children in the classroom, (ii) the other aspect

that is very important is the teacher's awarenese not so much of where

the child stands in any academic hierarchy but the basic level of the

individual child and the child's inc,vmente in term of various kinds

of cognitive measures. And it has to be in terms of the individual

child, net in a comparison of one child with another child.

44 It's a question of his own relative behavior

To his own original performance.

* I can describe how Marie Hughes did this. She had little

groups of six that planned a projectthey were six year old Mxicar-.

AMerican kids. They might go visiting their fathers and have their

fathers describe in Mexican -- Spanish- -what they were doing. When the

kids ccoW back they each drew a picture of the outing. (By the way,

the:Li whole thing arned on planning.) it was planned on monday;

re-planned on tuesday (when they made changes in it)g typically conducted

on Wednesdayl-talked.about'on thursday in retrospect; the story was

dictatid on friday. The whale week gsle organised in terms orthest,

proficti and of course there's dbunch of stuff on phonics that goes

with it. Put'they'plan this thing and the kids write.-dictatetheir

stories in English. Thase'are taken down on a tynewriter and at the

same tiirre theytro' taken doOn on tape. 'Then the' tapes are played next

monda;d whdn the kids listen to the Stories and argue about pronunciation
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and the'comosition of'sentences as they go through. Now this project

is laid out so you can show the kid his performance over time: "a month

ago yOu only had about 3 lines, now your stories are 10 lines Zeal" and

so on.

* Ws started doing exactly the same about 7 years ago and it worked

beautifully till last year. Last year it all broke down. Every tape

recorder was etolen three times. This is an aspect of the mero-social

situation that Marie Hughes doesn't face down there. But in the urban

ghetto it's an enormous problcm.

AA The principle that I would like to take out of this is tint

there are devices which can be used to demonstrate to children that they

are achieving. Now, given the tendency for the teacher to want to

get positive reinforcement for her efforts, and given what we knew to

be a teacher characteristic, namely that teachers do give special

attention 'to the better kids, that they do tend to find a convenient

excuse for dismissing the lower achievers, how can we overcome this

tendency?

* How can you avoid the teacher taking immediate eelf-gratification

from the performance of herown pupils.?

4*. Yes.

Hato can you get her to put a dispropobtionate effort into the

efforts of youngsters who are possibly trying but not succeeding?

One of the ways that this can take place is by avoiding thewhole

corrective feedback thing where you insist on an absolutely correct

answerthat you examine whatever ths response pattern may be and make

an attempt to spend a disproportionate time with the youngster who is

having difficulty with working out say, sounde, telling stories,

verbalising, etc. The natural tendeney of teachers seems to be toge.,

tolhe yCialgster who can give the oomplete story, or complete the ,

story or whatever aloe may be involved. Of course we want to avoid

this and get thoteacher to go to the child who is having the greatest

difficulty. The other child will carry himself. .

'-Can 1 take an eagmpte, This was in asehool outside Leicestarshise,

eountrytewer middle clase.background,not lover c!aes, they

are 'striving people and the school was relatively new. .The juniors and

the infants were together, by the' Way, in the one great big area.

nd:;;
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Now the interesting thing that they had evolved there was that the kids

in the infant school who got into trouble and couldn't do something,

didn't go to the teacher necessarily but they were steered to go to

people in the junior school who were having trouble themselves, so that

the younger children got guidance and also it was a rewarding thing for

the others to be asked to help.The kids who were having trouble with

reading in the junior school were asked to help the kids who were

down there in the infant school with reading problems. They have

'nice cases, whore the reading achievement level of the youngster who

was sked to help, jumrs abruptly.

r think one of the things that is relevant to the teacher training

issue 0.,the simple question of how to use incorrect answers. This

is someth most teachers are abysmal failures at. There's a lot of

solid work how to use wrong answers. Let me give a concrete example

from our mord\education project. Our method is to use discussion with

kids at different levels within the same classroom, . We break the kids

into groups of /5. Then we give them a dilemra and we argue about it.

The stage IT's argue with the I's and the III'e with the II's." In one

particular ghetto school we had the ordinary junior high school teacher:

He takes one half of the class. He was supposed to stimulate diacussion

of the hypothetical problem. The question before thegroup on this

occasion was; "Which is worse, stealing from the government or stealing

from a private person?" In the section that this teacher was teaching,

the group was.egually divided between kids. who said; "it's worse to

steal from the government because that way yous,e in big trouble"

(sta0 I) and others who said; "it's worse to steal from a person

because the government won't miss it anyhow." So there was a good

Atop I-TI argument going. Finally the teacher cut in and said; "the,

real point iS that stealing is wrong' and he wrote WRONG on the board.

The next question was one about an army officer in Korea ordering

a mail on a suicide mission. Again the kids got involved in a heated

discussion and our strategy would have been to clarify the stage I-II

thing. 64fter'some of this goes. on the kids} enjoy the argument.)

So the teacher says; "well; the real point is that t4 captain has tine

authority", and he writes AUTHORITY on the board.and underlines it.

That's kind of extreme but it actually happcifd.

some
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4 To what extent do the ideas that are being discussed presume

a teacher,with a certain./evel ofeognitive development and at a

certain level of educational sophistication? It eeems to in that

if you're going to play philosophy, you have to be fairly ekilled,in

philosophical thinking so that if in fact you are going to talk

about eociai consequences of different types of actions, you're going

to have to have a fairly wide kind of education. Thie would need to

include a certain omovnt of sociology, a whole lot of history,

political science, economics and so on. Would you be willing to

make any pronouncemnts about the kind of place that that sort of

education could legitimately be expected to take, given the need for

training in the skills of teaching anyway.

4 Inutspect Ws not a background in philosophy. And as a matter

of fact, our elementary courses in psychology are not worth a continental

damnthey're better not taken. But we could give a course that would

be worth while.

* One thing that it might be useful to a teacher to be aware of

ie llike'Neider says) that people have these simple Wallet' psychologies

about how people operate. Now, if teachers are not trained in

philosophical, psychological and scientiSil underatareling of human

behavior; then they will nonetholese him somo eimple cognitive theory

of the worldcognitive theory of behavior. It ie important, I suspect,

for teaeher.rto be aware that they hive such a naive theory of the

causation of human behavior and to know what it is, and to be aware of

how they may be applying such common-senee kind of psychological theory

to these touar class students.

There's a question that you're asking h4re--what we were talking

about before-nthat the biaokboard courtroom to which teachers aro

exposed ie practically and completely irrelevant to what's necessary

in terms ofoorpetence. I would opt vary strongly for courses in logic,

in genonal psychology, a good wideretanding of statistics and mathematics,

I would Pell that anthropoLvy would be extremely important, particular/y

urban anthropology- -most teachers are not taught to be adequately aware

in any of, these.

44 I hope someone will argue with you and if they won't, I will.

O.K.?
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You do it first., .

Before you start may I say something? I don't see how you can

expect teachers to really teach without having a pretty good education.

I grant you that our colleges are set up to-day so that they teach things

in departmental compartments. But I don't think a person can be a

teacher without being reasonably well educated.

* Yes, but will any teacher have a chance to utilize this broad

education when they move into a culturally disadvantaged school where

90% of the time is spent trying to keep order.

** Let.mo put this to you for what it's worth. Our linguists and

our sociologists, and I suspect you too, if the truth were told, don't

necessarily enjoy teaching education majors who are not specialising in

their relevant discipline. In fact, you feel they start with an

initial disadvantage simply because they.are"not initiated into the.

psychology culture. Now, given this kind of dissatisfaction, the

solution that the sociologists and linguist offered was, courses in

'Sociology for Teaching', and 'Linguistics for Teaching'. In other

woods, they wanted to.make a wedding between the social institution

of education and their particular discipline - -.-one did not play the

compartmentalizing gmeso much that the teachers never got to the

relevancy. of the discipline. Now does this kind of reasoning hold

any appeal for you?

4 YOu'd-- have a helluva time getting it taught and you'd have

to have someone really very much interested in education.' It so

happens that I think that a lot of the stuff we teach in the old

fashioned elementary psychology at the Arts College- level is completely

irreteuant tc what a person needs to know in industry or anywhere else.

I can think of'it ds very important scientifically at the_graduote

school, but I would rot teach the elementary course as we teach it

.. I have a personal solution to this problem,in my little moral

education 'bag', In North Carolin they put the kids who are majoring

in education into the schools in the first year and then tLey run el'

year-tong course on moral education for the teachers to stimutate

thaii egos and moral' development. What,they.do with those teachers

in training is to get them to do the same thing that we've been trying

137
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to di, SOhoOl'iesd .iunior-IPigh School level--that is get them to
. .

argue with 'Each other to stint/ate the next ievei of thinking.

Development is far from over at undergraduate school. The kids are

quite open tc;develpment there. Once they've got deep into the school

system and they're a few years o" ler, they get locked in. I don't

know how succeesfui this will be. In other words, our teacher who

wrote AUTTIORITY'on the board is a kind of conventional example of what

I call a stage IV 'law and order orientation' and I don't know what he

can do at that point.

4A You've Envoested some experiences that may well develop the kind

of 'withitnees' (to use a Kouninism) that you would want teachers to have.

That's useful to us; we can build that into our program. Our program

at the moment, ie so open; that any kind of procedure is possible.

Can you teach ways of breaking down the classroom, ae the English

infant schools have dont--sc that your trainees can get experience in that

kind of classroom as well cui in some other'kinds?- They can then compare

these.

*4 Sure.

This I think would be great. I euPpose I'Ve visited a couple of
hundred classrooms in the course of the Vast .7 years. 'and I Can say

that I've never 'Been a classroom with a teacher 10.) in front in which

my: corning to the claitroom did not proilzice a whole bitneh of head turning.
I have Yei to (leo an indivickealieed i;struction claesroem where your

coming into it 'rakes a eerapCf differonee.:
** Generally, are 'there tedltniques and' ekills that a...e relevant to

dwelopine this Sort of an 62vaitisatiOnin the first place,- and

sastaini:ne it?
I don't know thie-I don't know hoW it is done--I don't know

hOW Y °U. W9uld db it.' ' '

inthe project of course, oncoe.tie'Ve distilled

ail the wisdom that's prOduoid; is.to oonvert it to...behaviOrca

objeotimi. We Will...ask Otiritittiei the qusetion,-if this it what we wcint

the teite;iere'lii be able ha can we Oritanisse oCurees for them 'so

that 1.";44' oOnie out 'Of Orogiiasi th' these ikibts,'abitities;:tinder-.
sticildinei etc):

4 tom id think r*irt.4" that training' Would be" to hatie. paaticipated
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with aTskilted teacher,in the organizing of that kind of a classroom--

having participated-.witha skilled teacher in leading or conducting:

thing kind of organisation.

# There's an aepeot of this that does concern me. It calls for

some relatively small groups in the training process and all of us at

universities are gettint directimes from administrators to double and

triple classes. Immediately, if youdfend on dialogue you're thwarted.

I teach logic through cognitive discussiolssetting up a tot of

conflicting situations and discussing them, suddenly a seminar I have

booked to have fifteen or twenty, has yot 60 peorle in it.

;1., What do you do!about it?.
* r don't wanto face it-4 just learned about it last week.

4* don't beliew it can't be done thoug4.

just like to say though that it .becomes increasingly

difficuit.as you minimize individual participation. We worked with

teachers at he AcA. level in training. curses and we didn't vet

with any difficulty but we never had groups of more than 20. But we

found a diminishing effect as soon as we got to 30 and 35.

4 You've got%to do,thesame thing you're asking your teachers to

do. An afnatter. of fact, f Iend.up next fall with a batch of students

rather,than mj ,Ji.stomary 15, I'm going to meet them once a week in a

Zeoture and .r!m going to put atm' into small groups and come into

the,groupsand pick them up.arod set them.situationa,to deal with.

44 You know, you psychologistS,WOuldiftcAP f yore developeda theory

of-Pioarious tearnirg-,one based on,a model n.whioh the is not

directly pan of the,S-R exchange--be9aual this is w7!at happensjn,

classrooms. Characteristically there is interaction between ptspii,q v

and teacher or between pupil b and teacher, whilp pupOs throkigh a

are watching. Than we make aaeumptiona about the extent to,which,tha.:.

watchers-caw identifying wit4 either the,stimulus source or,ti,fe

response souroe Anyway that's beside the point,. . .

.A xottir; raattyletting atan import4nt.thin9 hero and I oan,cp*

some important rotated questions. jor example, what kind of Leoture

can be presented in leott4a4.9 forn,VithPut ioeg, and what kind.

of skills demand partistation. I have a hunoh that for t14,e togiaal

arguent.etuff and; this busirume. Qf b g.aZe.to cope, .yo!flhave to have
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participation. You can't learn how to do ptychotherapy without having

done some-of it--and watched some other people do it. That's one thing

in 'psychotherapy, etudente take tapes, taken of Rogers and listen to

kis style.' They than tend to e-Teriment with various roles portrayed.

Cne who's''quite famous now acknowledges that Rogers was his ideal,

but after hearing him, realized that he couldn't play Rogers' role- -

it wasn't for him. So he became quite didactic but he learned how,

from example.

Apropos of this, Hall at Nebraska in Edueational Psychology as

part of his Nebraika Human Resources Research, puts 150-200 youngsters

from arOund 'the campus as leader's of t:sese teams ::n which a counselling

relationship with someone in the corrunity, using graduate students as

team leaders.' Now, what I see as a possibility, in teaching is a course

in developmental psychology at graduate level that undertakes to do

research in various lines and has the class come up with data.
* Wilson in the University of Catifcrnia at San DiagoHuman

Resources Inetitutehas been doing an essentially parallel task with

reasonable success.

** To what extent then does the 'other than human interaction'

fit into the model you have been talking about. For fnstance, what

about learning about mathematics, the periodic table, content aid so

on? Where doeS programed learning come into this? Where does CAI

come in? Where do the other ritual forms of learning--you know, books--

cane into it?

* 'It's interesting you put books last.
BOAS are very As we go Lp the age scale it looks to

me-as if this' nonLyaitioitxtnt learning becomes a bit more important.

In 'nursery school age - -at seven- -when children are beginning to produce

coni;rete Operations, then discovering learning booP tlike the technique.

Then once you get to high school, a lot..of the stuff am be done on a
didactic basis.

and a manastio basis.

And a. rytanastic basis--alone. For instance there's no sense in

teaming a longvage in.t.setiays--one. lecture and the rest of the time

in
,

the Zanguage tabs is, enough. As arnatter ofiaot,in chertistry you
had better spend thi time in the tabs and in the library ther than in
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the classroom. Probably..-the lecture is one of the poorest places to

get nowtedge.--.:
4*- ..Now. to some extent our .teaehers of disadvantaged children have

beentrained by the system to rely on the lecture technique to carry

their message'. They don't have the other resources to calf upon.
Are you saying they omit phange? Shouldn't your teacher

raining train them to get tp little groupe to get at developmental

learning?
** What Im getting at is, how far can they go?

,. Teachers ought to get training in .information retrieval and
the- 4titisation of libraries. i.,eroaratly speaking they do not: have that

training. When they go into the: professional field they do not know,

how .to go back and get other kinds of information or formulate questions

that can carry there back to tribltogruphiea.and information.

4 Let me ?make a pint that I think is rotated to what we're.talking

about. It's said, and I.don't,k.now whether the data vouches for this

or net, that focus among ?Amp class kids and particuXarly the boys,
is likely to be mo"e on motor type behavior. Now all this obvious

activity is intorpretad by midd. la class teachers as indicating

disruption, inattention and so-on. Something of that kind could possibly

be exploited- -maybe by some.aort of role play techniques at thie level.

We wore talking earlier of.Bereiter :and Engelman, who seem

tO --have. considerable success. Ie this perhaps because the total
response of the child is involved--they shout back, yell back the

anr:ers and so on. The kid is not, sitting somewhat passively --visually

responding w**.th a book as mid4le class kids .might be more pzsepared to

do.. Now, Sorenson at Washington hae.dono.eomo very interesting stuff
with .cletinquente--a little: higher .than,..let graders-7.anl he found that their

.getting:.,i,4to violent:to a tot,-was beciasse....they,did not, have in their

behavioral repertoire, . the.sorts of sopial skills.to deal with.,
particular situations that they encountered....
* ..'..other than fighting. .

*:' 748-that. i& the arTr9Pria2t4 r(08r9n0Q8--.roisPolfeB- that. would m4Pt

get- them' into trouble.',,Jou know- a, pc.liffelnanmight _atop:. than Just to ask

a-qoastifm, mut *41 respqnitaggressively,. or hostilely or something

-ar.4.,0t into trusthtsi So he devieei1; a.. !system whickher ei iy o47anised
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role play'situation4 *Providing alternatives,. They go through ine things

actually noting the thing out using verbal and other responses. Then

they discuss it and diecuss the consequences, of this kind of behavior.

The result is that they get behavioral responses in their repertoire and

can discriminate amongst situations according to appropriate and in-

appropriate forms of behavior, When these kids go back to their communities

and meet a tough situation eimilar to the type they praotieed, they run

through their repertoire, identify the situation and modify their

(spontaneous) response accordingly.

* Thnt'S vary effective. We've been doing that with parents using

a child rearing questionnaire and interviewer& who go through .the form

of behaOior with the 'parents and role play various forma of behavior

and discuss the advantages. And it proves to be a very powerful though

simple weapon. .

'* The principal difficulty is to discriminate the appropriate,

Pcirtioutar responses in a situation and to try to see the consequences

of one typC of response over another. So in this actual motor practice

of the situation,.the kid can sea this and give back, Now if in fact

the Lower class kids are more active, motoricatly, don't sit still.....

I've supported that kind of data but I don't think it's true

anylonger. -

* However, it is true that somatimee some learning situatiminvave

more motorio action than others.

* N4 should also consider the fact that kids, particular kide learn

better when* there is an affectiveoratiomal relationship, with the teacher.

There's data.tesupport.this. .

sn't that'mbre true of.the youhger kids than the older?

No,;:ityoU4sbok at' at least tooof the program* that have.begn

vertreffetive in changing behavibr, changing values and.actwally'in

bringing about some change in skills too, you will find they. have'',

orOate.'d iituation'in which thata is higkidentifioation:Onrhigh

.national relationships between the,WividsuiVand
* I think the important thing hePtele.the,idontifioation,ithe close

emott9na hiroAtitk.atothr indicidWal Or with the.4rOup.

Ant alt.I.think.thatO4C-ofthe,-,i-
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difficultidiVtiie-have in 'teaching.diSadvamtaged children is that we haVe

tad' Many ferikae teachers. So 'that identification-;- particularly for the

&Vs 'isViore likely' 'to be more difficult, and is less likely to occur.

It's interesting that in England they still have axle teachers. .

4* 'In New Zealand nearly-50% of elementary school teachers are male.

4 We don't think it's very iMportant having male teachers in terms

of the identification data. The evidence for the developmental

influence is kind of uneven --it's difficult to generalize from. I feel

that more important than that, there are quite a few in spots round

the aountry (I can think of 50 or 60) where there are really successful

female teachers in the same kind of context: But they do get away from

the passivity model:- It seem9extremety important in that'theyoungsters

do have Opportunity to walk around--a certain amount of location,freedom.

Let me make one point. There is one thing to indicate that .

achievement learning etc. tis facilitated when teacher -pupil sex roles are

congruent--particularly among males, where masculine sex role identification

is apparently quite an important thing. There's data to indicate for

example, that the difference found between. males and females in

arithmetic can be completely eliminated when the content of the problem

is made appropriate for the ,fematau.

Which indicates perhaps that the teacher should know something

aboUt the content of the roles that are being taught.

There's an example of this given by John Brewer in Pittsburgh--.

it ISorked very successflitly while he was a teacher.' Ile Set'up a !<ind

of economic flow chart'oend he taught mathematics on the basis of the

oharaeteristico of the conrnmity. And all classes had to come in with

reports with statistical overlays and what-have -you. It worked

suocestftlly while he Was an assistant principal and white he was

principal.: But when he got promoted up'to the first. black deputy

everintendnt, he bet control of all this and, the schOot !dent, down

imediatety.
"l'n other'Wordiy he was having some of the, input into the

deoieion-aking. pmbeas tottohiPig. ; . .

e., tioloor fut input of one + .

4t4 Witi.you'reepotid to an implied chatlengok,I gave,earlier...,, You .
mentioned the istortance'-of an affective. so Iatiotts hip be ttoren the children

73 ;\
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and .he teacher. Row, I'm suspicious (i) because that's conventional
. , . .

education mythology 'anyway, am/ (ii) because of some common sense

examplea;.4o :7-would like to be straightened out pleaie. '.There are

teachere who are obviously disliked in the sense that they're regarded

as unpleasant, and seen in the claesroom as anxiety generators. But

in fact they're effeetive, and they're acknowledged by the pupils as

effective--the puptle say; "we learn there". 'flow question, is my

example inSuffioiently systematic to be worth taking into account,

is there something here that ought to be talked about?

Well, let me say this. Pleasantness-unpleasantness is not the

only Variable. There waS a Massachusetts study where they showed that

the rate of behavior problems, anxiety problem's and psychiatric problems

rose sharply as children went to certain teachers. These teachers

were real mental health hanards to the childre4-whan they came out

the problems disappeared.

Now I also know from personal experience with my Mies Gates in

4th Grade. She was 'firm, she bas 'demanding,' but she was fair. You

didn't feel she didn't like you--but she was unpleasant, she wasn't

truch-floi to:weA with.

** The reason for my question is, if we pursue the idea that the

tedehar as it were has to be an affect generator, and the teacher'

underetandably'doeehst like some kids or feel's' negatively towarde,the

class;.we'also'rmn the risk of proMoting intense guilt feelings in the

teaeher.. It seems to me (if my diagnosis is Correct) that there's

Semething 'WO o;24 doing about' that so the teackir can both do What-

ever she can do to generate affect but doesn't have to getpdychOtegically

up.:iight-ebout it if sometimes it 'b beyond'har.

' I would make a distinction between affect dnd somathing'that

we can eatl 'engcging'.- 'I Would say the' toadher has to be abtif

'engage' the kids in some fashion:- And it my moan that engageMeht

is associated with a certain amount of cautious respeet, rather than'

high ancip6eitiva regard. in Other words, the ohitdren'cansekeep.

from!Tehow getting'iiivolved in thJ-44luation.: ItsoMs-te inc to be

a reasonable i:A/. Aridlto teach trat4e4ii engage 'the kids; That .-

deasn't macmiSsatty Meafi thaetheletalhave to tadtheiii... keep

graduate students'angagad,'breii,'PrOduaiveand Learning, then Without
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this kind.pf affect. think the affect notion is a very slippery one.

I'm notpuro that higkpositive affect is really what you need although

I've seen -..'.t used very effectivelywith.tst Grades, andvery young

But.in fact the.teachersusedit to got the kids hooked

into the system so that they could thenjeaeh them.

* . /-think that there is very minimal empirical data on the

positive or neutral side of affect. But on negative affect--perception

by the child of discriminating or bigoted behavior, particularly inthe

inner city - -you do get supporting evidence. This is when the teacher

becomes a mental health hazard.. ,

In the last fou..days I've. been interviewing 50-60 youngsters and

30-40 teachere. Those youngsters, ould spot every single, teacher who

was prejudiced and.'who. had.a.very tow expectationfbr the functioning of

the child. Their reeponee.Pae,:yredictably:Pwhy should I,doanything

for that teacher, I don't get any credit for it anyhow ".

* What you're Baying reminde.me ,of .an experience I had as a post

doctoral fallow. I had,a group of.etudents as pltients and I was

getting estimators of.whatthey. thought they could do on various. tasks,,,

and seeing whether they would fail or improve. I was getting these

reports ahead of time and.aspe went over the things t gotfrom so many

of then{ the foot that I was so, disappointed that they didn't 4f, well.

I didn't.know, I:was comunicating this. I had a young psychiatrist,

interview,thase people and thiayas the thing that they kept listening

for--that it uwijusappointing to me that they didn't do well. As a

natter of fact.thie was the result of some kind. of.comunicationalthough

I didn't knowwhatI was doing.

Do you know that Wiley's study of high school lower otass kids

matched with middle close kids on,I.Q. and matched chronologically and

academically and so on? It shows that Lower class children except those

kids with very high !al.'s, all underestimated their performances by a

Large, aMOUnt. ,! e ) .

Whet it comes to.tho question of what to. teach teachers, itseems

to me that one usefut thing would be to give .them a variety of

experiences. ,And there would include a fex amount of research into

what failure can actually, do. The trainees could be,putinto situations

where they themselves had the same kind of experience,

7
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The point to get across I think, and this is related to ;'the

sensitivity thing, is to somehow get the teachers to understand at

other than at a cognitive level, what it's like to be a failure- -

especially under circumstances when despite anything you might do, you

will fail. I've heard a couple of black Leaders talk about this when

asked about teacher training programs and what they thought should be

done. They said, the first thing (and this applies to researchers as

welt) is to be sure that white man or worm is put down so severely in

some encounters that he bows what it is like. And this ia a conscious

tactic they uee. X don't know how far it would take you--and this is

relevant to the sensitivity training point--same kind of experience

that helps them to have a tittle bit of empathy for these sorts of

expectations of failure seems advisable.

** Is there any work on sensitivity training that is relevant?

The University of Chicago did some training of young adults in

role playing techniques and so on--not too dWerent from the kind of

thing we were talking about earlier--role practice kind of thing.

But this role playing with kids is a shifting from the spectator to the

actor. For example, some stuff has been done with hyper - active kids

who can't sit stillsetting the task of sitting still ae a game to play

in a situation. Then they watch the other kids through a one-way

vision screen and they get to see what they did wrong and soon. in the

study they got tha kids to role play attention and they got rervaykable

results with this kind of thing.

Another thing wo were talking about earlier was what to do about

kids you don't like, so ae to speak.There are alt kinds of things

from the Pygmalion affect onwardsthat wo.con talk about.. It.wouldbe

necessary to acknowledge the fast that there are kids that teachers

don't tike.' The problem is to cope with it instead of treating it.as

a fbrbi4den topic about which we must moralise in all kinds of ways...

4 . That sort of thing is ocering,on. At a Denver T.T.T. meeting

I was talking to-this point and someone said that it.was unthinkable

that a teaohsr could be anything but professional in her relationship

to a Mad. my jaw dropped then I told them the fasts of tife; You

kno, everybody who has beempractioing_peohotherapy sooner or later

Looses his patience somewhat. And as a matter of fact, some of the
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moat advantageous things come from such lapses Abm the professional

attitude.

'' Our educationists reported this; again anecdota:3y,.about the,

time at which they got through to people. They often got through

when ''they were mad.

* I was going to say that thie empathy training things, the

T-group and sensitivity group methode and as forth, are supposed to

do that and they are being used with increasing frequency in schools

both with teachers and pupils but I think they don't work really.

Research from T-groups--where people are completely honest with

each other, where you tell the personexactly what you think, has not

been shown to be . effective in changing behavior.

It changes verbal reports.

Yes.

* .I know one study which does show significant effect of T-group

training on moral judgment levels with students associated with very

young adults in T-groups (and a control group). And the significant

change was downwards. Mere Was a slight regression.

* *

*

You'intimated you wanted-to say something about e..peotations.

I .juet wanted to mord that I believed the expectation effect.

44 Self - ,fulfilling prophecy?

Ye. woutd-all agree, wouldn't we, that these expeotationa that

othershave for a communionnt group influence behavior.

There's a study not like Posenthal's one, but a long term

fb1lOw-up of patients who as ohitdren were pre-echisophrenic, to see

if they're now in hospitals or not. It pee found that there were

therapists who were systematically sending children to the hospital.

These turned out to be the psycho - analytically oriented therapists

who had a consistently pessimistic negative view of how sick the kids

; . 'rs

Fiedler did a follow -up and showed a similar difference between

the psylrho-atialytioat therapist and ths psycholog oal therapist.

I should add that the,other study hasn't been published because

it would be poseible to.identifV the therapists.

* Thie is why.therapists wore resistant in the early days when

Rogere'eipossel himself to lope r.toording. They were apprehensive of
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the implications of exposing Oemselves.

* 'YOU'knOw,'ihat'Oas'predicted in that book on concepts of positive

mental-heatihby Brewster Smith, Marie Jahoda and Stuart Cook. .

* Damns who is atliebrew ,University in Jerusalem has done an

extension or rePetition of thiS pypation effect study and got it.

** I have down here the word 'motivation'; partly because confronted

by Pityahologiets this is a salient word for me, and partly because WE

mentioned earlier the importance of motivation. Are there points that

ought to be covered thatave not been covered about this?,

* we really started to cover one point in some detail - -.

reinforcement and what the teacher ought to know. Do you want the

kinds of areas that teacherS ought to know about? .

44 Tail Mi from what you know about motivation, what sort of....

information, experience and understanding it would profit a teacher to

have. how MuCh is enough for the teacher to.deat with, whatever

.,motivation is?

* There's riot enough knowledge and agreement in the experts to do.

this right.`

* There are some simple things it seem; to me to be worthwhile to

talk about. One 'to that motivation is not something that simply

resides in the child apart from what the teacher does. That's what I

meant by 'engaging' earlier. Soma people talk about say, curiosity,

as though kids Were about haiffull'or too thirds AU or so on.yit'e a

fraction Of the situation the teacher proVides: It might be, worthwhile -

at this point'for* the teacher to know somethingabout,the reinforcements

and Oontingenities Set up in most lower class and middle class homes

* Or'thoabSenee of them.

Yea the behavior of the child is not in terms of time. and

the ueal contingencies related to the behavior of the mother nearty

as often as it is in the Middle class'hoMe. So ono of the things the

teacher has to do, is to be aware that kids:are not as easily controlled

by th.41:4mall in4S'that'She giVeS:;Thp14:ecausc;that,sort of system

ofexpeota,1.1i0e,that what I do will result in. what somebody else does,

and vice versa, Pt

" (Choii;a) . ,t-
4 I think ito weds to know so4thinjg about the simple -schedules.,

78 .0
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of reinforcement that Skinner has talked about, given the small amount

of rewards the teacher has available for example, like getting out of

class earlier and,things.of that sort. She will also for e:7 ple, give

those rewards when the,kide w uneasy with the effec' thr,t she 'a

reinforcing this kind of non-productive behavior.,.

* Well, actually a lot of that is cognitive too. V c acp,3r should

think of it as a learned competence.

Anotheretemciit here is that in the lower class hooe there is often

insufficient elaboration and orientation to the kind of specifics that

are desired in the behavioral schedule. A teacher can be more goare of

the importance of orientation. It's like when you give a tesi,i;g

schedule with instructions to children who have not had testing

experience. You just have to give more examples, and you often have to

spend more time in the orientation,process. I think the same goes in

terms of play activities or in terms of reading botivities. Very often

teachers assume that once they have made an utterance it will have been,

perceived and oomprehended. Usually she will have to anticipate that

this is not necessarily the case. This doesn't mean that she has to

be redundant but it means she might have to find different formats in

order to get across essentially the same point.

** She needs to learn differing ploys.

Also I think that Marie Hughes was very clever in this idea of

timingrefining, doing recalling, And then operating on the thing.

The,kids could begin to thing in terms of the whole week with the

operationkids who had never thought of anything nom than 10 minutes

ahead. They anticipated into the fUture and looked lack at it afterwards.

** These wore disadvantaged children?

They were indeedMexican-American ohildien. And what is more,

they.had to remember ail this stuff in a foreign language.

** . This is really delayed gratification.

don't Likedokyed gratificationI like to sea. the whole thing--

tNey organised their.ttme'and Moir planning into a whole spans

A 'I've written about this extanaivoly and it comes down to certain

specifies. Tho teacher has to put on the board or some place, the total

weekmonday to friday divided into ?lows. She has to put up the

Veaous kinds ofactiVitythat,would take place. For example, she has
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to ask theohi",d on wednesday, what happened on monday, ask what to

anticipate .04 friday, ands o on: Then ,she has. to do certain kinds of

plinning for what happens on friday and have the children discuss

contingenciec that moy take place. These might be in terms of weather,

transp&etation, alternative discussions, and what have you. But

there's a kind of gestalt--a global presentation that's available for

the child so the child has some8orn fiUar parameters to start bouncing

* There's a good deal ofwork on behavior modification, operant

conditioning in classroom management that seem to be quite successf141.

I would think that teachers ought to know this. They would have to

drop the notion that somehow they have been converted to some kind of

cult pointion. They need to,knowit as a technique available for use.

** . You mentioned references.

* Weaker at Illinois, Charlie Madam, Ham, and Baird at the
. .

University of Kansas. , ,

Also people at; Stanford have been doing stuff on self-reinfOraement

Putthat's imitation stuff.

Not the imitation stuff itec/fbut the children's use of Lelf7

yeinforcementechedules.

* You.eoildilluatrate these too with this business of using

performance now measured againstperfornumce six weeks ago.

Particularly if you use video tape and you play it back.

*
.

Marie Hughes business of how many lineeyou did. There's,.

another principle in motivation and that is, teao%ers should be very

much concerned about, avoiding putting their own demanding value schemes

against those of the parents.. Marie Hughes has been faced with the

f that.shee been teaching English to the lower close Mexican

tion.and the NexioanS in that area have been accusing her of
. , ,:-

neglecting theiripxicanculture(although youeouldneper get the ,r

25?mtl A°.,cP17,04in about this). She hoe however, done some very

cleVerthings. Oneof themjs to.400.the:chi/ArCn gotewhere

fathers are werkingand±gonto, the, neighborhood to_inveetigate,

eharaeteriftice of the neighborhood and so on. Thwyp also used the

technic of.eending Noe home with the kids about the very fortUnat43

things they have done. As a result, the number cfMexioan-Americans

80 Ike'
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who dame to the pareniteacher"inectingi is realty very substantial in

these schools, 'whereas 'in 'the ordinary schools, almost none of them

ever comae.

'
One specific tendency that does reeutt in a geed deal of

behavior modification, is to take a Vide otape of a teacher, and then

play it back during a'seminar. Four fifths of the teachers will. say

"no, I didn't do that" and fkrthermore, when you ask what did they

do next they will predict different behavior than what they actually

did. When they.- getbaek to the elassitoOm, and this is the fascinating

bit, theY'Sart modifying their behavior.

* You mean if the person didn't do what she thought she did, the

veiny i'OciesSing ,on the event led to modification subsequently?

Yes. And then if you stop at various' points and you ask; 'wid

what did you do next?" with great frequency, they will predict that

they handled the situation in .a different 'way that is closer to the

textbooks than to the actuality of their performances.

In other wOrkis, You face them with a discrepancY?"

Exactly, and then discuss the nature of the discrepancy. Self'-

eorreCtion seems to follow--it 's a Oowerfla device.

** Can I take it that there's consensus on the idea that teachers

should 1543 exposed to a variety of different tactics and strategies

so they have a repertoire to Close from?

Yes.

4 Al;Ag'with this point of the situational determination of behavior

should go with it the Zack of predictability of the good and the bad

trciir ti, in kids. In other words, relay to ifotir:trainaes' the fact that-

a 'good or bad' child (using psychiatric terminology or moral terminology

or any kind' Of ienirinotegy) isn't perpetUatty 'so. Such rating's wilt

not predict to a year or to years later in schOel. The ddotrine ti.2t

children have fixed charraetCrs and personciiitiee iirWrong.' To judge

them as cha*zoteriStioiaty good or bad or on, meets with savers

/*trite in keuxaai. teachers ;sari to heii)o these notions.' The

longitudinal' evidence an personality 'clevelopme*ht Indicates that very

tittle Prod4otabitaty of this kind is wainkinted WlZi&I rncrni.Orforaqty

thet we are (2foC nied with kids theteacherifinds as bothersome or .bad

in 80W way or another.
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* Tryou'Llant cross-sectional lack of predictability the old

character education investigation of Hartshorn AT May gives it.

There are some things that are consistent though - -such as

energy level.

* Temperamental things - .-but not 'good or bad'.

* This means that the teachers may be reading good and bad into

things that are temperament and energy. So the kid who can't sit stil/

is more likely to get into confrontation with the teacher, not because

he's bad but because something he dose bugs her. The apparent

consietenoy in both good or bad than may have its roots in some other

characteristic of the child.

* Yes.

* This Mould mean that teachers should not only learn what to do

with childrenthey don't like but also to find out what it is that they

don't like in the children.

* . Yes. "'

* essentially it is to learn about themselves, to know what

it ib that bugs them.

* . The point is that the behavior of these kids is very much

influenced by situational factors rather than some inherent almost

inevitably consistent type of behavior. The teacher should bo well

aware of the great variation in behavior. There's some 24esecr 1 that

shows a fantastic variation in aggression within the olaearaor,,, in

the 'playground and at /OM.

* Paterbem b Ergen. 'I think you would ixrnt the teacher tn.,

know that lower class disadvantaged Madmen are not.eo homogeseous ae

rte sometime assume.' 'A lot of other people have'ehoWn that within the

'homogeneoUn. Werclase category4deprivation index etc.)-there is

mucli differantiatim. /t would be an easy error for teachers tA2 fall

into,which'they Might mat fat into if.they wero going to 1t middle

btaeg i&hboli ,

* Let me come back to a point I made this morning. We have a

ten ismay to tack 'about Wildoor.etais as .if it were black..: Many of

the things we have been saying hon. wolitdOs. apply10A040am-Amerioan-`

kidewhbed-tilmpePamentand rorponseasuete in the otecteraom-aro:quito

difprent. 3
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** But the principle apptiebido4-in't it--be cu re of temperament and

response levele?

Yes, but therc's variability that may exist within it.

4* O.K.

There's one point about this idea of the culture of poverty and

so on that's relevant. Whose notion-is 'value stretch'? Lee Rainwater

mentions it--Rodner, Hyman Bodnar. -Its implication is that the values,

and therefore possibly the behaviors, of the lower class overlap with

that of the' middle class. -.Middle class values are not rejected but

because orthe pressures and-exigencies of everyday life, they are

stretched to accommodate a wider range.

Could I come in here with one other thing? When you are training

teachers, my feeling '14 that they ought to visit and oee what things are

being done in their own and other systems- -see other, teaching models.

They ought to see different operations and some of the people, who are

dealing effectively. They ought to see people like Carry Duncan in the

olassroOM.' He's 'a'master at handling, tucking a kid under, his arm and

carrying on vith another thiw over here. And he's a master at planning

cp,rationt for responsive environments too. Than there is the group at

Kansas. ;

* What group 'at Kansas?

* They're all Skinnariana over there but they're doing things in

class. - 7' '

* John Beier. You aught to see Ham. I haven't seen Ham, I've just

heard about him. But what I hear he coca is, ha gets these adolescents

who are problem makers, terrific problem makers, and he's got them

they' get thorn out of jail and that sort of thing and they point out that

you've got to learn and they use a couple of fellows here playing °heed

and Oho does a certain number of these probiesa he van go and watch .

these guys play chess, and watching playing.chess 's one of the most

effective reinfcroere they've got. Now who the hell would ever think of

that? 1 -; ,

4 t Then there's Richard Brotman, the sociologiet who-works with

drug addicts, alcohotica--voty affective, .

* .;4'krhe prinaiplithat I'm-advocating is that if teaohers could sob

these things and see people operating, then they can talk about it.

8 3 ef
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** Oui''plan is to set up a variety of instruatOnat
so that PeOi)le can de. just what you suggest.

We're not presterring to know all the answers at the moment.
** And we're &eking out only what appears to be the best information
at this paint in time.'

Of cotirs4 the' whole business of research and developMent will

haveto goon indefinitely. (The idea of the administration closing
wn on rasearah and development now makes me sick.)

After so many years of work, it's really tragic.
4 There .are .iwoother questions that I would' like to ask. The

first one I think may. be dealt with fairly readily because it's been
tauched on already and that's your response to the Jensen article.
Do you think*that everything that was needed to be said has been said

in the responses that have bein'nnde so far?
* By the two gentleman here you mean, and by the other people

4 *Right. re there anything else that needs to be added to the
general responses?
* DO yeti' know that Jensen has just published anew formulation
of his'ihinkiv in the Journal of educational Psychology. HoWever,

thoUgh both the basic premises and sank) of the 'elaborations ?nay haVe''
validity, they'i.e indePendint of the anteeedent,.

I think the only thing I would want to add, ignoring the-raae
diffeninae- issue,' Yes, ebViouili there'e a very strong 'genetic -and
environmental determination of individual differences in I.Q. --how high.,
one dedini'i- &te to go into: But 7"...e notion that the I.Q.. testa
reproietit the total domain of cognitive and ae0aoity
is one that We would also wan t. 'question and '

* Scientifioalty, the last Word di es 'the indiVidUal's
cognitive dc rain is a long way from being said. '-'
* Jenseti's avonott- is :the& ihe genetic Wading ie 'the whole story'
or a'tit:4beiritititit'*ret
* so. Por ctnigance; 'you can' g;)t disadvantaged.

kide'i:Pio*ara doinu igome '''eay,ariterta of intelligence;''
but for s6ic'rees6ti or"anothir illr0( not doiv well'on .otherii: It Seems:.

to Mi the teaoh;r should hav,i'soitie'SoPhiitioated rii)tions-abOut lira at
cognitive. :''; ,
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hell'a belle. You know what these. things, imply otherwise--

their inferiority is biological. They can do nothing to .overccme it.

The rigidity that Jensen has put into the thing is just not

warranted, and the reaction of the blacks against it and the reaction of

those who felt a certain amount of sympathy toward blacks .4.8 quite

underotandabte because in a sense, this puts the blacks in a completely

impossible position.

That's a box without any air holes. ,,

That's right. really an air tight owe. Sure there's a

genetic factor. ...There are plenty of genetic bases. for individual,

differences. There!s no question about, it. But to talk about social class

based upon genetic cunstitut-on is utter nonsense. There are varied

effects of social class, race and the specific deprivational. type

** . All right.. Thank you. One last question. Throughout we have

talked as if the requirement prescribed by the school is fair ernd

reasonable but, you blow, the school eyatem itself has its own mystics,

rituals. and observances. And of course it'haa the power. I presume

that we: should not take it as understood that the school should hot be

subject to changes that will improve the instruational progropt or the

. and the content, and thl administration system, and the ,

eValuation system, and so on. r. , .

Teacher,. may I mato on point?. May the testing situation be

changed, because insofar as you pit chi/4 against (Mild in the ,judgment

of the quality of teaching and put individual against .individualg you're

putting a rralftatotion into the teaching process.

You'll put Me out of .business. .

* I .don't give a damn.- Let me reminisce a minute. Iused to say

to the undergraduates at Brown and the graduate students at Illinois

that first of all I was.an exPOPitor and I'd be as interesting as .t

could--X id.do my best. on-that score. . Second, that 4',praa a slaw driver.,

and. I wenari give lote of7exams and vivo them.f raquqnty bogauep I did

not beitcve that people ooppEt with a buiZt.inmatiition 028 a good

Freudian up until 1958 and I would not mullet° that they W a thirst.
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for "knowledge but-I had to put in a drive factor). We/I, that meant

competitive grades and after every friday quiz, I'd. put the pereentle

ranks.'down on.thesa scores because:we I did this for years.

I didn't understand what Hunter was telling me. I really didn't

understand when he used to say; "none of you is competing with anybody,

else. You're only competing against yourself. You're graduate students.

Nobody here is going to be tossed out because he doesn't compete. If

you can do just the ordinary standard work on the basis of your past

:ord, you deserve a Ph.D." He would make this: point and he really

meant it.' He didn't compare people but I did. I've got to admit that

when I go back to teaching a big group of people I still don't quite knob,

how to handle this damned thing. Next year I have to find ways of

doing it and I'll try to use some kind of performance measure of intrinsic

motivation. This is why I'm looking for defining indices of quality or

a level of performance, defining indices that I don't have to use to

to compare one individual against another on some at.mned score.

Well, that has its problems too, as contrasted with individual

type competition.

SUre, what doesn't?

You've got to define what your goals are. You have to define

and specify what it is you're trying to get the child to learn and

then if he learn it give him an A. I know someone who is doing this

in a graduate course in educational psychology. he specified for the

semeeter what ho wanted the kids to learn. All of them learned it and

%e gave them all A'a. He was used to the notion that there should be

come distribution of grades so we asked him and I ,vmember he said;

"Zook, I set these as the objectives. EVerybody reached them. What

can I give somebody who has learned everything I aeked him to learn?"

I think teachers need to know that the Binet and the Otis were

set up as devices to select out some people, to select out the

retardates whom the school couldn't handle. They were not designed for

any other purpose than predictive selection and they are very strong

in this argument. Otherwise there are tachars who otways retreat to

tests for individual diagnosis.

* Oh sure.

Nell, the psychologists do
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teiti'which byaluatee a child's educational progress is

built As same ratioriale the teat that's designed to- select--

eome notid ofnorm. 'And of coee, the whoU standard
psychometric

rationale iebaded on selection prooeduree, spreading out the individual

diffeitences. That cam'never provide a procedure for assessing

educational inputs Or the effectiveness of education or anything like

that. Ydu need a different device for that.

** Are there any other things that you feet you would like to say

at this point? "
r

r want to 'say th4t there's it lot left for you to. do --and good luck.



This contains the greater'nert of the near's' abstracted

during the literature search. The i!ema are presented alphabetically

(byauthor).according. to the followin!? convention. The bibliographical

data COWS firet. Next comes A brief descriptive statement of the

nature of the item. Then, under "A", are listed any data sunnorted

noinis, or any points known to be data supportable. Under "B" are

:listed assertions made inthe source material. but which Annear to be

data free. Recommendations made by authors follow, under the "C"

heading. Finally, wherethe abstractor has seen fit, some comments

are'listed'under Theie mostly indiciteWhar other information is

contained in the source item.

--It Will-beremembered that the abstractOre were graduate

psychologists andtheirpsychology.orientetion,.a,em,intended, will

have inflilenceA'their judieMehte. RoWeiter;.en edOCational'requirement

placed:opt:them served to,focustheirattention also. Pe required the

searchers to base their selection on whether or not they, as psycologists,

felttheinformation before them could be thought to bagermene,,even

remotely germane, to the teacher of urban dibedVanteged children.. In so

far as they thought 'that there was information herd that or

the trainer of teachers, of disadvantaged children ought to know or

appreciate, they were to include6 it.

..

,
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Bach, G.R. "Father- fantasies andfathertyping in father-separated

children," .Child Development, 1946, 17, 63-80.

....kstudrefl,normally.acljusted schoolchildren, ages 6-10, of average

1.9. from lower middle-class, urban baChgroUnd in Cleveland whose

'fatherS"Weite'SwaY in-Arty from' 1 -3 years4.

Whanstrong.emotionally conditioned driues are expressed in

,, 1 fantasy,: the, percentage of,reproductive, reality rsimulatiag

fantasies is lowered.
The father-abaenegroup

. .

a. had a preponderance of sterotypefamily.fantasies about

leisure time, and living room recreational activities,
b,, had leas aggression fantasy toWsrd'whole family and 'subject

c. father wss%less ofteg. recipient of mother's hostility,

d. fither'heVitri seen'atrinSngry abodi' , !

3,-Aftectiosaterfaatasiaa for.smCfrom the fathtt were higher.
in father-absent subjects, who had fewer au'7' r-iiAtive

fantasies.
4. Boys. showed more eggressive,:giTla pore affectionate.stereo-

typed responses.
5. Children hacambiVAlent'aggreeiliVe-affectionate father:

fantasies. where Maternaljather7typing was depreciative, .

C. Further study of verbal "person typing" of fantasy control
and its direct 'reiati;ms toChildis.perhOnality developient..

Bienn, Millard J. "Effects of school integration en the self- concept

and S'snikety'Of loiter class flUgro'adolesdent Males,'" Dissertation

Abstracts, 1968,4942-A),..692. - . .

.Field , research Pre7iPtWation and.post-integration test for

experimental group. Control group without integration also tested.

A. )o significant difference for either measure was found in
either group, .

D. The direction of the finding which would have been most
informative 1,41.3. not given in the abstract. That is, if
there wore significant changes one way or the other, lt
would sugge't other social variables that would be relevant
in "northeL norida" for accounting for any directional
change. Previous studies have showed greater anxiety and

lower self-concept.

Brislin, Richard W. "Contact as a variable in intergroup interaction,"
Journal of Social Psychology, 1968, 76(2), 149-154.

A. Greater interaction between ethnic groups where people know
language belonging to each other's group.

C. If flegro English constitutes another language, it may be
advantageous to teach courses in "nonstandard" Negro English
to whites.

Bronfenbrenner, Urie. "The psychological cost of quIlity and equality

in education," Child Developeent, 1967, 58(4), 909-925.

Review of research on disadvantaged children, particularly Negro boys.

fif),
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A.1: Inadequate,nutrition and prenatal conditions in Negro

mothers: :

a. increase complications:in pregnancy,
b. produce neurological damage and impaired Intellectual

behavioral performance, (more frequently male),

c. may lead to hyperactivity, distractibility, low attention
span; thus, specific social-psychologiCal and educational
problems.

Other factors discussed are paternal absences, gang influences,
economic status, lack of early educational stimuli; alternating
.repressive indulgent patterns of child-rearing, negative
.reinforcement on self-concept and cognitive development,
slavery residUes of oppression, compliance, bondage, poverty,
low achievement, and discrimination. Also, white peer may
become aggressive and disruptive through contagion process.

C.1.11bre male teachers needed at elementary levels, probably more
Negro male teachers.

2. More after school cross- status child participation programs
by adult males and selected high school students possessing
diverse skills And community contacts of nontechnical nature
at levels attractive to lower class children.

3. Involve child's'parents in programs, work'ittgether on mutual
goals.

.
4.. Recognize inability to repay back difficiencies to present

disadvantaged, but assume more of an, educational obligation,
social reeponsibility'as integral part Of democratic'
education.

BroWn,' Robert 0, "A comparison of the vocational aspirations of paired
sixth gride white'and.negro children who attend segregated schools,"
Journal.of.ducational'Research, 1965, 58(9), 402-404.

Inveitigation Of:the vocational aspirations of two similar socio-
economic and intelligence grOups of 6th grade children of Negro-
white races in segregated schools of tural,.centrallUdrida.

A.1, Negro children's occupational choices ranked higher than the
whites. . .

, . . ,:.,

2. Beth .groupg' ambitions were high7than occupations held by
their fathers.

3., The negro group's proportional aspirational leVel in
comparison with father's occupation yes larger., than white
students. ,

4,7Self-concept is Clopei4..related,t0,motivatiOm...
5. Peer strivings and pressures are correlatedpositivOrwfth

children's academicefficiencyp,. . .

6. Vocational aspiration asPart af'self-conceptindicates how

, AtIdent Apem.himoelf,in the, future and his.present

potential...

C.1.,Study,self-concept formation.
2. Peer dynaiics-effecti on vocational aspiretiOn.
3. To be more effective teachers should know students'

pereonclitietaixdPressuree acting on them. ' :
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Cameron, Howard1K.' A proposal for the study of emotional over-
dependency among Negro youth", J.L. Philbrick'(ed.), Contemporary
Studies, in social paycholegy and behavior change, 183-194.

Exhortation,challenging the notion of emotional overdependency in
Negro youth ou'grounds that no systematic empirical inveatigatlon
has validated such abelief.

D. Pate on the nature and development of overdependency are
presented.

Carpenter, Virginia F. Motivational components of achievement in
cliltarally diskdVentaged Negro 'children. Die sertion Abstracts,
1968, 28(10-A), 3991-3992.

Examination of achievement motivation and expectancy for internal/
external control .of reinforcement in culturally disadvantaged.

A.1. Need for achievement was related to the risk-taking choices
of 5th atul6th'graders inazmple, but not related to risk

'taking behaviors.

2.'Need for:achievement was more predictable in boys on skill
performance while internal- external control related to
academic skill for girls duly.'

Clark,dwar4 A. and k.p. Misa. "Peers' perception of Negro and white
occupational.preferences. Personnel Guidance Journal, 1967,
46(3), 288-291:

Examines the congruence between elementary children's placement
of clasamates in,occupational roles and the latter'a expresaed

( occupational pretarences.-. Do aggro And White children differ in
their occupational.preferences and peer - placed roles?

A.1.A greater number of boys expressing preferences for
% professionsand aggressively oriented occupations were cast

in comparable occupation roles.
2.In contrast, girls expressing preferences for teaching and

nursing were not cast in these roles by their peers. .;

3. Negro boys expressing preference for professional occupations
were cast by Poets in these roles more than white boys with
similar preferences.

4. There 'ea ntrdifference betWeen Negro and white children on
peer placement mother occupational roles.

5. Pre-adolescept boys and girls perceive teaching And nursing
as.equi!AliOt'feminineroles suitable fduall.lemalepeers.

:6.'illeOtcuPktiOnal tease (in this iample) projected by
proferionAlly aspirin,!: white bovs:', '-

Clark, Kennet . anct Clark:' "The deiklopmentof ccasciousness
of self and the emergence of recikl identification. in Negro pre-
school children," journal of Social tayeholog;'108i 10(4).

, .. .,,

Investigatiominto early levels of development of consciousness
of self in Negro preschoolers with reference to emergent race
consciousness in segregated Washington, D.C. nursery schools.

1: al'
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A.l.rAll children chose the Negro picture slightly more than the
white picture.

2. But differences between choices of Negro and white boys
Increased with age because of ircreasing Negro picture
selection by legro childre,t.

3. There is a definite delimitation of the self by children
between ages 3 and 4 as a distinct person as a precursory
development to one racial group identification.

4. Some children at age fi,r refused to identify themselves
with one over another picture end displayed some anxiety
and conflict.

5. Dynamics of identifying a brother or cousin by girl subjects
appeared different froth those involved in self-identification.

Clark, KAI. and M. Clark. "Emotional factors in racial identification
and preference inNegro children," Journal of Negro. Educat'on,
1950, 19, 341-350.

Analysis of dynamics of racial attitudes in Negto children rages
5, 6, and 7.

A.1. With exception of escape responses, children colored them-
selves lighter than own akin color.

2. With increase in age, more subjects made correct racial
(skin color) identifications, and fantasy and escape
responses decreased.

3. No difference between Nortnern and Southern children on
self identification.

4. But Northern children preferred whit( color more than
Southern children who preferred brown.

5. Hole bizarre or escape responses were noted in Northern
subjects.

6. Southern children were more able, to talk about and explain
their color preferences.

7. EOcapist response in color preference was most marked in
Nprthern children, It 'age 5, but appeared throughoUt the
sample. '

8. Rajection of brown for white color is highest in dark
1 children, but also appears across colors and ages.

9. Yet, in making self7identification, few color themselves
white and escapist responses disappear at age 7.

10. Coincident with awareness of racial differences and identity
is awareness and acceptance of prevalent cultural attitudes
and racial values. " .

.111'. By age 5 %gra child is aware of his inferior societal
statue.. . ,

CA; Diactepancy between color preference and skin 8411f-
identification in core of young students' personality requires
both a.mental hygiene.and,positively selfsUpportIve
educationalprograa to alleviato.feelinge of Inadequacy and
inferiority. .

9 gt!
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Clirk,'E.A.'ind M.X. Clark. "Skin color as a factor in racial

identification of egro preschool childrea," Journal of Social

Psycholbii; 1940,-,11(2), 159-169.

Examines genesis et racial identification interms of dev3loping
self-onsciousness and social ddterminants, in relation to skin

color in preichooierJ.

A.1. Consistent increases in choices for the colored boy picture
were fodnd'for.light to medium colored and light to dark

subjects.
2. A decreasing pattern was shown fcc choices of the white

picture: ' -

3. Light group chose white boy pictu' most.

4. Medium group chose colored boy picture most.
Dark grouchose colored boy picture more oftnn,

'-.4:"Thes;light_4nd'dat* extremes in subject skin'colot Appeared
to result in earliox choice and identification to similar
light or dark cclored picture with medium colored aubj&cts
showing a tendency to Vacillae and delay c%nsisteripicture

choice.
7. Skin color.is a determinant of self-identification. .

8. "Wishful thinking"'notions of.self-identificntian appear
too abstract rational for these apparent concrete skin
'preference--skin type matching processes in young children.

9. Identification is in terms of what. one is, rather than

'"what one 14 not", or an deVelopcd.social concepts of race

may modify the3e beginnings later,in development.
C.1. Study intelligence and concepts-of "90'7 difference" as

self determinahts.

Corwise, Joseph L. Aspirations and attitudes toward education of over-
and under-achieving Negro junior high school students. Dissertation

.v.. JAbstracts,.1.96d, 28(9-A), 3878.

- ,
..: .

Exsminae,differences between (nor- and undel,achievts at
different ability levels in terms of educatioual aspirations, and

student-parent attitudes. ..

... 4.,

,.A.1. Caine in aLility leveLwere followed by gains in attitude

'sCorCa with overechie4era scoring higher than under-achievers.
..;.:,1 2. Patents of over-adhlevere had higher attitude scores than

:4\: a under-achievers' parents..- ' : % .'::

-1. Aapirationa'nfoVer-tchievers, high,ability and positive

attitude students were more positive toward educatitn.
k, 4. EdUCatirtnal.egpirations of a ample of 105 Negroes within a

. .

low socioeconomic setting are as high as dominant culture.

5. Adadetife iChieVemidnile influenced. by attitude toward

' rieducation0 % - Y : . ..

6.-Undet-ecfiteVamentils pritarily.a,amla problem, ,

,. -'''' -7. Attitddetof students have 7imors,influence:than parental
:,-i attitudes on student achievement. . , !, .
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Council of the:BPSSI (Martin Deutsch, President). "Racial factors in

intelligepcp,7 e rebuttal,," Trans - Action Tune 1969; pp. 6 and

75. -

Rebuttal of Arthur R. Jensen's article "How Much Can We Boost I.Q.
aPd.SchdlaStic.Achievemente.in the Winter issue of Harvard

EduCatieihal Revise.
. .

A number of Jensen's key assumptions and conclOsions are seriously
questioned by many psychologists and geneticists.

A.1. Jensen's:enployed a social definition of race rather than
the more rigorol genetic def'nitioa.

2. The major4failure.ef sc-called compeneatory.education has
been in'the planning, size, and scope of the program
rather'than'hereditary "road blocks."

3. There are critical limitations in present day intelligence
'tests; they tend to be biased against black chtldrea to

unknown degree. .

D. The importance of this article for the teacher.of the
underprivileged As quite obvious. .;

Cowen, E.L., Landea and Da. Schaeti "The effects of mild. frustration
on the expression of prejudiced attitudes," Journal of Abnormal

and Social Psychology, 1958, 58, 33-38:H

Examines use of scapegoat theory Of prejudice- as one of a series
of complementary explanatory principles by studying whether or

not increased verbal expression of prejedice f011ows
frustration in psychology undergraduates.

A.1. Increased anti Negro feelings folloWed experimental induction
' of frustration.' _ :

2. Males'showed greater prejudice and increases in prejudice
following frustration than females..

3. %n the absence of non - arbitrary frustration and with an
'oppcirtUnity for self-punitAva behavior, a sci.pegoat theory

seemed supported. ,

4.'Negroes appeared to be-"targiv:ed7 and draw more prejudice
then scales measuring other forms of prejudicitl expression.

5. The thresholds for anti-Negro prejudice may.be lower than
for Othtr minority groups, a "preferred.form"of prejudice
augmented by frustration.

Cunningham', Sister Madonna .Marie. "Training in concept learning with
schizophreuic and nonschizophrenic culturally disadvantaged

-adults." Dissertion Abstracti61968,.29(2-8), 7677613i.,

A research comparil9n ()draining groups to control with
disadvantaged and'schiiciphrenec S'efin both groups. 'Three

' trainin't; groupi sorted objeicts, pictures, and words respectively.

.A.1. Ho.th:grOu'ps improved in concept formation casting doubt on
AusUbel's hotion'that cOneeptUal deficit in adult deprived
group is irreversible as well as long accepted Attitudes
toward:zchitophrenimutio form more of a nonverbal ,

,-topulation.
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C I rrrith such information, the teacher of the disadvantaged

would be less suaceptible to presenting an unconscious or

subtle self-fulfilling prophecy syndrome in her classes.

Deane, Pau. -"The persistence of Uncle T,..m! an examination of the

image of the Negro in children's fiction series,; Journal of

aegro.rducation, 1968, 3/(2), 140-45.

Exploration of Regro image in children's literature.

A:l.Thellegro is presented in children's series as never had, so

never really good..
.fie:is never allowed to become a "real character" or person,

but. remains a stereotype or century -old cliche.

3. Thus, children may becomer_prejudiced unintentionally through

' this. stereotyping.

. TWA first contacts with Peer° imaeery may have more profound

.

and lasting effects, than any later actual contacts or social

telationehips.
C.1. Go beyond removing,liegro dialect to improve and change

traditunal stereotypes for realistic, human portraits of

negmAs in children's books.

Deutsch, Cynthia P. "Environment and PereteNtion" in M. Deutsch,

.1: Katz and Jeneen'(cds.), Social d.ass Race and
Pychological' DevelopMent, Holt: New York 1968, (especially

pages 74 -83)..

Reviews a number of students concerning stimulus deprivation and

stimulus enrichment ae.i function of social class.

A.1. Basic findings show lower class children have an initial

' disadvantage in perceptual discriminatio- tasks.

2. Early exposure and-labelling of various stimulus modalities

. (which goes on more in the middle class :home) is very

'important in'aiding'perceptual retention and discriminetion.

C.1. Suggestions are given for new programs focusing on providing

appropriate stimulus. exposure and re-training children to

atteiid-to the ',aspects of stimuli that are relevant fr

.discrimination.' , .

importance of the learning of,such perceptual
discrimination is exemplified in the Piaeetian concept of

intelligence - to sec similarities in one's environment where

Lthey weren't apparent before - also a requipite.for creativity.

.

Dunmore, Chailotte Jeanette. "Social-Psychological Pactors'Alfecting

the use o,f,an educational, opportunity program by families living

in a.Poverty DiseartatiOn Abetracts, 1968,-29(1-A), 342.

:Atceptors ofa voluntary educational opportunity program were
Were compared with uon-acceptors alon3 psycbolocial factors, and

....socio-eco9p6Ac etiltue.'. The 'Culture of poverty" this!'" was also

, teAtea. .

A.1. Varlablet:that correlated.withmonsacceptance were those

relating to communication between the school end.. hs family

5.;t
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regarding.progrwz rather than S 7? or SF. variables.
t. !'Culture of poverty" thesis not sunported.

Poor fnmiliez were, involv2d In organized community activities.
Majority-registered voters and reported voting in last election.

4.146 feelings of fatalism and helplossness expressed.
5. Held expectations that their children would Succeed in life.
6. Majority of poor families ware se12-suppurting 65% of bread-

winners were employed in either skilled or technical
.occupation.

7. Bussing was not a deterrent of acceptance.
C. Improvement in communication netoork linking schoot systco

to poverty area families.

Epstein, Ralph and S.S. Komorita. .Prejudictl among negro children as
related to parental ethnocentrism and punitiveness,, Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, 1966, 4(6), 643-647.

Examines relationship of parental punitiveness and perceptions of
parental social: attitudes to elementary age Negro children'r social
distacn..e attitudes, particularly high parental ethnocentrism and
moderate nunitiVeness.

A.1. Negro subjects displayed core social distance toward the
Negro race.

2. Correlated highly with perception of parental prejudice and
Child's generitlired social distance or response set. to other

minority groups. .

3. Prejudicial or self-rejecting:attitudes reflect.a,generalized
hostile predisposition or set, of habits elicited by both in

:And out grouns. .

4. For white subjects social distance attitudes towards Negroes
may be determined by the group's perceived inferior social
status.

5. The Negro child's low selfesteem appears based on a racial
Iskin color) class.fwItor. Thus, relating wjority croup.
hostility to one'3 skin color, consequently. an external,
negatiVe reinforcement attributed to chance, fate or forces
beyond personal control.
More research on attitudefornation.of-dthnic minority.
groitipb.

=
- . . .

2. Research on prejueiced children attributing prejudicial
attributes to .parents. ,

Forbes, Jack D. .°Segregation and integration: the Multi-ethnic or
uniethnic school," Phylon, 30(1), 1969, pp. 34-42.

B, The tecotd Of evalgeneratiOta of non-white.putit 'attending
IttOtated'sChools conttnlled.bY whites OUggette that such

'schodIOi unless they 66itese a'multi..4...ltural orientation,
may :in-soio duds beAn.belteriRTWegregated schools.:

, controlled by whites,and.p9esibly rpy be inferior to minority-
controlled separate schools.

1

9
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Fox, Louise W."1 "The effect of variation in the measurement of tactual-

visual reciprocity on its relationship to achievement and
intelligenee" Dissertation Ar,:tracts, 1967, 28 (6A) 1704.

Verification of high eorrelatiote between Leonard Buchner's

Tactual,VisualMetching Tust, achievement, intelligence on fifth

grade Central,Harlep students.:

A.1. Correlations between I.Q. and achlevemnt were found.
2. But reduced association with Zuchner's study on reading and

arithmetic.
3. Eveh leas association with verbal, nonverbal I.Q.
4. Weak support for TVHT and achieVement.' '

5. No support for I.Q.
6. Both high and low achieVers were able to image, but high

achievers were better abie!to image.
C.1. General'area Of tactual-visual transfer merits further

study. - . 7-

2. But the TVUT does not warrent continued use.

Fuchs, Estelle. '71ocr Teachers learn to help children fail," Trans-

Action. pp. 45-49, September, 1968.

fteseuts a case study of a pew teacher in New York City slum

school. Case similar to 13 outer new -teacher. from Hunter

: College Project.- TRUE,.(Teacher .tesourct,s.for Urban Education).

B.1. Describes the process of well intontiOned teachers becoming
Socialised b)i-the ghetto echoed system.

2. This socializatiOn perpetuatee Ole attitude that social
conditions outside the school make failure inevitable.

3. Which 6nvinfently takes any'responsibilit) 65r thetudent's
failure away from the teacher and'the etch(

D. Very pertinent article for teachers.

Gordon; John E. "The effects on white student teachers of value
clarifiCation interviews with Negro pupils, "' Dissertation

Abstracts, 1966, 2;(2-1),'406i:

Experimental study.Student teachexs'empathy.and understanding
were measured prior and subsequent to two other conditions
besides value clarification interview condition.

A.1. Significant differences were found in feelingni reduced
social distance between ST's and Negro students in interview

condition.
r,

Gordon, Leonard. .'.'Au acculturatiqo analvsis of Negro and white high

school students: ,,the effects on social end ecademic,behavior of
initinlclose interracial association. at.the secondary,echool

Disseitatidn.Abstracts,,1967,.27(9-0, 2641,:

A .study Of4icultufation'Of ogd aiid.;hite'atudniilit high

school program of Oak Park, Michigan deiegrellated'IU 1961.

A.1. Negro students participated in fewer extra-curricular
activities end held fewer leadership positions beyond

EnW)
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.vareity,athleties.
2. Negroes showed less self-preference of friends and leaders

than white students. . .

:3: Negroes showed more, initiative than in earlier studies.
4.,Whito o3tholic and Jewish students selected Negroes more

than.vhite protestant students.
5. More social inter-action between negro and white male

students than negro and whitc females.
6.:White student,acadenic achievement continued at same school

level priorto and after desegregation.
7. Wide differences remained hetweeh low-achieving ?legroes and

high echieving whites,.but less so for male negroes.
8. Negro students' academic achievement and career gOals showed

an upward trend.'

Gottlieb, David and Charles E. Ramsey, "Deprivation in the classroom and
the aehool, Understanding Children of Poverty SRA, 1967, Chicago!
pp. 55-65: .

:Review of research and discuzaion.

B.1. Teachers who come out of the slum may deliberatoly seek the
eduCation of,poor children but may make theimistake of being
too hard on them in an effort to drive them into seeking
statu.Cthtsmselves.

'2. Truency:often overlooked by principals and social workers
in order to keep the schoo: ivalified fdr stateaid effects
public objection to state. aid for-dependent families created

::bTpublicity of truency rate:espectively. There is a number
of.days of:school-attendance required in order to qualify
the-parents of!lower class .children for "aid to dependant
children."

.

Gottlieb; David' and Charles. E. Ramsey,."School performance and
't deprivation," Understanding Children pf Poverty SRA, 1967,

Chicago: pp. 38-52. :

Re7tew of 'research arid' discussion.
. ,

A,1. Scholastic achievement is not an explicit "group" goal in
. , either the predominately middle ?altos or lower class high

school,%..,(It-doen:have.arTter:vaus-in middle claps.Schools,
however.)

2, Relative'deprivation is even moreorOnounced for the lower
class student in the'Piddilnintlimiddle clads iChCiol'and

.,' lead:to7greater Adtrimental .effecte in some. ,cases
3. Besides academic underachievement.ho would experience more

*octal isolation and indirect 'rejection.

Greenwald, HerbertV.,,and Oppenheim, Don B. "Repotted magnitude of
self-misidentification among Negro children.. Artifact ?." Journal

:.,;:!,of:PArsouality and-Sociel Pstychology, 1968,111, p.(1), 49-52.

No0004"--mithoda6gieai chanseliae'previnua racial doll
studies '(inclution of An intermediate - mulattO.Mlterniiiee).

98
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A.1. Change reduced children's misunderstanding.
2. No significant difference in white and Negro children's

misIdentificafion:. "-
B. Early identification may not be quite as detrimental as was

-'1ifict thought. Yet this study should not negate emphasis on
teachers' diminishing negaiireconnotationa that have been
shown to be very effeetiveqn rolation.to race from other

''studies.

Gregor, A:J. and LA. McPherson. "Racial preference and ego identity
among ..mite and Bantu children in he Republic of South Africa,"
Genetic PiqCholOgy Monographs, 1966, 73(2), 217-253.-

, Studv,racial_preference and ego-ideals of Rantu and white south
African children (ages 5 to 7) including rural and urban
differences.

Rural Bantu showed.
'di greater Outgro40 preference than urban Bantu, . .

b. a higher rate of same race (brown doll) identification,
c. a much greater ability to identify self with brown doll.

2. All Bantus and whites exhibited similar degrees of preference
''for the White doll.

3. Female DantuWere more emphatically outgroup oriented than
mule.

'

4. White children in South Africa displaVed beginnings of
viable ego-identity by -preference for and identification
wittCgroup:shared color trait, and group standards without
signs of lntrapsychic tension. :7

5. Bantd children were quite different in their outgroup
preference snd marked ingroup hostility consistent with the

'- U.S. Vegro and generating considerable self-conflict.
6. The urban Bantu diL,ilayed the most severe identity confusion

and loss of self-esteem increasing in direct proportion to
,whitaerd urban contacts', partiCularly at early stage of
personality.formation. t

C. Explore relationships between and implications of urban
Bantu's identifiCation with an ,"unattainable ego-ideal" as
presented by a dominant White culture.

Hamblin, Robert T. and Aseociatit: "Changing the Cabo from 'Get the
Teacher'' to 'Learn" Trans-action, 6(3), Sanitary,- 1969.

Research into use.of new reinforcement teehniques_on aggressive,
mAiftic and digadvantaged.cchildren.

Ita.'-TheMore problematic the child, the greater may be the
-effect oftoken exchange on-bitibehavior.,

2. For the young; sociel'spproval:is important but.not neatly
ro powerful as material reinforcer*.

3: -To be effective, rewardd ',inert occur in a structured exchange
:! they -mire given promptly as:recodpense;

4: Token excliingesincretta4d vaibeliAationei(Ovanfidecteased
clase,disruption in disadvantaged:ghettochildreq.

5. 2.Token.exchange.bringe year Olds up to level of S, year olds
.. .

in reading abil4.cy.

414,
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6. With token exchange several autistic children, who were
eithetmUta or could only parrot sounds have developed
functional speed, and have lost their bizarre and disruptive
behalitor patterns.
A very infdrMitive'irticle whose value is inherent in the
result.. To thoCe who have an ingrained Aversion to external
reinforcers such as 'tokeMs: For children to appreciate the

'''-fruite of symbols on a page and ther 'abstract relation to
the world of things and before they can be socially rewarded

,for such appreciation they must first be exposed to such
experiences under conditions which are already pleasant for
'them:

* (they spoke in complete sentences, used bette'r syntax, and
frequently started conversation.)

..
, .

Hattie, Helena.' 1,'The'development of moral attitudes in white and
Negro boys," Dissertation Abstracts, 1967, 28(6B), 26:4.

Examination of attitudes of white and Negro boys in four social
class levels and relationships. to intelligence, ages 9-11, in
New York City.

.

A.1. Maturity Of moral attitudes were related to race, class,
intelligence, but differing among subtests.

2. Negroes tested on verbalintelligence were lower than whites,
bUt intelligence.correlated positively with moral attitude.

3. Social, clas'e'slightly more crucial than race for Moral
attitudes. '., ' ' .

4. Viewed sepitately social class had less .influence Cu Negro!
than on 'white children's attitudes. '

C. Further study of social class differentiations among Negroes.
On what basis are Negro class distinctions rsde? How
'consistentlY'do they relate to specific moral attitudes?

Hendeison,Aeorge. "Rele.models foi lower class Negro boys,"
Personnel and Guidance Journal, 1967, 46(2), 6-10.

: Autbbr_examinea lower class .child's orientation or identification
witb,middle class adults.eyondlover7class, Ilegro'; adult mcdels
,an4 narrow- occupational choices.

8.1. Negro child must deal with six focal contunity problems --
. trouble, toughness, smartness, excitement, fate, autonomy for

survival and status ieatons..
Liodwited;'.1ower-class students will not increase

aspirationa-ifter first buCceseea, nor will high motivated
studenta increase their aspiration after initial middle-class
eitik failUres.' ' '"' :"

.coOpetenty, sEudahe innathi, an0 masculifilty more
-'im66rfant rile' ociU4atiOnal treats then race:.

' C.V.' 'Need for legrc and 'White 'adults to become occupational

' role models fOr loweY cle,bs negio students;
' ' 2.; Middle;-class'nodels. shecid Adopt attitude .bf "cultutel

reIatiVites" and ref4tence 'Rio* speclfitity.:
3. "Middle-classness" must be meaningful and possible.

100 )17 I
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4. Models should emphasize values of dominant group and non-
, trouble,_novel activities.
5. Models need to convince lower-class child of his ability to

. control himself and means-ends possibilities.
6 .Model should u_lerstand child's alienation and desire for

ja;ceptance without relinquishing needed autonom-.
i.,1Aeult models should be prepared for periodic aspirational
.relapse by lowerclass students.

,8.,Every male teacher should be a 'vole model f. disadvantaged
:Negro boys

Ness, RobereD, and V. t. Shipman. "Early experience and the social-
ization Of'cOgnitivi bodes in children," Child Development, 1965,
36(4), 869-886.

Authors examine cultural deprivation's effect on human cognition
in terms of behavior, meaning, language, and personal development
in160 NegroMothers'and their 4 year old children from 4 differ-
ent social :status levels.

A.I. Middle class:mothers presented greater verbal output, more
abstraction, more complex syntactical structures, thus 'ore
-eladbratcd code.

.2. Middle class highest group ondescriptive, categorical
sorting;. lower cleat, on relational sorting.

.3. Relative absence, Of descriptive part-whole responses for
:.-lower: class and rise in nonverbal responses in lower classes.

:4. Middle class children performed better on sorting tasks
and offering verbal explanations for each sort.

5. Similar differences by status in mothers' ability to
regulate her own behavior and child's in tasks requiring
planning, care.rather.than verbal conceptual skill, little
affective differences were noted.
Lower.class. mothers appeared to not relate particular act,
to preceding ones or their consequences, thus lacking
sequential meaning in c ntext, motivation of subjects ot
cask finals and antiipatory, reflective alternate decision
making modes.

2. "Restrictectspeech and status over person orientations fore-
closed evalUative, choice cognition's and performance.

C. Further analyses of mother -child transactions beyond gross
social class :categories.

Hicks, Robert A. and Robert J .Pellegrini . "The :meaningfulness of
,Olegro-white-differences in intelligence test performance,"

7: lAYthological,Record,4966, I6(I),

Research - A statistic, designed to measure meaningfulness, was
. used.Xo.reevaluate the. data given:in studies of Negro-white lg.
A. The results showedthat although these 4,elits,tre reliable

they they aro not valid,.i.o., they:4re measuring. cultural
rather than individu41 propensity.. ;Hormel the studies

..have failed:.to .eatablish,the.e.:leterice:c4.4ifferences in
intelligence that have utility for guidente.''
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Hoover, Herbert A. "Selected culturally deprtved students' views of
their public secondary schopl expertence,"., Dissertation Abstracts,
1967, 27(104,,.3259.0

.

A study of-how culturally deprived Negro students, senior high
school students taught by investigator in fifth-grade in East

viewed.their high school experience (four high schools)

and teachers., .

A.I. fifty-five percent stated high school experience was pleasant
and propared.them for college and/or job.

12. Approximately fifty percent of the pupil-teacher relationships
were poor. .

3. Students rates sixty-one percent of their teachers 'effective
and interested in students'.

Horowitz, Ruth E. "Racial aspects of self- identification in nursery

school children", Journal of Psychology, 1939, 7, 91-99.

A study of attitudd formation and functioning, particularly
emergent self-awareness in reference to specific social
groepings 'of race-consciousness as a function of ego-delveopment

. ,

A.I. Identification with cc-erect (same rates) picture indicates
awareness of one's own skin color.

2. Ability to identify one's self as different from others and
like others; forms basis for later group feeling.

3. Negrc boys identified themselves as white when no choice
was available beyond one selection.

4. In choice situation; Negroes evidenced knowledge of
differencei.and matched self correctly.

5. However, the Neo.ro boys matched themselves with white boys
when fkee'to do so.

6. Some children tended to identify themselves by other than
E. skin color when situation permitted.

C.1. Study alternative exolanations of
a. desire'to share in self-hood of others withOut (beyond)

color differences ,

' b. definition of elf by a delimiting nroceai of what 'one
is'nots; as resultnf earlierriinority family influences,
conflicts in self-identity acceptance; constriction of
self-image choices.

2. Study early influences of group conseionsness and
idenfificatinn on ego-drvelopnent and attilude formation.

Iscoe, Ira, H. Wiliam and J. Harvey. "Age, intelligence, and sex as
variables in the conformity behavior of Negro and white children",
Child-beVelOpftentr; 1964, 35 (2). ' '

Negro and whiteurban children were subjected to simulated group
'pressures. - %-

... ,1 %.

A. We'ttro females were' ess conforming than white females (malts
nore alike) .
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Nigro girl can get away with more nonconformity and con-
Petitive behavior than white girl in own racial rolliee and
in contacts with different ra0-al groups.

2. The importance of adequate measures of "initial competency"
prior to evaluation of e'cial'variables W83 stressed.

'Jensen, Arthur R., "Social class and verbal training;" in M. Deutsch et
al (Ed) Social Class, Race, and Psychological Development, Holt
1968, New York: pp. 115-174.

Shaping of speech and auditory discrimination facilitates enhanced
language aqUisition when there is fewer adult-child relationship
in early years of a child as in the average middle-class home com-
pared to the 'average lower-clas home.

A.I. In the typical lower-class home there is reportedly less
verbal pia', less verbal interaction, and less reinforcing
behavior on the part of the Adults of the household in
response to the child's early vocalizations.

2. In lower-class families with a number of children who were
born closely spaced and hence spend more time in the.company
of their verbal peers, receive less verbal attention from the
mother creating predictaule results along the lines indicated
ab:ve.

3. Spoken language among the lower class is less like written
language syntactically, grammatically, and in over-all

, sequential organization and logical progression than is the
case among midae class. Hence, less positive transfer to
language of books and journals.

4. Lower 'class language consists of incidental "emotional"
accompaniment to action here and now.

5. Earlier acquisition of stimulus - verbal- response learning in
.middle class childreu facilitates subsequent discrimination
between simila but ,different stimuli such es a ,mule and a
horse (Luria and, Yudovich, 1959, 196Ia, 19610
riddle class children cenperform quite well under tanditions
4here the only reinforcement or feedback is simple knowledge
of,resulte, while owet class children need reinforcement con-

,: eisting of, tangible rewards. s (Terrell (1958); Terrell,
Durkin and Niesley. (1957) .

7. Semantic generalization as opposed to primary generalization (i.e.
olv,plIciting the same response that .blue, dyes represent-

ing the latter) .would been to, be more prominent earlier in
other deVelopmental continuum of 5-R to S-V-R behavior in the
middle clasp child comparesito the lower class child
(Limn. 1961) Y

8. The phenomenon of transposition(relational learning3 seems
to require a verbal mediator (Sterenson and Lascoe, 1954).

. ,Tbis would also,show,pp in;thnelasa,differences.
9. Word association tests are a powerful tool for.jexposing class

differences since a person's verbal Falsociative network plays
, an imperant..role in terms. of transfer and .mediation in all

forms of verbal learning, ototlem solvipg,!nnd .concept .1

101M
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thinking.- TheY,reflect:quality and structure of one's
verbal environment And developmental trends in language
behavior. e.g. (Vera John, 1963)'.: '

IO. Syntactical mediation very important in'inbreasing rate of
paired gssoc.iitiv,e learning .Recent research in. Negro English
could explain loIer Negro performance_rates standard

2English &rid-hated educational 'system.'
II. The-ratio of'a sUbjectla scaled score in paired-aseocio'e

learning to his scaled score in serial learning (PA/Sr) could
provide on index of the degree of development of the S's
tediational tendenCY in relation to his basic learning
ability.

..

Justice,- David L -"An inquiry in Negro identity And a methodology
for investigating potentirA racial violence I & II" Disserta-",

-tion:Abstracts, .1966, 27(6-A). 1927.

"In-depth interview" and recordings Of "natural (street)
dialogue" of 160 low-SES Anslys'ill'by method based
on a premise that .ieems:pinuaible'but'no'previbus research
isused.tO support it in the study.

A. Three factors measured
I. Mobility - Number Of moves made as a child
2. Anomie - degree of family fraimentation in childhood
3.'Complexity - Shifts from rural to urban anvir onments.
The'retationship of Combined MAC factors to the sanctioning
of racial violence was found to be significant'at .01 level.
The same methodology could.be used for gauging unrest and
potential conflict in the schools and classroori.

Kagen, Jerome, L. PerPon and L. Pelch, "Modifiability of an impulsive
tempo," Journal of Educational Psychology, 1966,57,359-365

Authors examine efforts to'train impulsive first gradeChildren
't0 be lira refigctive under a nurturant condition between eoild
'ana'tutor'igd acondition:in Which child was persuaded to believe

-' 114shared sous aiii0juvua with the tutor &tie by refleCting could
increase the pool of shared characteristics.

TheonlY iMportent effect of training was to lengthen the
responselimestto'thltof,normi'reflectiveC'but less effect

.

'on 44ality,Of performance
' 2. Effeet4 of hip1 oroW peicgived'sililarity during train-

ing were more drapatiC for'girls.than boys.,'bu'.: female
evaluations were used eXc/.04velyC7.

3. Ttius,.60 minutes trOAng in'dilay prodUCedlelger response
latencies 02;00,g'impUleive children, but did nit 1:p.ve a

'strong. effect o4 'error Scores, nqr did it generalize to
the ift(hictive reasoning teat, :

11.trher.studY of-psyc'hological'significagce of perceived
similarity between tutOr'ind tutee,'

104m
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KandellN,AliFe Alison,. "Harlem Children's Stories: kstudy of Expectation
af,Npgrcand PUerto Rican goys in Two .Reading-Level Croups."
'bieserfation Abstracts, 1967, 28, (6-A) 2338 (Order. o. 67-16,117)

ILIWO UPPW0A-tY.-::

Research - projective.test technique & direct qUestionaire with
30 Negro & Puerto 14ican-Narlemfboys. Groups wore split into 15
Ugh and 13 low achieVers.ea6,, based on METROPOLITAN READING TEST.

A.I. Negro children, regardless Ofreading levels, typically des-
cribed.in.their stories failure in school, punishment from
mothers and teachiz, tension in the family and danger in the
environment.

2. Puerto Rican children .expressed clear cut expectations, of
mastery, of rewards and encouragement from the teacher and

earente,and uf acceptan:e and support from the.environment.
3. Other expressive statements of emotional and motivational

.condition of Negro children and Puerto Rican...
a. resignation and 'apathy .

riecompinying themes of fpar of punishment
c. feelings of aAenation and. personal damage.

expressed confidence in their ability to achieve mastery
through diligence.
optimistic view of,enviroPient

Sonee,ofindependence.,
). iiigh-achievingIegro boys eppear.d to have more nositive
,expectatiens in terms of,mastery. when they were:free of the
school milieu.,

7

Katz, Daiiel and R. Braly, "Racial steteotypes Of. One hundred college
students," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1933, 28.
280,290. .

. .

''An examination of the'view that attitudes toward racial, national
.groups_are.in part,ottitudes,toward.race..nomes, or atsrotypes
of a cultural pattern,pot based.. upon animosity toward a,group
member bie:ausepf:aCtual,qualitie-.Whim.. Ihust.a,difterentia-
tien is'made bRtweer.EhiS.,"Publie" pattern and.one104:1private"

.

attitudes

A.I.German traits were consistent with the popular stem-
("scientifkilly minded ")',

Negro's ("superstitious") ( "laAinea4")1+,Irieb("pugnacity"),
,English_Csportsmanshipeyi'("Shrewd0100A Americana

-vineustry.).(
2. The moat definite picture was far tlegr.00.
3. Fictions, about social clase,,Profesaibpd, political organ-

izatiana deveicP .asiMilirifutanne0if matchipg preconcep"
ti(;ni-tiniOationalizinOWly sterPatype'eXCepitons.

'4. Definitions did not,seem COnsiStentXyTelstelito arejildice
exhibited, Once' egioii god.Turka:(ht8h
jUdicedagainst poupPYWOre on opposite pales on definite-

. . . _

nese ideas.
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mont,snotro, vorNiwtql*eielf.

B:I. People-hWYea- vague idea of sharactevietice of a-race and
yet shoe extreme prejudice toward that group as part of a

public attitude tOWard a race maild:oraymbol:' -
2.'HOwaYei,prejUdice'Ous a highly consistent picture of the

group may be the redult-Cf public-or privet..., attitude, or
combination of both.

Katz, J.,-and M. Cohen ' "The effect of training Negroes upon co-

' Operative problem staving in biracial teams." Journal of
`Abnormal'and Social Psychology.; 1962, 64, 319-325. :

Researdh .1, laboratory.

Attempts at modifying Negro behavior toward the direction
of greater assertiveness and autonomy were successful.

. Highly beneficial-for teacher use in interracial classrooms.

Katz, Phyllis-A. "Role of irreleYant cues in the fermition of concepts
by lower-class children,' Journal of Educational Psychology,

1968, 59(4), 231.:238.

Assesses differences in concept forMation abilities of lower-
clean, mile, 34re children in 1st, 3rd, Sth gades in Harlem.

.
.

A. I,. Brighter 'end
,

older' Chitdr,: made more correct lesponsas
'an'the:four types of atiMlki cues.

_.
2. leYel of Stimulus complexiO'indicating Addition of irrele-

vant cues, increased the difficulty of the concept problem
for-these:Studentif over low'grade and IQ subjects.
Pr6ficiency'in'ec-icept formation is relatedt6 developmenttl
level in children both age and'IQ minimizing-me-awry, stimulus
familiarity an verbal label availability.

2. Iire0Vent stimulus information is related to concept
p6blimdifficulty in children. " 1 '

3. Number of correct re .nses was inversely related to level
of stimulus comp' ci at each age level tested

4. Fifth grkle;'high IQ etudenta ditiplayed-increased reaction
tiies with additional itrelevaht Cues ApiiroXikately an
adult ifOuP; while low IQ:, tat grade children's reaction

time 'decreased.' - '

increased reaction time MaYindieSte'intret.sed process-
!Mg mddes wien complex stimuli tasks. No

Sifferericii-tl changed'- above -findings,

C.X. Study the possibility of avillability44 certain stimulus
cites over, others as ObScOrink any basic deVelOpment differ,-

encei.-

Katy, Irvin,."Some motivational determinants of racial differences in
intellectu:i achieveMent , "International Jot_Iat'a-Plixciiltiolo ,;

';.196); 204.; I-I/. ' ' '

A. Motivational studies of conditions that affect hope for
success, kinds 'f social reinforcement as these affect

106c,
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achievement, and attitudes related to achievement - achieve-

.:
flient.. gapAmlattmg:between White and, Negro students.:

Kelly, F. J. and D. .k. NeldmanDelinquency and seboo ;dropout behavior

'ratvmAtinction ot-impulaivity and non-dominant value l, Journal

ofij;.:-.normal,and7Social Psychology, 1964,, ;69,:j.94.7194.

Authors examine over and above social class membership, delin-

quenand.school dropout behaviors as a function of lack of im,ulse
control and non-dominant value orientation prior to acting -out

of defined behaviors in 7th grade boys in .4 Texas communities.

A.T. Deviants are more impulsive than non - deviants expressed

prior to actual acting-out behavior.
2. Differences were found between middle -class deviants and

dropouts suggesting. , , ,

: a, middle-class delinquents have more mental ability than
middle-class dropouts and/or

b, middle -class delinquents, lack of impulse control:and

"!intelligence"-areAnrelated. , , .

8:1. ApPirently, (given minor differences) severity of deviation
(delinquency more severe than dropping out) is-unrelated to
reported value.system.or impulse control.

.
C.X. Study context's contribution, i.e. behavioral impulsivity

may produce dropouts and delinquents.
2. Deviants may maintain dominant valucs,but lack of impulse

control prevents their:attaining socially valued goals in

f !
acceptable waye,thus,.need more study of,values.

King, Edith. R.: "A multi-dimensional study of perceptual sets of kinder-
gartenl children fromtwourban sub - cultures," Dissertation

Abstrects,J967, 27(8A),
r.

Study of kindergartens. of -two,diverae,sub-cultural, urban groups -
lower class Negro and middle class white, Jewish in Oak Park,

Michigan. -

A.1.. Differences,werepbtained for.cplor,preferences in design,
."mentione.d.clothing worn" for assessing awareness of sex,
and midevar,Ations in language.patterns and verbal skills.

2. Loser class Negroes displayed fewer language patterns, less
i:emtepsive vocatulory, ;less effective oral communication.

groups.did-eotyary much on specificercepival stimuli
preslinA44,yet,Offered,in oral 4apguage eZpression of
percept ml. affects., . . ,

DifferuuciaTin capaeiAes for;elAboratingyercePtions into
concepts pointed to the tie between linguageand consequent

thinking.

1.

Kinnick, BerAsrd.C., PlAtterr1S.,,D. Attitudinal Osingeite*ard Negroes

and iPhOol desegragatioh adOng participants in.aisummer training

institute. Journal of Social Psychology, 1957; 73(2), 271-283.

107\0:
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-A measure of changes in attitude of participants in graduate
.institute concerningachool desegregation and culturally dis-

-'indvantaged student . Negro leaders instructed white, .euthern

Yjaarticipants.

A.I: Training institute reduced authoritarian and ethnocentric
attitudes for more favorable ones toward Negroes and school

desegregation,
Overtly.expressed need and behavior for reevaluation of
attitudes contributed to increasing favorable attitudes, yet
did not:effect attitudes toward other minorities.

3. Positive relationship between segregationist attitudes,
authoritarianism , uthnocentrism..

B.I. If unanimity of groun-attitudes arulbroken up, positive
changes Can occur. -

Klein, Robert S. "A comparative study of the acadeMie achievement of
Vegro IOth grade high school students attending segregated and
recently integrated schools in.& metropolitan area of the south,"
Dissertation. Abstracts, I967;280S),.2608-260.

EXamines.,4fects of movingArom a.segregated,.ell Negro school to
'ail integrated school, pon academic achieveMentof.Negro student.

A.I..Academic achievement of matched groups of integrated and
segregated,T;egroes, matched whites,mr segregated Megroes
-and-integrated whites.did nOX differ significantly.

2. Academic ac;.levement-Of Integrated Negroes was greater in
.specific!eubject.ereas over the unmatched groupp of aegregated
Negroes. .

3..Same differenc was found between' matchecfneitegated Negroes

and the unmatched segregated Negroes. '
previous.studies usingtunnatched groups find no positive
ACademic gains for integrated'achoOlei. "this study did find
paitAve-differenCei. Using matched groups.'

2. Thisocio-economic class and family background of a.student
- exerted morn dnfluence UpOn achnlastiC achievement than
schnoluttonded by Nil#o student.

. .

Kofaky, Ellin. "The effect ofverbal training on Concept identification
in flisady,ntaged children," PsyschonomiC :Science, 1967, 7(10),

365-366.7---y
. : 'r . ;

-Training disadvantaged childien:iti'iabelling and discriminat-

ing component stimulus aitribaea itiiteein greater attnn-

: .tion.to these attributes in inductive concept attainment, but
ia'no greater:success:An solving COneent tasks!'

Kohlwes, Garry F. "Sex and racediffetences inthe'cieveloptinnt of
underprivile,ed preschool schildren," Dissertation Abstracts,

'1967, 27(8A), 2397-2398, ,,'
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Determines et er disadvantaged :.egro and Aucasian pre-
ShhoOlekediffer in social, cognitive, perceptual, psychological
development and develop an indek of group functioning levels in
various performance areas. Sample of 368 Head/matt children in
Portland, Oregon

.
.

A.I .1.1.ales more hyperactive than females.
2. Females display mote thumb-sucking;
J. In area of Cancel:it development, females better In naming

colors and in number concept.
4. Females display'more appropriate social behavior, higher IQ

score.;
.

. "
5. White children meref'More often interested in only one or two

objects 'or activities than* Negro children.
6. Negroes better on physical coordination talks, sensory per-

.ception.

'1,:Fetioale white Childredate less disruptive and better able
to remain seated than Pegro-bite males.

8. FeMale'negro-ei'atammer and stuttet:less than white males.
9. Boys'retod happier than female-white

/O. Female Negroes had more difficulty interacting with
strangers than white males.

iI. Female Negroee-More disturbing, disruptive than female whites.
regroes were More lethargic, apathetic,. display less

energy, drive than male whites.

Kohn, Mel.vin,t.*d iobifi t4; Williams Jr. "Situational patterning in inter-
group American Social Review, 1956,'!2/, 164-174.

Authors examine development Of new definitieni of situations in
situations varied by experimenters.in the field of restaurants and
taverns, formal, public, and voluptary Organizatons'.

,
A.I.In,unpatternpd situations:when person iconatrainen to

ict,but.Caanot,prediCt*COnsequenecs of:tia'act, he ill
:.seek cues from-otheis"behoiovin the situation.

2.. If no appropriate'behevibral. cues are availible, the con-
fused person will perseVere until new action intervenes in the
situation. Wien person Acts*, bueleelstwO or more definit-

. lone of situation are applicable ho will give priority to
ona.definition.

3. If.lhle is impossible, try to compromise through
partial conforAity to all applicable ortions: r.

4. Direct) overt, interpersonal conflict will not change
4140,es7.. definitions of Situation; but rather reinforces
sAchfOiirq,!s *values;

V.I. 'Major changes id the'definftien of,eitaations occurs through
a series of Minor,' inferdeOendent redefinitions.

2. A change in,appropriate reference groups in ambiguous situa-

0,049 caliimidify.edIfcOnceptiOns.
C.I."Whed'irpectatiOni of.the'coniequOCesofAlelf.and other

behaviors change, our ideas re/deantto dew situations
should change accordingly.
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Lamanna, Richard A. "The Negro public school desegregation: a survey
of. egrp teachers in North Carolinal Dissertation Abstracts,
19674,27(9A)., 2642-2643.: .

An,analysis. of status and role of Negro teacher and determine his
thinking about schootdesegregation and militancy in 1962.

A.I. Negro teachers studied were more militant than expected,
actively engaged inactivitiea.supporting desegregation._

2. Many teachers, ambivalence, plus parried, female, elementary
school status is associated with more cousertavitesattitudes.

3. Factors determining Negro teacher's reactions are complex,
numerous nd include:
a. antic,vated negative consequences for teachirs
b. favorable self-image
c. negative consequences for students.

E.I. These factors, relate to teacher's identification with white
group and equal-status contacts with white group members.

2 .Teeahers inurbahAndustrial, large scale communities more
:likely to be militant.

C.I. Reduce fears of desegregation to.expedite change.
2. Since most factors condition, butcan act independently to

.
produce teacher militancy, any program ctAnging one factor,
say self-concept, mill fail without removing other obstacles.

Lanaman,'Nertin. "The relation of self-image to.legro achievement and
attendance in a racially integrated elementary school," Disserta-

tion Abstracts, 1968, 29(2A), 442-443.

Field Research,

: A.I. Elementary schools that.had been fully integrated for 15
years, with competentAeachersi psychologicalaervice and
remedial. reading programs st11141roduced negro students who
scored significantly lower than white classmates.

.2. This was related:Aonegative self-image brought-in from the
outside segregated housing,pattern.

Larson, R.G. end J. L. Olson, :7Sectien 81:.-compeesatory.education: how

much is enough?" Journal of Negro Education, 1958; 37(2), 164-67

Examine effects on disadvantaged Neadstart children of StepLen
Bull, full-day kindergartenl3rogralain Recta., Wisconsin during
1964r04oe school-achievement:infirst grade,-

The full-day kindergarten experience improved.language
opment than contraat:group, increase&IQvacores, social
skills, but after the first grade year displayed signs of

regreasionin!language develmpmeet,end,listening.skills.

.
All-day compensatory kindergarten tan academically benefit

the disadvantaged studint,'.butA.earning.and growth rates
will diminioh,when *aeration efforts step And are
replaced by traditional programs.

no

9
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. .

Total curriculum revision' of school program is-necessary
for any lasting solution to problems of disadvantaged in
urban public schools.

2. Federal government's- follow-through program concept should
be implemented in primary grades and beyond or. a non-pilot
bast s .

.

Lefcourt, H.M. and G.W. Ludwig. "The effect of reference group upon
Negroes task persistence in a biracial competitive game," Journal
of Personality and Social Psychologi, 1965, 2(6), 668-671.

A study of Negro avoidance tendencies in competitive :achievement
tasks 'lath teduetion: of avoidance by dr:Creasing expectancy of
positive reinforcement in a reference.' group of emnhasized com-
petence in jazz: !

A. The experimental group with highest expectancy persisted
longer.than two other 'groups with less lezz competency in
the experimental competitive-biracial task.

B.I. Negroes become more task and'achievemeat oriented when they
expect their behavior to determine highly valued occurrences
of reinforcement. :. . ,:

C.I. Prestige-steggestions needto.be related to goals which
subjects (students) have some expectancy .of success.

Lichter, Solomon 0., et.al, "Appendix C: a-guide for teachers," The
Drop-Outs. New York:. The Free Press; 1962, 290-294.

Systematic, clinical study of a group of white high school students,
majority referred by public school and counseling.agenoies as
potential dropouts from high school.
C.I. Behind slmostevery classroom problem is an erotional problem,

''...thus, children act for reasons. .

2...leachers must recognize end contain their' on angry feelings.
3. Teachsre cannoe 'eetwalong with all students and handle on

'classrodm probleMs.with -equal success, thee teachers must be
flexible and accomodating to 'necessary shifts and changes
over "fighting it out,".

4. Gratifications are possible in teaching 'and helping a
adjusted child.... I

5. Don't be impossible to please, have patience, be accepting.
'6. Don't haVe higher expectations of-good behavior for a troublrd
l's child that% for a rarely miabehavingChild.
7. Discipline if neetistiar),- hut not.'autonafic and should be

reasonable and in line with offense rather than teacher's
feelings. :. -

8. Use information-and consultative help in working with troubled
child. -' : ' .

Don't underestiztate yotir obasrvations, of attitudes regarding
.troubled students. . . .

IO.; Know your stringtha aryl limitationsAnd avoid serious can-
.. plicatsd aotions. and .r4crffliewedation,..i,..:
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II. Use fully school, community, and specialist resources.
12. Don't react to or attack parents., ,
13. Reflect 11. posttivehelpful school attitude and philosophy

in the way you handle student problems.

Litcher, Solomon O., E.B. Rapien, F. 11. Geibert, and M.A. Sklansky.
Ch.,".:er 8, Tollaborativp work with the schools," The Drop-Outs.
New York: The Free Press, 1962, 167-193.

Systematic, clinical aaalysis of a group of 105 students (no
Vegroes)* rintellectually capable of, but potential drop-outs from
high achool.

A.1. Satisfactory subject performance was associated with student's
liking the teacher.

2. Students dichotomized their feelings about teachers - good or
evil, affectionate-cold, encouraging-deterring.

3. Teachers tended to underestimate their importance in &call-
, emOtional life of students and the positive-negative in-

. -fluences of their words,

. Don't control and motivate by citing others as good examples.
2 .Don't use students in troubles as bad examples.
3. Don't isolate, emak.thasiz pathology or make scapegoats out of
i'.studertts. . ,

4. Avoid stereotyping student and be willing to look for and
accept sign's of imoroverient.

5. Use available consultants in social work, mchology,

!

Linnr Emma 1,, "The socially disadvantaged child: teacher correlates,"
Dissertation Abstracts, 1967 (9A), 2396.

Examines performance changes in 1965 Headstart programs in re-
lation to teacher behavior and backgroundi(egro, Latin American,
Anglo).

.

A.I. Performance changes in enrolled Headstart programs were
...;;:xelateld to teacher charactetistics;and.behavior.... .

2. Performance of children was relatedte teacher background -
ethnicity, marital status, home comiaunity size, father's
occupation,:church attendance, experience,grade,point

3. Teacher behavior and characteristics ,were related to teacher
backgrcund.

Lynn00.B., War. 84F.rey.. "The effects of fathen-absence .,on Norwegian boys
ark-i girls," Journal of Abnorealraed Social Psychology, 1959, 59
258?-262, - . .

A study of separation and differential effe, eta,af.prolonged
:father absences on, children .ppes p to 9, in Noryogilan sailor
families.,
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Father- absent boys showed
a. more maturity

''- b: stronge;: fether-ideatIficatiorY strivings:
c. higher CompensatOry'leascUlinity
d. poorer peer adjustmant (boys more so than girls).

2. Father-absent girls chose mother doll over father doll
in separation situation, showed nore dependnecy responses

than control girls.
B.I. Higher proportion of father-absent boys than control boys

'or fathe'r-absent girls showing poor peer adjustment shows
Mera"effects on father-absence, i.e., inadequate same-sex
identification.

2. Father-absent girl is particularly sensitive to fantasied
eeparation or less of mother model of identification while
father-absent boys strive for male identification through
cdtepene tory meat

.

Mackie, James B., :ilmiabel Maxwell, and Frank J. Referty, "Psychological
development 'of culturally disadvantaged Negro kindergarten
.children: A study of the selective influence of family and
school variables-, American:Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1967
37(2), 367-368.

Research - inner city Negro slum children over a fifteen month

periOd.

A. The developmental level of both boys and girls appeared to
be more strongly influenced by certain characteristics of
their families than by pre-school enrichment programs or by

'
the character 'of their formal school experience. .These:'

factors were: .

I. family income
2'.*.presen6 of father forboys ..

Others could be, although not mentioned in the study:
3. Kinds of reading materials in the home
4. Number of siblingo and peers, especially the former.)

Mann, John'S.' "Authority'styles.in a project for Negro children,"
'..rournel OVNekro Education, 1968; 37(2)(:160-163-

Examines how aurhbrity was handled by teachera.and kinds of
teacher-pupil relations that resulted in Adams-Morgan Potomac
project of Washington,'D.C.

A.I. Students responded to violent style of tenehi with with -

drawil;'pealivity, brieUrasponbe to questiona, and little

seff-initiative.': J'
2. In response to violent - transcendent approach, student

responses tended to be aspiring ones to move on And do

battee.': ' . : , *"

3. The transcendent approach appeared more ideal, lens
possible, focused best on most imaginative student and

liS
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,generally produced a greater range of "ups and downs.",
4. The,indirect.style (hidden authority) was viewed as a form

of dishonesty by children and "democratic practices" invoked
distruat:andgame-wrecking,bebaviors.

Z.I. piffereet,styles of teaching are OfferentiLted.by children
and have differient consequences for them.

C.I. The violent - transcendent style of teaching should be studied
and considered for its particUarapplicability to negro dis-
advantaged'children.

-Mason, Elevelyn P. Comparison of Personality Characteristics of Junior
High Students from American Indian, Mexican and. Caucasian Ethnic
Backgrounds,. !Jo4112112eycholoall, 19677 73(2), 145-155.

.

California Psychological Inventory given to 49 CUlturilly
= disadvantaged junior high,atudents in a summer educationalenrich-
ment program, (26 AmericanrIndian, 13.Caucasian, 10 Mexican).

Females die' consistently poof across 18 subtests.
2. Ethnic group differences,fcvmalee showed Mexican and Indian

lower in social presence than,Cancasian. f .

3.. Male Mexican flexibility scores.were lower than Caucasian or
:Indian; higher on,social responsibility, tolerance, intellect-
ual efficiency.

B. Cultural disadvantage has different effects in terms of sex
of.recipient and ethnic group.

C. Passive acquiescence of depriyed,teenage.girl warrants further
study. So do, the unique:problems of deprived American
Indians.

.,
Megers, Edna 0., "Self concept, family structure.and school achievement:

a study of disadvantaged Negro boys." .Dissertation abstracts, 1967

27(I)(a), 3960.

Research.

Aj. achievers,differed,from underachieVers in being more accepting
of their ethnic identity.

-2. underachievers revealed higher level of anti-white feelings.
3.- a0iftversrevealed mbigher.degree of.iniernalized controls.
4.,acbtever8mere more ,cautious moving away from.extreme

positions (either positive or negative)
.5, Accept fer0 limited number of underachievers both,grnups_.
'.,4*40:to have .real.isffileivqcstional goals.

B. The bestlinding,M4ich antradicie,some earlisr.data is explained
by the authors' concluding hypotheses that the civil

,rights,issue and the dynamics of."pro7eocial acting out" by
:18;ge,gcoppe of Negroes will effect Aanges in the,self-
concept of the Negro andtherqfore in.parent-child relation-
ships in the Negro family, teacher - pupil relationship in
the ghetto schools,sed,ths,achievement orientation of Negro
children.

114
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Mermelsteini Egon and Lee S. Shulman, "Lack of formal schoolin'. and
aclulaition-Oftonserilation," Child DeveloPtent, 1967, 38(1).

Research. - questi§naires testing Piagetian the') -)gnitive
development. in. 64'year old Negro children without public school-
ing for 4 yeart and with normal schobling.

A.I. Differences betWeen verbal and non-verbal tasks highly sig-
nificant as might be expected from other research.

2. No significant differences in conservation of perceptual
phenomena.

B. ' The second finding:could indicate that Negro children's
environment. is not_deptived of essential stimuli. for normal
development in all lower class communities.

Meyers, EdMunclii.."Effebti of social'and-edUcatIoiial,clibate of high
schoolt upon theacedemic perfotmanceaof negro and white. adol-
escents," Dissertation Abstracts, 1967, 28(7A), 1917.

EiploratorY 'study of differential raciaLresponteato elimate.
Sample of 20,345 Students in' -20 non-rural, public,. coeducational
high schools With-327 matched negre arid white arudentsnd
measured on edUcetional aspirations, intellectual orientations,
academic achievement.

A.I. Negroes had higher educational apirations, intellectual
''Otiqntatichfirthan whites.

' 2. -White students tended to be more responsive to social-
educational climate of dominant-white high ichools,but mixed
regarding intellectual orientations.

3.Fahily'veriiV1ei-inclddid nuisber of 'siblings affected negroes,
:maternaf:encoUregament influenced whites.

4. Attitudinal variables affected educational aspirations
more than academic achievement.

5. Negroes affected more by levels of self-esteem, asoirations
or peet.achievements, sociometric status than -Mites.

a.. Total school effect on negroe4 arid Whites is apprOximately
.equal.

2.::Separate4. raliallY determined social subsystems account for
Whites'being more influenced by'global'elimate then negroes .

.ifille-negroes are boreaffectdd'by interpetsonal variables.

Minxey, Jack D.- 'A:titiklY'ef the relationship between:teacher morale
and,studentattitudes toward :their school.encriroludent."

DissertAifon Abstracts, 1967; 28 (5A) I626-162:

ExaMints'attitudes of Mchigan high ichoolatudetitiTregarding
tchoel and teacheilwirale and effect of teaduir feeling about

' school bliitOdent attitudes..-
. ,

A.I;.:Teacler moiralciAlffers'in intensifyiAfWeet schools.

114
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2 .Students display

leat-difference'in attitude than teachers
b. less affected by teacher.morale
c. more similar to peer feelings with differences in
''degree and-affect

'3. Teachers and'students differ on attitudes repprding school.
4. Students have accurate perception of teachers' morale.
5. Students from high and low teacher morale schools perceive

manyitema alibi, but not perception of fulfilling parental
expectations and socio-economic level of family.

6. Teachers are not able to predict student attitudes.
Since student perception of teacher morale is uccurate,the
lack of attitude correlations is prcof of studeLt independence
of attitude from teacher influence.

'2..The differences between students' perception of high teacher
'morale'schoolt and students' perceptions of low teacher morale
school's may be based on socio-economic community conditions.

C.I..Student'attituded should be checked regarding morale and
school variables.

2. Socio - economic conditions impinging on teachers and student
should be studied.

3. Whit criteria do teachers use to:evaluate students?
4. What is relationship between specific teacher morale dnd

student attitudes?

McLennan, Roderick C. "A study of disadvantaged and advantaged students
attending the schools of high schoOl district X, suburbia Yi"
Dissertation Abstracts, 1967, 28(8A), 1994

An examination of differences between advantaged and disadvantaged
on 124 characteristics of students, families and home environ-
ments in northwest Chicago.

A. Disadvantaged students ..:n.contrasc to advantaged ones dif-
'ered by
I. residihgin lower quality home.
2. lower parental occupational status.
3.. less educated parents
4. lesavMobile.femiliee
5. fewer-parental school visits."
6.t;ore parental punishment

leas parental supervision
8. less obedient to parents
9. study less

rece*ve poorer grades
Ir. have hekatiVe self-images-- ;. . -.

12. are absent:.frtim.sehool and social orianicaticns more often
13. enroll in vocational over college preparatory. courses

D. Many of the differences reported correspond to differences .

- reported in the literettrre.regsrding inner-city.diaadvantaged
and advantaged studente.-' c

116
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McWhirt, Ronald A. "The effects of desegregation on prejudice, academic
aspiration, and the self-conceptof tenth grade students."
Dissertation Abstracts, I967, 28(6B), 2610.

Examines changes in attitudes of southern high school students
in changing from racially".segregated to a desegregated social
situation.

increased rating of self-concept over females.
2: In integrated school, no females and white males increased

most.'.

3. In segregated school, negro males and white females increased
most'.

4. White students.in segregated school and.negro students in
integrated school increased in their aspirations of a good
education, than did segregated negroos and integrated whites.

5..'..Iutegrated studenta became more prejudiced for whites than
in 'segregated .echools particularly white segregated and negro
females and white males. ."

B.L. Interracial contact brought changes in negro attitudes in
integrated school, but not in white students.

2. Negro.stUdents seeking social approval modified their
behavior lore.

. .

3. Negro students had greater white contacts while in turn a
majority of negroes had less effect on a white majority.

Nei,' Tim Thi Deng. "Piaget's concept of classification: a comparative
study of advantaged and disadvantaged young, children,"
Dissertation Abstracts, 1967, 27(I2A) 4143.

Research.

A.I. There were differences between the two social groups special-
ly in-kindergarten..

2. Contrary to expectations 2 years of schooling for the 2nd
grade children in deprived groups brought them closer to the
middle-class group. . .

3. Culturally deprived group tended to be.less,clear in
justification for performances,however.

4. In general Piaget's theory of sequence in logical develop-
ment over time is supported, especially hie emphasis on
equilibration, i.e. the Interaction between:individual and
environment.

Nickerson, Donald H. "A survey of,the distribution. of personality types
and related interests,amone competent teachers inadvantaged and
disadvintaged settings."' Dissertation Ostracts, 1967, 9(a),
2743. .

. A sekvey of personality.types.and intereo£;- competente o-compeient teachers
in advantaged and disadvantaged.teaching oituaWns in Michigan.
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Al. Self-Controlling personality types (over impuldIve,,fearfUi
types were found more among disadvantaged schools early grade.

teachers than advantaged school early grade teachers.
2. Within the advantaged Schools sell-controlling types were

found more often in the later (ov-r early) grades; no such

differences found in disadvantaged settingq.

1. Vow peysonality and interestdifferances were found between
.
disadvantaged and advantaged teacher groups.

4. The difference between disadvantaged early grade and advan
taged early grade teachers personality type displayed only

two tlifferances,in personality-interest categories.

Pine, Enid. "Changing.attitUdes of society towards juvenile delinquency,"
Canadian Psychiatric Asdediation Journal, 1960, 13(4), 383-384.

.

Examination of hipte, .eal and recent source reveals delin-
quency is linked with depriVation, whether regarded from a
legal, socioldgical,.or:paychiatricVieWpoint:
When teacher deals with',the kinds of.deprivation that she can

directly hwtg, she can use Premackian reinforcement
principles'Via those Objects and situations that were histor-
ically deprived, e.g.,.7awarding, positions of influence daily

in the clatsioom for other types of behaVior.

Riessman, Frank. The Culturally Peprived Child. New York; garner & Row

1962..

An examination of underprivileged groups and individuals to
develop new approaches .by emphasizing positive asliseta of their

otherwise ignored cultures.

C.I. Teachers of culturally deprived'should..be..flexitile,' consis-
tent, direct, informal, Clear;,Warm.while recognizing value
differences and may selectiVely'diaagrea_with some (et."anti-

2'. She must endure initial non - acceptance and poet through resist-
ances in. an,unfearful, direct, accepting way avoiding pre-

,

judgementald*er-zener#1aing tendencies.
3. She must iddatify'ani'win support of natural leaders.
4. She should emphasize learning over discipline and punishment.
5. She must .develop patience,.listening,. group participation

.

skills.' . . .

6. She iatat expect, encourage, gOr6ort learning efforts.
TdiOlerS. Must be4ie to be persOn-:CenteredoVer elntent-
cenibied And be able to identify with the-underdog.

8. Teaching deprived to learn goes through rapport, fascina-

ties, 'power sequence. .

9. Teaching effectivenesd'here'ls linked with appreciating the
interests of the deprived and seeing .heir goals in relation

to higher educational ones with a respect and acceptance of
, . -

their 'values and cultural Ays.

118 , .
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Risley, Todd. .':Learning and lollipops," Psychology Today, 1968, 1(8),

. . .

Reaulta Of iuniper,Gardens Children's Project.in northeast Kansas
.City,.6fiss*WIth preschoolers .of 'hard core' and 'upwardly mobile'

poverty gioupa.

BehaVior with social consequences could not be maintained
withput dual support from a preceding stimulus (greeting,
11414 candy) and subsequent approval.

2. Preschoolers did learn social skills, language, and IQ
increases under special reinforcement program.

3. Parents were trained to be reinforcing teachers, but did
better with othetthan their own children.

C.I .NurserY achool programs should not be modeled for middle -
class children;_ disadvantaged have often motor skills, inter -
action patterns, but need appropriate Content, substitutes
for aggressive behay4rk less reinforcement of disruptive
tactics, fox social reinforcements will be weak in the
absence'of social skills which can be developed first.

2. Food Or 1Pecific physical objects may be needed first to
gain reinforcing responses desired.

3. Good pre-schools are necessary for, the disadvantag0
students.' entrance into public schools.

Rogers, Donald W. "Visual expression: A creative advantage of the disad-
vantaged," Gifted Child Quarterly, 1968, 12(2), 110-114.

Natural research - 5th & 6th faders tested on drawing ability,
esthetic judgMent, visual originality.

A.I. Disadvantaged scored aignificantly higher on visual fluency.
2. No significant difference pn.tests of esthetic judgment and

visual originality..
3. Advantaged superior-in drawing ability.
A. Disadvantaged improved significantly in ability after art

instrIction course.
C. Any superior quality of disadvantaged students can be capital-

ized on .for situations to, apply praiie and give esteem to S's in
class.

Rosenthal, Robert and Lenore 'Jacobson, "Self-fulfilling prophecies in
the class-room:, Teachers expectations as unintended determinants
of pupili intellectual conpetence, "Martin Deutsch et al (ed),
Social Class,_Rsce, and Psychological Development.

. . . ,
. :

Reviews past theory and related research as well as more recent
;reseatch study by the authors.

. Xxpariisant supports presuppositions and finds hoc less
empiiiCal work in the.paSt



I.:The effect was significantly prevalent in the lower-grade
levels.. A. =Ibex of interpretations (nht necessarily mutual-
ly exclusive)_ were suggested.

2. Children who were .nee-expecied to show growth in intell-
ectual functioning wer: regarded less favorably the more
they gained intellectually.

Ryckman, David 13 "A comparison of information processing abilities
. of middle and lower class Negro kindergarten boys." Exceptional
Children, 1967, 33(8), 545-552.

Research.- administered battery of instruments assessing
specifit information processing abilities.

A.I. Analysis of 19 variables produced 5 meaningful components;
general language ability components most significant in
discriminating between middle and lower class Negro boys.

D. Implications for educational definition, diaghosis, and
program planning are discussed.

Sain, Leonard Franklin, ."OccuPational Preferences and Expectations of
Negro Students attending a High Schbol Located in a. Lower Socio-
Economic Area".

Research - Questionpaire

A.I. Low SES Negro occupational expectations were unrealistic in
relation to their occupational preferences.

2.. The students perceive their parents as having the same aspire-
tiona for the students as the latter have for themselves.

3. S's perceive parents and.relations as being 'more influential
in their choice of occupation than teachers and counselors.

P. Theauggeitions given for vocational guidance are relatively
conservative. Such a study dOes suggest or reinforce opinion
that a program of acedeoic relevancy is b.dly needed more so
for these students than non-deprived ones, especially relev-
ancy in relation to their preferences.

Seagull,- A.A. "gubpatterns of gratification choice within samples of
negro and white children," Paper of the Michigan Academy of

.ScienCe', Arta,' And Letters, 1966. 51(2), 345-351.
-

.

Research.",.

A./. Unclassifiable S's (of sotio-sconomic level) chose delayed
reward significantly less. _

2. Situational variables appeai to determine delay choice
not'class affiliation. !

Sears, R.R. , M:H.4intler and P.S. Sears, "Effects of father separation
on preschool children's doll play agresion," Child Development,
/946, 17, 219-243.
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Authors examine agg4ession 40 its instigation With 126 nursery
school children, in half of which father is absent in military

' service, in regard to sex-typing processes.

A.1. Father provides an importalt sex-typing and, ngressive model
for pre-school boys.

2. His absence leads to aggression reduction in doll play.,
apparently with no snecific suppression by nether.

3. This effect decreases with child's age and assumed increased
social contact-

4. Father's.aggressivemess acts to frustrate sons, and apparently
acts to control sons more, leading to fantasied father-
directed and self-directed ageresSion.

5. In father's absence both parents share in child's direct
aggression until ape 5. .

6. Father's apparent permissiveness of aggression does not make
him bore tolerant of aggression directed toward him.

7. Father absence was associated with greater aggression
(self-aggression) in girls.

8. Parent of. same sex Provides most frustration. and control.
9. Rise in aggression in doll.nlayoccurred in the father -

present erouns. '

Simpson, Ansel P. "Attitude change, social status, and minority croup
membership: A study in experimental sociolopy," Dissertation
Abstracts, 1967, 27(9A), 2635.

Examines change in cognitive assessment of minority group
membership as-a function of exposure to a.member of minority
group holding high school stiltus. . .

, .
. .

High status plus-minority group membership of teacher has
capacity to effect favorable change in minority group
attitudes of students.

2.. Subject-metier is of.littie-consequence on range of attitude
change effecte. . .

3. The lover the status of the minority group in 'question',
the greater the ability of high status-minority person to

. effect favorable change. . ..
4. The greater conformity of the low status minority w.th high

status person's expectations, the greater positiie-effect
in relatively short tine (unaffected by sex, and effecting
more than one out cf three persons with group characteristics
of medium'folarge city residence, high occunatienal status,
parents with high school education or better,,aVerage age
of group members 19). , : L.

5. High status, minority proul,nebership effeets :ire favorable
attitude charge toward the given minority group as one
follows a progression rom rural, small city, to medium
andjargecityi- I: :

"lt 1
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Singer,Jiorothy. 'Interracial attitudes of negro and white fifth-grade
children in segregated and unsegregated schools," Dissertation

Abstracts, 1967 (9A), 3143-3144.

To lest the hypothesis that 'bite children in classroom context

lyith Iegr6 children are more favorably disposed to Negro children

than without such contapts, in addition, that intelligence and

sex would affect attitudes, in defacto segregated white, Negro

and unsegregated .schools.

A.I. White children in unsegregated schools more willing to assoc-

Late with ':egro children.
2,),Tegro children in unsegregated school more accenting of

Whites than segregated Negro children.
3. Integrated white children saw legroes as morA aggressive

and non-achievers, but were more willing to association

with them than low exposure whites.
Superior IQ white girls in segregated schools and white

girls, average IQ in unsegregated school were most willing

to associate with Negroes.
5. High IQ Negro girls in unsegregated and segregated schools

were least willing to association with thites saw whites as

aggreseiVe, non-achievers.
6. Negro, unsegregated school boys were willing to associate

with.vhites than segregated Negro. boys.
I 7. Integrated school NegroeS vere more willing to "color" them-

selves in a "draw yourself" task than segregated students.

B.I.Intelliginee-interacts with sex and exposure.

2. Negroes integrated differentiate themselves from whites more

clearly and are more accepting of their race.
C.I. ?lore study of attitudes over time as integration in sc400ls

.Progressea.

Slaughter, O.R. "Cognitive stylef same implications for curriculum and

instructional practice° among negro children" Journal of Nero

Education, 1969, 38, 105-I11,

An attempt to bridge information gap and make specific recommenda-

tions from recent research in instructional practice with dis-

advantaged children, particularly uses of male prirary teachers

and Inquiry Training.

C.I. Don't consider Negro as being not'interested.in school and

learning, but teach him to exPectand acquire positive social

reinforcement:" 7

2. Help students reinforce themselves by not penalizing them for

:what and where'tey are and developing inquiry methods.

3. Consider the handling of "Italetype" taskt by male teachers

to more clearly emohasize sex-role identifications and

accurate self:- other pettit'ptiona. , .

4. Emphasize beyond methods of teaching social skills, interests

in-learning, sense of 'personal.ever environmental control.
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Smith, Donald'H. A speaker wdels project to enhance punils':self-

-eit'eem. Journal of Negro Education, 1967, 36(2),177-r80.

Describes teacher's experience and efforts to promote self-
acceptance and clzvelopment ir bright, Freshman, high school Negroes.

,

A.I. Of 24 st.dents in one year project 21 graduated, 15 attended
college in urban school with high drop-out ratio.

C.1 . Teachers must be sensitive, flexible, capable of promoting
others' self development, particularly toward positive, real-
istic employment op,ortunities.

Stellr, John P. and Oliver E. Perry. "Learning and retention as a

function of instructional, method and race,". Journal of Psychology,

1967, 67(2), 271-276. .

Natural Lab.. Research. Comparisons were made batween,programmed
and conventional instruction, sad between 1:aucasian and Negro

university students. ,
.

1 A. Posttest scores were relially higher for students taught by
programmed text and for caucasian students.
I.Ractal differences attributed to past environments (seg-

regated schools). ,

2. Rateptinn test showedqp differential loss.in, retention.

.
.

Stabler, John R. and 0.8..1:Perry. 'Learning and retention, as a function

of,instructional metho0 and race," Journal of Psychology, 1967

67(2), 27I276.'

A study of comparisons between college students taught convention-
ally and by programmed textbooks and Caucasian and negro students

from white and negro universities respectively. .

A.I. Programmed tf?xt.CaucasiantatudenCs received higher scores than

lectute-Caucasian students and hioher on the post-test than

programmed textbook-nagro students.
2. No.group chewed superior retention or superior favors

-. of attitude toward programmed instruction .

3. Negroes scored higher on need for achievement and lower on
affiliation and exhibitionism than white students.

4. Programmed instruction was more effective than conventional

fot.whites and,Vegroes. . . .

5. Whites learned more, but were attending a better quality of

educational university.
6. Differences of a. nonintellectual.nature were suggested-self

confidence, motivation, attitudes. towrd learning, but high

need for echievesent of. :legroes .feted /;e$ overshadowed by
other factors; physical background and gnvironment.

Stein, David Hardyck, and H.R. Smith., "Rape snd belief; an

open and shut case," Journal cf Personality and Social Psycho!

ogy, 1965, I(4), 281-289.

(
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Examine Rokeach's contention that prejudice is result of perceived
dissimilarity of belief systems by studying white 9th graders'
responses to a "teenage social distance scale" for 4 "stimulus
teenagers" (white,or legro), like7unlike subject in values, and
subjects' rated friendliness toward "Stimelus teenager."

A.I. Belief congruence accounted for more variance thin race, bUt
both were significant.

2. When white subjects are given no information regarding Negro
teenager, they assume a difference in values, but greater
similarity to unknown whites.

3. The fact of being Negro seemed to mark him as "different for
whites, no matter other similarities.

4, When belief effect controlled, race and status effects were
more significant.

B.I. A "r'ce effect' appears mainly with items involving "intimacy
of contact" and pres-nees of others enforcing social norms.

2. In the absence of information, persons rely on others and past
experience to make judgments.

3. Thus, lack of belief knowledge forces one to gueas regarding
Negroes being unlike white person.

4. In presence of information subjects respoud more in relation
to belief congruence.

C. If persons of different races can encounter one another under
conditions favoring perception of belief congruence (equal-
status), racial prejudice should be reduced.

Stodolsky, Susan S., and Zesser, Gerald. "Learning patterns in the :Us=
advantaged, Harvard Educational Review, 1967, 57(4), 546-595.

Reviews evidence from other studies which challenge educational
policies based on Coleman's concept of "equal footing" level.

A. The data he reviews seem to indicate that
I. Once the mental-ability pattern specific to the ethnic

group emerges, social class variations within the ethnic
group do not alter the basic organization associated with
ethnicity.

2. Therefore, he suggests what he calls "equal opportunity
for maximum development" (of the ethnic group special ability).

Strades, Susan. "The effect of school integration on the self-concept of
negro and Puerto Rican children," Graduate Research in Education
and Related Disciplines, 1967, 3(I)

Research - Compared the self-concept of 2nd and 3rd grade Negro
and Puerto Rican children of low socio-economic background In
integrated (paired) schools where the populations of each ethnic
racial. group was proportionate to the white population .

A. Pairing does increase the self-concept of negro and Puerto
Rican children.

Tumin, Melvin M. ed., Race and Intelligence, Antindefamation League of
B'nai B'rith, 1963, New York:
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An ei7aluati-oii of race research.

A:? 'A'nanel of four faMous Scientists conclude that....any
claim'regarding innate differences between Negroes and
'whites with regard to .ntelligence cannot be substantiated
unless these ...c..editions are met.

I. The' istiactive genetic, or "racial", hotogeneity of the
Negro group being tested, as well as that of the white
group being, tested MUBt be demonstrated, not assumed.

2. The social and cultural backgrounds cf the Negroes and
whites beig tented or otherwise being measured must be

3. A eq?gyit.a e to of ;lative intel,igetice end otter mental
And psychological caeacities,with proven reliability and
validity, will have to be used.

To data, mine pf these conditions has.been satisfactcrily
met.

Tefcourt, Herbert M. 4 Ze'dwig, Cordon W. "Thd effect of. reference group
upon Negroes teak persistence in a ht-raetal competitive game."
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 1965, 1(5).
668-671,

Research concerns Negro Ss avoidance tendencies in competitive
achievement tasks.

A. Ina competitive wh;.,:re white; stooges won continuously,

Negro groups that were comorised of jazz musicians and who
had been ied to believe that the game.was related to personal
skills of m':sician per:A:stet' significanely longer than con-
trol groups, lha lattez demonstrated typical failure-avoid-

. .ance characterisic of Negroes in previous research.
C. Reference group ielentificad.on could be used to the student's

advantage particularly in teaching "Verbal'' c,-iented coursee
i.e. history, English, social studies, e.g. in assigning
essays the teacti;:r could anggeit topics of relevant interest.

Torrance, E.P. "Finding hidden talents anon; disldvantaged children,"
Cifted.Child Quarterly, 196q, 12(3), .

DiSCU8806 theertativity vw7:kahop as a format for finding hidden
tal.enLs among disadvantaged children,

,

B. Following activities in druwina, painting, dramatics, story-
telling, singing, sociodrama, problen solving, photography,

I. Host effective techniques utilized were.
u. Prizes tomotivate creative thinking
h. Small group instruction
c. Use of putpetry
d. Imaginative, reading of,stories.

2. Torrance Test of Creative Thinking and the Stanford binat

. Scaleiindicated many children coming °A of these rrk-
shone As biSingsOicative and intellectually gifted.

1i6
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Tulkin, Steven R. 'Race, class, family and school achievement", Journal

of Personality and Social Psychology, 1968, 9(1).

An examination of intelligence and achievement scores with home
and family information regarding 5th and 6th grad. students of

unner and lower class status in lfarvland.

A.1. In upper socio-economic status grouns verbal-non-verbal test
differences were found; 'in lower socio-economic status group

only non-verbal differences found.
2. Racial differences on 'crowdedness ratio' in family found in

both socio-economic status groups, number of siblings and
family narticination in lower socioeconomic status group only.

3. Within each race, significant social class differences were

found on every measure.
4. Controlling for socio-economic status did not equate Negro-

white samples.
5. Broken hones more common oroportinnately in upper socio-

economic status Negro groun than u'rer socio-economic white

group; no difference between ;loner and lower socio-economic

Negro groups.
6. Maternal employment varied more on racial than socio-economic

status lines.
7. Verbal intelligence accounts for larger nroportion of total

achievement in upper socio-economic status grouos.
8. None of hone And family scales correlated with total achievement

in lower socio-economic status Negro croup.
9. In upper socio-economic group all racial differences found

were attributable to male, but not female proups. At lower

socio-economic group the nattern reversed and females showed

most significant differences.
B.1. No differences found in upper socin-economic status whites

and Negroes when broken homes, maternal unemployment,
crowdedness of home controlled and no difference between
upper socio-economic status white and NeRro girls, even

without controls. Yet racial difference at lower socio-
economic level remains to be explained.

C.1. Consider wider economic differences at lower socio-economic
status level as exnlanation.

2. Greater prematurity at lower socio-economic level.
3. Need more controls to make more conclusive findings of no

intellectual differences between different racial grouns
with similar social class status and exneriences.

Vosk,:Jeanette S. "Study of ,Negro children with 'learning difficulties

at the onset of their school careers". American Journal of

Orthopsychiatry, 1966, 36(1).

A.1. 'Slow learners' came to school with rarticular vulnerability
to _failure, ic. fear of failure.'

C.1. Before they can learn took subjects, they must be helped to
a sense of their own worth and constructive capabilities

through anpropriate and meaningful school activities.
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Walsh, Paul..A. "A study of environmental visual stimuli of children of
different 80441 class," Dissertation Abstracts, 1967, 27(8A),246I.

Examines range of differences in environmental visual stimuli for
ael.ectO groups' of Ist graderl.from upper middle class and slum

. .

homes.

A.I. Two communities studied differed widely on socio-economic
factOre.

2. Reading texts in 5 'of 6 cases were identical and only slightly
different in 6th.

.3.. Urban schools expected children to identify' with books depict-
ing types of exp.oriences child had not had in any meaningful
Pease.

C.I. CoMMunities should develop materials teased on child's past
. experiences, adding meaning and relevance.

2..Both materials and experiences of child should be broadened
and incorporated into education.

3. TeacherOhOuld construct own materials and phase them into
educational program.

Weber, G.11, and A.B, Motz. "School as perceived by the dropout," Journal
of Negro Education, 196E, 37(2), 127 134.

Examine the dropouts' perception of school by interviewing two
groups of iMpOveriihed, male, Negro dropouts from 4 large eastern
city schools!

A.I.-Teacher sein'ts.i "boring talker", usitg ineffeCtive techniques,
:not explaining and clarifying'materiali,punitive and negat-
ively sanctioning through grading.
The school and staff are-toe indifferent andlounitive for
these students. '

2. "Classroom diopodts" become "School dropouts" through a one-
way subOrdioate'telationship rather than mutual, interactir,

immediate* providing pctitikre gratifications.
3. CenerallY,' this pattern' reflects a'sOcietal oie of negative-
,ly managing rule-breakere without studying the conditions
provoking rule-breaking and the institutions maintaining them.

Weil Tap T.D. "riaget's concept-of classification: a comparative study
of advantaged in4 disadVantaged young children, "Dissertation

'Abstracts, 1967, 27(f2A) 4141.

A.etudy of differences in classificatory performances of socially
disadvantaged children and middletcless children in kindergarten
Arid grade'tlio and by race

to classify increased with age; disadvantaged child
proceeds slower than middle-class child; however, the 2n4
grade deprived children were (contrary tb Predieton) closer
to'the piddle-aAss'group. '



A.2. The disadvantaged appeared less clear in the justiftcatiens
for their rerformance.

3 .Race and sex did not differentiate subjects,
Supported Piaget'a theory of sequence in logical development

'related to age of equilieration of person ,end environment.
2. Opportunities denied the deprived person may contribute to

gaps or differences in development.
C,I. Research different social classes over wider age range to

understand development of classification skills and anawer
problem; of "matching" education and environment.

2. Relate classification with other academic performances.
3. Research in teaching procedures facilitating child's learning

of classification cenceots.

Weissman, Julius, "An exploratory study of communication patterns of
lower-class Negro and Puerto Rican mothers and pre-school children."

Research: To investigate an assumption that lower -clans family
life was socializing passive behavl.er and lack of motivation for
learning in the developmental growth of lower class children,

A.I. The Puerto Rican mother-child pairs were twice as active as
the Negro group in verbal and non-verbal forms of communica-
tion that encouraged exploratory behavior and learning.

2. The PR group had higher activity rates than the Negro grout?
in such categories as "teaching" in the reinforcement of
verbal praise, smiles, touc% contacts, and related areas.

3. The Negro group was more active in the use of verbal admoni-
tions and "don'ts", critical comments, in directing and (co-
ercing) verbal and non-verbal cor,reenications.

B. These findings are very salient in explaining some data in the
bibliography e.g. the findings that teachers respond more
often and more positively to PR students than Negro students.
Although there is a gees: deal of passivit cn the part 02 PR
students in the school settingthe WYC active "positive"
Interpersonal contacts of their family life ueke them more
susceptible to modification.

Westie, Frank R. "Negro-white atatus differentials and social distance,"
Pmerican Social Peview, 1952, 17, 550-559.

A study of variations in resreandent status and status of person
toward whom attitudes are expressed, Subjects were white, male,
adults of varying status levels (attitude objects were negroea in
variously scaled occupatioas) in Indianapolis.

A.I. The higher the Negro's status the less social di:Stance ex-
pressed toward him by whites.

2. Extent of Negro's occupational states affects on the die-
tance accorded him, varies with reepondent statue.

3. The within-group status of the Negro ma'tes mere difference to
middle and upper status, than lower status whites. "Middle
status whites made most AistLnction of Megro status on

128'
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7.aaideatial Distance and In!erpersonal Physical Distance
factors while upper status whites focused more on Position

Distance and. Interpersonal Distance areas.
4. Thus, the higher the socioeconomic status of the responding

white, the greater the al eration of respon.,4 with variations

in negro occupational status.
B.I. Social distance is least when both Negro and white have high

socioeconomic status. and greatest when both have .low socoecon-

.omic status..
2. These generalizations vary with the interaction areas within

which distance is expressed..
3. Re?pondents.are more rigid in interpersonal-physical distance

and residential distance, thar. in position and interpersonal-

social. distance areas.
4. Evidence for high attitude geaeralizability was not found.

Westie, Frank R. and D.H. Howard. 'Social status differentials and the

race attitudes of negros,'! American Social Review, 1954, 19,

584-591.

Examines attitudes of minority 'legro group members toward majority

white members in eight different occupational categories.

.A .1 .Inverse relationship between statue of Negro and distance

accorded. whiteshigher the egrops' status, the less distance

expressed toward whites. .

2. Negroes express least distance toward hi6h status whites,

greatest distance from lowest status whites.

3.. Upper status.rogroes are less categorical in responses to

whites.,
4. Negtorespons2s to whites vary according to urea of inter-

,action el4niting.responee.
h.I. High ranking professional and white collar regroes express

least distance toward whies while unskilled service Negroes

express greatest distance.
2. High white s'.etus mitigates distance. from upper status

Alegro responses, but not for lover status riegro responses.

3. f;enerally, these conclusions comparc,!, favorably with a previous

study of white attitudes toward regroas which appeared.more

consistent and showed greater response differences.

C. Study further veciprocal relationships of-majority and

minority groups in terms of comnetition theory.

Wilcox,'Fieston R. :"Teacher attitudes and student achievement." Teacher

College Record, Columbia University, 1967, 68(i), 37Y-579.

A didactic attempt to challenge and confront white teachers'

moral conscience.

C.I. Help teachers know studente as.persons.
2. t-idge szhool and commun4.ty gap.
3. Engage teachers in students' search for pelf-discovery.

4. Respect and encourage cultural diversity,
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William, John E. ."Connotations of coloc names among Negroes and Caucas-
ians" 'IeCeeptual and.Motor Skills, 1964, I8,(3), 72i-73I.

Research study using semantic differential sores to analyze
the connotative meaning of five "race-related" and five control
color names.

A.I. In Loth proupa the color names WHITE AND BLACK were shown to
differ markedly in evaluative meaning with former being rated
quits good and the latter somewhat bad.

2. Direction of.the cause-effect negative connotation appeared
to'be "black" affecting "Negro."

3. Once prejudice is learned the conditioning. can occur in
reverse order - creativ; a vicious circle.

B.I. Empirical study showed what was pretty much accepted in
academic circles.

Wobsr_ Mallory. "Towards a theory linking ability, personality, and
culture in education," Journal of Special Education, 1967, 1(4)
347-356.

A review of recent work in social psychology that draws together
previously separate fields of study in personality and ability.
The link idea is "psychological differentiation."

B.I. Early experience in different sense media leads to abilities
btAng developed in different ways.

2. In one type of culture a certein social organization, range
of attitudes, and type of ability will result. In another
type, the tendency w311 be not for any one of these items
to differ piecemeal, but for all these to bl organized
differently.

3. In U.S. an overlap.tng two cultures problem exists.
a. the dominant sub-culture controls media and seek(' to

educate members of uhderprivileged subculture.
b. efforts at treating Tart of the problem will be impeded.

4. a. The dominant sub-culture may have to absorb some of the
values of the underprivileged sub-vulture.

L. The dominant sub-rulture has to consider more total
educational institutional methods.

Zito, Robert J. "Some effects of regular and special education programs
on achievement mo%ivation in educable mentally retarded Negro
adolescents. Diasertation Abstracts, 1967, 28(5B), 2131.

Investigated difference:; in achievement nctivation between urban
Negro educable retardates in regular junior high school and special
education classes.

A.I. Regular class retardates compared to special class retardates
showed
a. greater shiftir.R of aspiration level following success

experiences.

l 3O
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b. Made higher level future occupation choices.
c." had greater reading achievement and slightly less fear of

failure.
'd. more tope of success.
e. aspirational shift following failure experiences (similar

to negro normal subjects).
2. Regular class retardates were most different from normals and

special class subjects in their level .of aspiration and shift-
ing after success experiences, but all groups proved similar
after failure experiences.

3. Disadvantaged Negro students displayed achievement motivation
under arousal conditions regardless of intelligence and type
of school program.

4. Educable retarded Negro students in regular class had higher
reading achievement, hope of success, high occupational goals
with less fear of failure and negative response than did
students in special lasses.

4,3,1
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SECTION III

In this section, the material contained in the Section II

abstracts has been collated and re-ordered into two separate lots.

The first lot contains research derived information. The second

contains recommendations. In each case the same procedure was followed.

First, a system for categorizing each item on the basis of its content

was devised. Then these categories were grouped in clusters that were

also based on a content analysis. Then each item was allocated to the

appropriate category. The list of categories for the research based

information appears below. After it comes the detailed item by item

information. The list of categories for the recommendations similarly

precedei the presentation of the recommendation items. The latter

appear at the end of this section.

Research Information Categories

I. . The disadvantaged family.

gather absence--effects.

.Background characteristics of disadvantaged children.

II. The disadvantaged environment and cognition.

Learning and cognitive performance.

intelligence;

III. The disadvantaged environment and language.

Perceptual senuli.

Perceptual and conceptual development.

1V.. Self concept:, correlates

identity and skin color

integration

: Negro stereotypes.

Negro pre-schoolers.

The Negro child in the high schoo:..

V. Expectations.

Aspirations and vchievement motivation.

AOJevenent.

Ciassffication performance.

Reinforcement.

132
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VI. Attitudes: student teacher

: social and racial.

Social distance and status.

. Integration.

'VII. Teacher: characteristics

: puail-authority relationship.

morale.

VIII. Programs.

Reinforcement in nrogre.ms.

will be apparent that a kind of logic informs the ordering of

the 'clusters. There is a-more or less rational relationship between

each set and its corresponding antecedent and subsequent ones. . The

initial group of three categories starts with a broad focus on some of

the common general factors in the immediate environment of the dis-

advantaged child. The next set, with finer focus, deals with the

environment as it influences learning and cognitive performance.

The third set leads from a concentration'on language to a treatment

of the tw d. factors highly related to and influenced by language

development. Next, for the reason that language is central to human

development, the topic of aelf-...:oncept follow it. After it, because

of the logical connection, comes a consideration of the snecific problem

of black identity. Expectations, a pe-vasive term in social psychology,

provides the lead into the next set whose main concern is with achievement

and Aotivation. Attitudes constitute the central theme that follows.

Their introduction remit a broadening of the focus to include the

Social setting with its interpersonal 'characterlstica. A consideration

of the teacher follows logically from this while the lest section deals

With some programa that have attempted to treat the general nrotlen of

disadvantaged education.

13 3PG
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I. The Disadvantaged Family

1. Inadequate nutrition and pre-natal conditions in Negro mothers:

a. increase complications in pregnancy

b, produce neurological damage

c, impair intellectual behavioral performance

d. may leac1 to hyperactivity, distractability, low attention
span and accmpanying educational problems (Bronfenbrenner,
1967)

2. Anomie in the Negro family, Negro child mobility and shifts
from rural to urban environments is significantly related to
the sanctioning of racial violence (Justice, 1966)

3. Negroes tend to have more crowded families than whites (Tulkin,
1968)

4. The number of siblings and family participation differ on the
basis of race within the lower socio-economic class (Tulkin,
1968)

5. Poor families and their use of educational opportunities:

a. non-participation was more related to communication between
the school and the family regarding programs rather than
socio-economic and social psychological problems

b. the culture of poverty thesis was not supported

c. poor families were involved in organized community
activities.

d. the poor were registered voters and reported voting in the
last election

e. no feelings of fatalism and helnlessness were expressed

they held expectations that their children vould succeed in
life

g. the majority of the poor families were self-suporting

h. 65% of the breadwinners were employed in either skillet_ or
technical occupations (Dunmore, 1968)

rather Absence and Effects

1. With eight to nine year old childreA in Norwegian sailor families!

a. father absent boys showed:

1) more immaturity

2) stronger father. identification strivings

3) higher compensatory masculinity

4) poorer peer adjustment

b. father absent girls showed nore de:)endancy responses than
control girls.

134
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c. the father absent girl is more sensitive te_faetasied
separatiop.orloss of.mther

d. father absent boys strive for male identification through
co,npensatory means

e. fathev absent girls chose mother doll over father in

srroaration situation

U. father absent girls showed more dependency r-:sponses than

cohtiel'irls (Epstein Komorite, 196b)

2. Father orovid.2!s an iLiportant sax - typing, and aggressive model

for pre-:school ;:oya (Sears et al, 3946)

3. Father absence leads to Aggression reduction in doll play
apparently wit% no specific suppression by mother (Sears et al,

1946)- '

4. Fathers aggressiveness acts to frustrate sons and apparently

acts to control Sons more. This leadsto fantasied father-
directed ani self-directed aggression (Sears et al, 1946)

S. In fathers' absence both parents share in child's direct
aggression until age five (Sears et al, 1945)

6. Fethers'enparent permissiveness of aggression does not make
him tolerant of aggression direCted towards him (Sears nt al,

1946)

J. Fathers' absencevas associated with greater self-aggression
in girls (Sears et al, 1945)

8. Parent of the sar.a sex provides the most frustratiov and
.control (Sears.et,al, 1946)

9. Father absent children:

a. had a greater preponderance of stereotyped family fantasies

al.out leisure time and li-ing room recreatiral activities

b. had less aggression fantasy toward the whole family and the
subject child

c.,father was ler,s often the recipient of the mother's hostility

d. father was never seen in an anrry mood (Bach, 1946)

10. Affeetiouai:e fantasies from and for the father were higher in

father absent subiecta who had fewer authoritative fsntasies

(Bath, '1946) :

11. Children had ambivalent aggressive father fantasies where
maternal father typing was depreciative (Bach, 1946)

Background Characteristics of Disadvantaged Children

1. Factors which may influence disadvantaged children
(especially Negro boya) are:

a.pnternal absences

b. gang influenced

135
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c. economic status

d. lack of early educational stimuli

e. alternating repressive and indulgent patterns of child-
rearing

f. negative reinforcement on self-concept and cognitive
development

slavery residies of oppression; compliance, bondage, poverty,
low achievement and discrimination (Bronfenbrenner, 1967)

2. Disadvantaged students differ from advantaged students in that they:

a. reside in a lower quality home

b. have lower parental occupational status

c. have lees educated parents

d. have less mobile families

e. hhve fewer parental school visits

f. g't more narental punishment

g. get less parental sunervision

h. are less obedient to parents

i. study less

j. get poorer grades

k. have aegative self images

1. are absent from school and social organisations more often

m. enrol in vocational rather than college preparatory courses
(McLennan, 1967)

3. The typical outlook of young Negro boys in Harlem includes:

a. failure in school

b. punishment from mothers and teachers

e. tension in the family

d. danger in the environment

e. resignation

f. apathy

g. fear of punishment

h. feelings of alienation and personal dame (Kandell, 1967)

4. The Negro child must deal with six focal community problems:

a. trouble

b. tovP,hneno

c. smartness

d. excitement

e. fate

f. autonomy for survival and status reasons (Henderson, 1967)

g.
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II. The Disadvantaged Environment and Cognition

1. Lower class mothers appeared to not relate particular acts to

preceding ones and their consequences, thus lacking sequential

meaning in context, motivation of
subjects or task goals and

anticipatory reflective alternative decision-making Nodes

(Hess and SMomen, 1965)

2. Mien broken homes, maternal unemployment and crowiedness in

the hone ere controlled, there is no difference on school

Achievement and intelligence measures of the children of uoper

'' socio- economic status whites and Negroes (Tulkin, 1968)

3. The family characteristics such as family income and. presence

of father for boys tend to be more ineortant for the deve/opmencal

level of culturally disadvantaged
pre-school Negro boys and

girls, than preschool enrichment programs and the character

of their formal school experience (Mackie et al, 1967)

4, The socio-economic class and family background of a student

exerted more Influence on scholastic achievement than the

school attended by the Negro student (Klein, 1967)

5. The Negro child's environment. may.not be,denrived of essential

stimuli for ncrmal development in all lever class communities

(t.ermelstein & Shulman, 1967)

Learning and Cognitive Performance

1. Class affiliation is not significant in determining delay

choices in gratification, but situational variables may be

more important (Seagull, 1966)

2. While middle class children can perform quite well under

conditions where the only reinforcement or feedback is simple

knowledge of results, lower class children need reinforcement

consisting of tangible rewards (Jensen; 1968)

3. Semantic generalisation as opoosed to primary generalisation

would seen to be more prominent earlier in other de.71.1te)ment

continuum or S-P. to S-V-R behavior in the middle class child

compared to the lower class child (Jensen, 1968)

4. Lower class groun tended to be higher 111 relational sorting

where the middle class group were hie.er on descriptive

categorical sorting (Hess & Shipman, 1365)

5. Lower class children tended to perform less well on sorting

tasks and offetine verbal exolanations for rich sort, than the

middle class children (Hess & Shipman, 1965)

6. Vegro:children tend toward failure avoidance.

Intelligence
E
:.;

1. Nepro:a tested in verbal intelligence wore 1.,mr than whites

V.

L, (Harris, 1967)
e

.

*4
2. Within races there are significant social class Aifferences on

measures of intelligence (Tulkin, 1964)

.137!
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3. Present day intelligence Lest& .arebiased against black children
to an unknown degree (Deutsch, 1968)

4. Findings are nut conclusive that there is no intellectual
difference between racial groups with similar social class,
status and experience (Tulkin, 1968)

5, A statistic gathered to measure meaningfulness was uPed to
re-evaluate the data given in studies on Negro-white I.Q.'s
and showed that. although such tests are reliable they are not
valid because they are measuring cultural rather than
individual propensities (Hicks & Pellegrini, 1966)

6. To be able to substantiate any claim that there nre innate
differences between Negroes and whites with reford to
intelligence three Conditions must be met:

a. the distinctive genetic, racial homegeneity of any of
the groups concerned must be demonstrated and not assumed

b. the social and cultural backgrounds of the Negroes cZnd
whites being tested must be fully eual

c. adequate tests of nativ:_ intelligence and other lentil
and psychological capacities with proven reliability and
validity will have to be used (Turin, 1963)

7. Once.the basic mcntal ability pattern snecific to the athdic
group emerges, social class variations within the ethnic
group do not alter the basic crgenisation associated with
ethnicity (Stpdolsky.& Zesser,'1967)

8. Many children uho are disadvantaged may be creative and
intellectually Rifted (Torrance, 1968)
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III. The Disedwntaged Environment and Language

1. Communication patterns in lower else% Negro and Puerto Rican

families show:

Puerto Rican mother-child pairs were twice as active as
the Negro groeein verbal and non-verbal forms of communication
which encouraged exploratory behavior and learning

b. ihe !inert° Rican group had higher activity rates than the
Negro group in such categories as 'teaching' in the
reinforeement of verbal praise, smiles and touch contacts

c. The Negro group was more active in the use of verbal

admonitions and don'ts and critical comments, in directing
and coercing verbal and non-verbal ccumunications (Weissman,
1967)

2. There Is greater interaction between ethnic groups sharing the
same language (Brislin, 1963)

3. Characteristics of lower class language include:

a. in the home there is reneatedly less verbal play, less

Verbal interaction, and less reinforcing behavior on the
part of the adults of the household in respense to she
child's early vocalisations (Jansen, 1968)

b. in the lower class family with 3 number of children born
closely together (and hence spend more time in the company
of their verbal peera), the children receive less verbal
attention from their mother (Jensen, 1968)

c. spoken language is less like written language syntactically

and grammatically, and in overall sequential organisation

and logical progression. Hence there is a less positive
transfer to languaee of books and journals (Jensen, 1968)

d. lower class language cons'sts of incidental 'emotional'
accompaniment to ection here ete! now (Jensen, 1968)

e. lower class mothers have less verbal output, less abstraction,

less complex syntactical structures, and thus less elaborated

code (Hess & Shipaan, 1965)

f. lower sloes Negroes have fewer language patterns, less
extensive vocabulary and less effective oral communication
when countered to middle class whites (King, 1967)

g. lower class Negroes and middle class whites did not vary

much on specific perceptual stimuly presented, yet they

differed in oral language expression of perceptual effects

(King, 1967)

Perceptual Stimuli

1. The Negro child's environment may not be deprived of essentinl
stimuli for normal development in all lower class communities
(Mermelstein & Shulman, 1967)

2. Stimulus familiarity is an imnortant factor (among others) in
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proficiency in concept formation (Katz, 1968)

3. Irrelevant stimulus information is related to concept problem
difficulty in children (Katz, 1968)

4. Increased reaction tir.e may _ndicate increased processing
Lbility, reflective nodes with complex stimuli tasks (Katz, 1968)

5. Early experience tr, different sense media leads to abilities
being developed in different ways (Wober, 1967)

Perceptual and Conceptual Development

1. In a study comnaring children who were lower class Ne;ro end
middle class white:

a. the groups did not vary much on specific perceptual stimuli
presented

b. the groups did vary on oral language expression of perceptual
effects

c. there were differences in canrcities for elaborating
perceptions into conceatu, demonstrating the relation
between language and consequent thinking (King, '967)

2. Lower class children have an initial oisadvantage in perceptual
discrintLation tasks (Deutsch, 1968)

3. Lower class children tend to have less early exposure and
experience at labelling of various stimulus modalities, and
these skills are very important in aiding nercep,:ual retention
and discrimination (Deutsch, 1968)

4. In 'a research setting, training disadvantaged children iu
labelling and discriminating component stimulus attributes
resulted in greater attention to those attributes in inductive
concept attainment, but in no greater success in solving,
concept tasi -s (Kofsky, 1967)

5. Proficiency in concert formation is related to:

a. developmental level in children

b. age

c. I.Q.

d. stimulus familinrity

e. verbal label availability (Katz, 1968)'

6. Concert formation difficulty in children is related to
irrelevant stimulus information (Katz, 196R)

- ! 7. In a study involving Negro and white pre-schoolers, females
were better than males in the area,of concept development
associated with naming colors and in number concepts
(Kohlwes, 1967)

140,
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IV. Self- Concept; Correlates

1. Negro:

a. a child by age five aware of his inferior social status
(Seery-et al, 1946)

b. a child nay have'a conflict at about five and anxiety as
to ,7hom he will identify himself with (Clark & Clark, 1939)

c. children between the ages of three and four Fo through a
distinct delimitation of the self cs a distinct person
as a precursory development to one racial group identification

. (Clark 5 Clark, 1939)

d. children tend to failure avoidance (Tefeourt & Zadwig, 1965)

e. dise1vantaged boys who-are achievero differ from under-
achievers in rliat they were more accepting of their ethnic
identity (Meyers, 1067)

f. children are able to cope with prevalent cultural attitudes
and racial valuee, when they come to al. increasing awareness
of-their own racial differences and identity (Sears et al,

g. children lave differences in self-confidence toward 1.?arning
to white children (Stabler & Perry, 1967)

h. disadvantage:1 children tended to be resigned, apathetic,
and have feelings of alienation and peraonal damage
(Kendell, 1957)

2. Civil rights and pro-social behavior by Negroes will effect
self - concept change in children and therefore in, the Negro
fiddly, in the teacher-pupil relationship in the ghetto and
the achievement orientations of Negro children (Meyers, 1967)

3.'Oisadvantaged children, especially .Negro ':.ca;o have their self-
concept and cognitive develc-.tent negatively r^inforeed
(Bronfenbrtnner, 1967)

4. Oisadvantaged students tended to have negative self images
(McLennan, 1967)

Self-Concept: Identity And Skin Color

1. The Negro child's low self-esteem appeara based on a racial
(skin color) factor (Epstein & 1.:omorite, 1966)

2. Skin color is a determinant of Self - identification (Clark &
Clark, 194p)

3. Skin colour awareness of .U'7,.gro pre-school childrt.n develops
:early so that they identify themselvcs with others of similar
skin .Color, par*ularly when 3XIXEW4 to very different skin
colors than their own'(Clark Clark, 1940)

4. In a study of attitude fr,rmation and functioning and particularly
of emergent self-awarenaae in reference to specific social
groupings or race consciousness au a function of egodeveiopment:

1 4 4)
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a. identification with the same race picture indicates awareness
of ones own skin color

b. ability to /dsntify one self as different from others and
like others forma a basis for later group feeling

c. Negro boys identified themselves as white when no choice
was available beyond one selection

d. in a choice eit'u Negroes evidenced knowledge of
differences and matched self correctly

e. Negro boys matched themselves with white boya when free to
do so

f. some children tended to identify themselves by other than
. skin color Aen the situation permitted. (Horowitz, 1039)

Self-Concept: Integration

1. Integrated Negroes differentiate themselves from whiten more
clearly and are more accepting of their rece (Singer, 1967)

2. Self-concept of youne Negroes and Puerto Ricans increased with
etudents in integrated chools (Strauss, 1967)

3. Integration may not produce a significant difference in self-
concept and anxiety in lower class Negro adolescents (Bienn,
1968)

4. Even after fifteen years school integration and competent
facilities, Negroes scored lower than their classmates- -
partly die tc; the negative se?f-image they bring from
segregated housing (LAmman, 1968)

S. Self-concept of males increased morn than females with
desegregation (;icWhirt, 1967)

Negro Stereoty)es

1. Negroes are seen as superstitious and lazy by college students
(Katz & Braly, 1933)

2. Negro children may become prejudiced unintentionally by the
stereotyping of Negroes in literature (Deane, 1968)

3. In Negro literature the Negro is never allowed to become n
'reel character' or person but remains a stereotype or
century old cliche (Deane, 1.(168)

4. In Negro literature the Negro is presented in children's series
as never bad, so never really good (Deane, 1968)

5. Early contacts with Negro stereotypes in literature may haw
more profound and lasting effects than actual later contacts
el: social relationships (Deane, 1968)

6. There is no systematic investigation to validate the belief
that Negro youths are emotionally overdependent (Cameron)

14
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"Negro PYe-Sthoolers

Comparing Negro end wb4te pre-schoolers on social, cognitive,

perceptual and peychological Oevelopnent:

1. Males were more hyperactive 'han females

2. Females disllaycd more thumb-sucking

3. In areas of concept devr.lopment females were better in toning

colors And in nuNbar coscapts

4..Femalas display T.slre apl)ro?riate social behavior and a higher

I.Q. score.

,
5. white chi3.dcen were more often interested in only cne ox two

subjects or activities then Negro children

6. Negroes are letter on ohysical co-ordination tasks and sensory

perception

7. Female white children are less disruptive and better able to

remain seated than white and Negro males

g. Female Negroes stamm)r and stutter less than white males

9. Boys rates happier than the female whites

ID. Female Negroes had core difficulty interacting with strangers

than white males.

11. Female Negroes were more disturbing and disruptive than white

females

12. Female Negroes were. more lethargic, trwhetic, displayed less

energy and drive than male whites (Kohiwes, 1967)

The Negro Child in H141 School

1. In a high school study:

a. Negro Atudents in fever extra---urricular

activities and held fewer leadership beyond

university athletics

'b.Aegroes'showed leas self-preference of friends and leaders

than white students

'o.'Negroes showed morn,initiative than earlier studies

d. white Catholic stuientu and .lewish students selected Negroes

more than white Protestant students

e, more social interaction between NOrd Lla white male students

than Negro end white females

f. white student achievement continued at'the sane level at the

same school before 'and nfter integration .

g..There were wide. differences between low achieving Negroes

..and high achieving whites, but less So' for male N4roes

h. Negro students' academic achievement and career goals

showed an upward trend (Gordon, 1967)

1431'
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2. In non-rural public co-educational high schools:

a. Negroes had higher educational aspirati,ons, intellectual
orientations than whites

b. white students tended to more responsive to social
emotional climate of dominant-white high schools but
mixed concerning intellectual orientations

c. family variables including number of siblings affected
Negroes, and maternal encouragement affected whites

d. attitudinal variables affected educational aspirations
more than academic achievement

e, Negroes were more affected by levels of self-esteem,
sAni,-.=:tiona or peer achievements and sociometrie

status than whites

f. the totAl ,Chool affect on Negroes and whites is
approximaYdy equal

g, separate racially determined social sub-systems account
for whites being more influenced by global clinate than
Ne;;roes while Negroes are more Affected by interpersonal
variables °layers, ?967)

1 4
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V. Expectations'

1. Slow learners cone to expect failure in school and to fear it

(Vosk, 1966)

2.'Low 'socio-economic status Nej,ro coccupational expectations

were uw,!ealistic in relation to their occupational preferences

Cain, 1966)

3. Young Puerto nem, children in Harlem had exectations of:

a. mastery

b. rewards 'and encoureenents fron narents and teachers

c, acceptance and supnort from the environmnt

d. achieving mastery through diligence (i(andell, 1967)

4. Expectacions of teechers about the intellectual competence

of the child will .affect the performance of that child:

a, if the expectation is positive the child will accelerate

b. If the expectation is negative the child's performance

will he depressed (Rosenthal:// Jacobsen, 1968)

Aspirations and Achievement Motivation

1. Low motivated lower class students wi21 not increase aspirations

after first successes, nor will high motivated students increase

their aspirations after initial middle class failures

(Henderson, 1967)

2. Negro and white children t :ay have higher aspirations occupationally

than their fathers (Brown, 1965)

3. Negroes Froportional aspirational level in comparison to fathers'

occupation was larger than white students' (Brown, 1965)

4. '.'hi~e atudonts in segregate" schools and Negro students in

integrated schools increaced in their aspirations of a good

education, more than segregated Negroes and integrated whites

OtcWhirt, 1967)

5. Students perceive their parents as having the same aspirations

for the students as the students have for themselves (Salo,

6. Educatiunal aspirations of a sample of Negroes in a low socio-

economic setting are as high as the dominant culture (Corwise,

1968)

7. In non-rural public co-educational high schools Negroes had

higher educational aspirations than the whites (Meyers, 1967)

8. Attitudinal variables affected educational aspirations more

than academic 6chievnt (Meyers, 1S:67)

9. Negroes were more affected by levels of self - esteem, aspirations,

peer achievements and socionetric status than whites (Meyers,

1967)

10. Motivation and self-concept are closely related (Brown, 1965)
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11. Negroes become more task and achievement ctiented when they
expect their behavior to determine highly values occurrences
of reinforcement (Carpenter, 1968)

12: in a,studv of motivational components of achievement in
culturally disadvantaged Neg:,.o children!

a. the need for achievement was related to the risktaking
choices of fifth and sixth grade children in the sample
but not to risk-taking behaviors

b. the need for achieveent was more rredictable in boys on
skill performance while internal- external control related
to academic skill for girls only (Carnenter, 1968)

13. In an investigation of differences in achievement motivation
between urban Negro educable retardates in regular junior
high school and special education classes:

a. regular class retardates showed greater shifting of
aspirational level following success experiences

b. regular class retardates made higher level future
occupation choices

c. regular class retardates had greater reading achievement
and slightly less fear of failure

d. regular class retardates had more hone of success

e. regular class retardates were mgt different from normal
and scecial subjects in their level of aspiration and
shifting after success experiences, but all groups proved
similar after failure experiences (Zito, 1967)

A:hievement

1. In a study of disadvantaged boys:

a. achievers revealc6 a high.:r degree of inter.alized control

b. both high and lcw achievers tended to have realizable
vocational goals (except for a limited number of under-
achievers)

c. achievers were more accepting of their ethnic identity
than under-achievers

,d. under-achievers revealed a higher level of anti-white
feeling° (Meyers, 1961)

2. Differenees between Negro and white achievement of lower socic-
economic class students are'maintained even thovgh other
variables ere controlled. Meet of the Negro students had
attended Negro schools (Wober, 1967)

3. Within races there were significant class differences on
meaSures of intelligence and School achievement (Tulkin, 1968)

4.)lo differences were found on school aChieliement and intelligence
measures of upper sCuqo-eConomi6 status whites and Negroes
when broken bores, maternal unemployment, and crowdedness of
home were contro)led (Tulkin, 1960
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S. When social class was controlled then no differences were
foun'd between races in upper socio- economic class students
on school achievement (Tulkin, 1963)

6. Satisfactory subject perform-nee was associated with students
liking tha teacher (Lichter et al. 1962)

7. Level of school performance is signifidently related to
Negroes attending Negro schools (Tulkin, 1968)

8. Scholastic achievement is not an explicit 'group' goal in
either the predominantly middle class or lower class high
school (Gottlieb 5, Ramsay, 1967)

9. The lower class child placed in n middle class school would
experience academic under-achievement, social isolation and
indirect rejection (Gottlieb E Ramsay, 1967)

10. Elementary schools Vest had been integrated for fifteen years
with competent staff and facilities still produced Negro
students who scored significantly lower than white classmates
(Lansman, 1968)

11. General languaes abilif.y components are the most significant
in discriminatiug between middle class and lower class boys
(Ryckman, 1967)

Classification Perforance

1. In a study cemParing the lower class child to the middle class
child:

a. the ebiiityto classify increases with ape

b. the disadvantaged child proceeds more slowly than the
advantaged child

c. second grade deprived children gave similar perforMances to
middle class children

4.'the disadvantaged appeared less clear in the justification
for their eerformances in classification

e. race and sex did not differentiate young children in
classificatory experiences (Wei, 1967)

Reinforcement

1. For the young, social approval is important but not nearly
ep,pewerful as meterial reinforcers (Hamblin ot at, 1969)

Tn. be 'effective rewards must occur in.::: structured situation
in:which they are given promptly ea recompense (Hamblin et al,
196';)

3. When Negroes expect their behavior to determine highly valued
occurrences of reinforcement, they beeoeie mote task and achievement
oriented (Tefcourt.E. Zadwig, 1965)

4. Using such a special reinforcement prograM as giving tangible
rewards may enable pre-schoolers.to learn social skills, language,
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and gain increatio,s in I.Q. more effectively (Risley, 1968)

5. Using token exchange as dart of a reinforcement program may:

a. be more effective the more problematic is the child

b. bring two,year olds up to a level of five year olds in

readingability

c. increase verbalisation (speaking in complete sentences,

using better syntax and frequently starting conversation)

and decreased class disruption

14
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VI. Attitudess; Student-Teacher

1..Students:

a. display less difference in attitudes than teachers (4inzey,
1967)

b. differ with teachers on attitudes regarding school (Minzey,
1968)

c. dichotomised feelings about teachers so that they lo,?re
good or bad; affectionate or cold; encouraging or
deterring (Lichter et al, 1962)

d. like a teacher more if they are nerforming satisfactorily
in his subject (Lichter et al, 1952)

2. Drop-outs:

a. see teacher as punitive and negatively sanct,oning through
grading

b. consider the school and staff too indifferent and punitive

c. may see the teacher as a boring talker

d. consider the teacher uses ineffective techniques

e. see teacher as not explaining and clarifying materials
(Weber & Matz, 1958)

3. Disadvantaged Negro boys who were under-achieving revealed
a higher level of anti ,7hite feelings (Yeyers, 1967)

4. High status lug minority group nenbership of a teacher has
the capacity to effect favourable change in minority group
attitudes of students (Simpson, 1967)

5. Negro and white students have differences in self-confidence,
motivation, and attitudes towards learning (Stabler & Perry,
1967)

Attitudes: Social and Racial

1. Severity of deviation from social norms is related to the
reported value systen of innulse control of the deviant
(Kelly & Veldman, 1964)

2. For white subjects social distance attitudes towards Negroes
may be determined by the grouns perceived inferior in social
status (Epstein ,S Konorite, 1966)

3. Social class had less influence on Negro than on white
children's attitude& (Harris, 1967)

4. Social class is slightly more crucial than race for moral
attitudes (Harris, 1967)

5. Subjects given no information regarding a teenage Negro
essume a difference in values (Stein et al, 1965)

6. Subjects which are Negroes seemed to be marked as different
for whites no matter what other similarities (Stein et al, 1965)
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7. In the absence of information about a nersen of another race
persons rely on each other and nest experience to make judgements

(Stein et al, 1967)

8. The is a tendency for whites with a lack of knowledge about

the Negro guess that the Negro will be unlike the white

person (St 1 et al, 1967)

Sacial Distance and Status

1. The higher.the 'epro's status the less social distance expressed
towards him by whites (Westie, 1954)

2. The merit of the Negro's occupational status affects on the
distance accorded him, varies with reseonent status (Westie,
1954)

3. The within group status of the Negro makes more difference to
middle and upper status than lower status whites (Westie, 1954)

4. The higher the socio-economic status of the resnonding white,
the greater the alteraction of response with variations in
Negro occatational status (estie, 1954)

5. Social distance is least when both Negroes and whites have high
socio-economic status, and greatest when both have low socio-

economic status (Westle, 1954)

6 high ranking nrofessional and white collar Negroes express
least distance toward whites while unskilled service Negroes
expressed predtest distance (Westie & Howard, 1954)

7. High white status mitigates distanCe from upper'status Negro
respunses but not for lower status Negro restonses Nestle &

Howard, 1954)

8. There is an inverse relation between the status of the Negro
and the distance accorded to whites. The higher the Negro's

status the less distance expressed towards whites.(Westle &
Howard, 1954)

9. Negroes express the lesit distance toward.high status whites
and greatest distance from lowest statuswhites (Westie
Howard, 1954)

10. Utper status Negroes'we leas categorical in responsesto
whites (restie & Howard, 1954)

11. The lower the status of a minority proun in the :yes of the
students the greater the ability of a high status narson from

. that minority,groun to effect favourable change (Simtser,.1967)

12. Righ:StStUs minority groun'nembership effects mere favourable
attitude change toward the given minority grout as-one follows

..a progression from rural, small city to medium and large city

(Simpson, 1967)

Integration .

1. In:intefteted middle claws school lower class children wauld

experience under-achievement, social isolation and indirect
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rejection (Gottlieb Ramsay, 196 ?)

2. Integrated elementary schools with competent teachers and

facilities still produced !leer° students who Scored

significantly lower than white classmates (Lacsman, 1968)

3. Lack of achievement improvement in Negro students in integrated

schools may be due to negative self image brought in from
segregated hcusinp areas (Lansman, 1968)

4. Integrated schools nay be not better than segregated schools

controlled by whites. unless they posSess o multi-cultural
orientation (Forbes, 1969)

5. Integrated schools without a multicultural orientation nay
be inferior to minority controlled separate schools (Forbes,

1969)

6. Integration may not produce a significant difference in self-

concept and anxiety of lower class Negro adolescents (tienn,

1968)

7. Itegrated schools may be associated with positive gains in

sp:cific subject area achievement (Klein, 1967)

8. Integrated schools may be associated with an increase in self-

concert of young Negroes and Puerto Ricans (Strauss, 1967)

9. Integrated Negroes differentiate themselves more from whites

and are pore accepting of their race (Singer, 1967)

10. Integrated school white children were more willing to associate

with black children in the same school (Singer, 1967)

11. Negro children in an integrated school were more accepting

of whites than segregated Negro children (Singer, 1967)

12. Integrated white children saw Negroes as more aggressive
and now-achievers, but were more willing to associate with

them than lower exposure whli.es (Singer, 1967)

13. Superior I.Q. white girls in segregated schools and average

I.Q. white girls in unsegregated schools were most willing
to associate with Negroes (Singer, 1967)

14. High I,O. Negro gi"ls in integrated and segregated schools

were least willing to associate with whites, and saw them

as aggressive and non - achievers (Singer, 1967)

15. Negro integrated school boys eere more willing to Associate

with whites than segregated Nagro boys,(Singer, 1967)

16. Integrated school Negroes were more willing, to 'color' them-

selves in a 'draw yourself' task than segregated students

(Singer, 1967) ,

17. Integration affects on atiitndes, academic sante/atone and

self-confidence included:

a. males increased rating of self - concept over females

b. inAlagregated schools Negro malee;and white females

increased most
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c. in integrated schools Negro females and white males
increased most

d. white students in segregated schools and Negro students in
integrated schools increased in their aspirations of a
good education

e. inter-racial contact brought changes in Negro attitudes in
integrated schools but not in white students

f. Negro students seeking social behavior modified their
behavior more

g. Negro students had greater white contacts while in turn a
majority of Negroes had less effect ca a white majority
(McWhIkt, 1967)

18. A training institute of oarticipants in a summer t. iining
institute on Negroes and school desegregation where the whites
were taught by Negro leaders shoved:

a. reduced authoritarian and ethnocentric attitudes for more
favorable oaes towards Negroes and school integration

b. overtly expressed need and behavior for re-evaluation of
attitudes contributed to increasingly favorable attitudes yet
did not affect attitudes to other minorities

c. a positive relationship was shown between segregationist
attitudes, authoritarianism, and ethnocentrism

d. where unanimity of group attitudes are broken up positive
changes can occur (Kinnick & Platter, 1067)

19. Factors of conservatism, ambivalence towards deaegregation
go with female elementary school status (Lamanna, 1967)

20. Negro teachers in urban-industrial, large scale communities
are more likely to be militant in regard to desegregation
(Lamanna, 1967)

21. Differences in learning after a program of instructional
techniques with Negroes and whites was attributed to the
past segregated environments of the schools (Si-abler & Petty,
1967)
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VII. TeaCher'CharaCteristics.

1. Teachers tend to underestimate their it'ortance in soc.'el

emotional life of students and the pcaitive-negatiVe influences

of theirwords (Lichter et a-, 1962)

2. Teachers become socialised on entering the ghetto school system

tO'perpetuate the notion that social conditions outside the

school makes failure inevitable and this takes away any

responsibility for the students' failure away from the reacher

(Stodolsky and 'Lesser, 1967)

3. Teachers. who corr.: cut of the slum may deliberately seek the

education of poor, children but may make the mistake of being

too hard on them in en effort to drive then into seeking

status themselves (Gottlieb & Ramsey, 1967)

4. Few personality. And interest differences were found between

disadvantaged and advantar,ed teacher groups (Nickerson, 1967)

5.,Self controlling and over-impulsive, fearful personality types

were found:nore among disadvantaged school lower grade teachers,

than advantaged school lower grade teachers (Nickerson, 1967)

6. Negro teachers:

a. in North Carolina ware more militant than had bean expected

and actively engaged in activities supporting desegregation

(Lamanna, 1967) .

b, in urbin industrial, larle scale communities are more likely

to be militant livre76rd to desegregation (Lamanna, 19'7)

7:- Married female elementaty school.teachers tend to be more

conservative and ambivalent towards desegregation (Lamanna, 1967)

Teacher-Punil

In a teacher -pupil authority rcations study in a project in

ilashington D.C.:

1. Students responded to a violent style of teaching with with-

drawal,,passivity, brief response to questions, and little

voluntary and self-initiated reactions

2. In respcnse to the violent-tcanscendent anproach student

responses t.c.e.ed to be asniring ones to move on and do better

3. The transcondeet approach appeared more ideal, less possible,

focussed best on t.:):2 most imeginacive student and gnnerally

produced a great41.r r,nge of ups and downs

4. The indirect style of hide. .
authority wag viewed as a form

of dishonesty by the children and devoccaA.,:. practices

involved distruFt and game-wrecking behaviors

5. Different styles of teaching are differenaated by children

and have different consequences for then Cann, 1960
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Student-Teacher Attitudes

(See 71.. Attitudes)

Teacher Morale

1. Teacher morale varies from school to school ("linzey, 1967)

2. The difference between ^f-Aident's percent4x1 of high teacher
morale schools and la.t teacher morale schools may be based
on community conditions (Minzey, 1967)

3. Student parcention of teacher mrale tends to be accurate
(Minzey, 1967)

4. The lack of attitude agreement on matter concerning school
between teachers and pupils nay indicate the independence of
students from teachers' influence concerning attitudes
(Minzey, 1967)
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VIII. Programs

1. Performance of children in 1965 Head Start programs was
related to teacher background:

a. ethnicity

b. marital status

c.' home community size

d. father's occupation

e. church. attendance

f. experience

g. grade point average (Linn, 1967)

2. In. comparisons 4:,%-,..;,Tr.med and conventional instruction
techniques between Negro and white university stedents, post-
test scores were reliably higher for students taught by
programmed means and for white students (Stabler & Perry, 1967)

3. Learning differences after a program of instructional techniques
with Negroes and Caucasians was attributed to the past
segregated environments of the schools (Stabler 6 Perry, 1967)

4. All day compensatory kindergarten can benefit the disadvantage
child academically, but learning and growth rates will diminish
when saturation efforts stop and are replaced by traditional
programs (Larson & Olsen, 1968)

5. In a training program to train impulsive first-Arade children
to be more reflective in nurturant child-tutor relations the
only important effect of the training was to lengthen the
response tides to that of normal reflectives, but there was
less effect on the quality o! the performance.

6. The disadvantaged improved significantly in art ability after
an art instruction course (ROgers, 1968)

7. Training disadvantaged children in labelling and discriminating
component stimulus attributes resulted in greater attention
to these attributes in inductive concept attainment, but in
no greater success in :alving concept tasks (Kofsky, 1967)

Reinforcement in Programs

1. Using such a special reinforcement program as giving tangible
rewards, pre-schoolers may learn social skills, language and
I.Q. increases (Risley, 1968)

2. Per the y/ung social approval is important but not nearly so
powerful as material reinforcers (Harlblin et al, l969)'

3. Toke. exchange:

a. may be more effective the more problematic is the child

b. can bring two year olds up to a level of five year olds in
reading ability
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c. can increase verbalisation (usinc complete sentences,
better syntax, and starting conversation) and decrease
class disruOtion in disadvantaged children (Hamblin et al,

- 1969) .

4. To-b* effective rewards nu at occur in a structure situation

in which they are given promptly as recompense (Hamblin et al,

1969)
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In..iWrsinihk pages of this section the recommendations

proffered by the various .writers will, be presented. Several points

need to be n'ted however. First, although the material frot which

the reeoimenaaticifts:Come was mostly empirical, not'all tie recommendations

are empirically justieled themselves. Second, no attempt has been

made to evaluate the recolmAendations--they are presented for what they

are worth to the reader. Third, it has been found convenient to make

use of only three broad hearings in grouping the items, v:11:: Teachers;

Proprams; and Further Research. Each heading however, carries its

own sub-sections. These ace listed below. The items are presented

immediately after the list.

T. Teachers= teacher peformsnce

and student self-concept and identity

and ?.earning

and ancillary services'

and discipline

and reinforcement

II. Programs: general

pre-school and school

and adult models

III. Further 'esearch: general

self-concept

classification performance

attitudes and aspirations

teachers.
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I. Teacher Recommendations

Teacher performance. Teachers should;

1. be fle*ible (Riessman, 1962)

2. be consistent (Riessman, 1962)

1. be direct (Riessman, 1962)

4. be informal ( Riessman, 1962)

5. be clear (Riesman, 1962)

6. be warm when realising value differences (Riessman, 1962)

7. endure initial non - -acceptance (Riessman, 1062)

8. get through student resistances iu an unfearful, direct

accepting way (Riessman, 1962)

9. be patient (Fiessman, 1962)

10. listen (Riessman, 1962)

11. develop group participation skills (Riessman, 1962)

12. look for and accept signs of student imarovement (Lichter et al,

1962)

13. know students' personalities (BroWn, 1965)

know orescures acting in students (Brown, 1965)

15. emphasise sewn of perional over environmental centre/

(Slaughter, 1969)

16. identify and win support of natural leaders (Riessman, 1962)

17. appreciate the interests of the deprived (Riessman, 1962)

18. see that the goals of the deprived in relation to higher

education are respected (Rieseman, 1962)

19. see that the values and cultural ways of the deprived are

respected (Riessman, 1962)

2C. should,. realise that almost every classrooM problem has an

emotional problem behind it and that children act that way

for reasons ( Lichter et al, 1962)

21. must reflognize and contain their own angry feelings (Lichter

et al,,1962)
.

'22. Must realise that they cannot gut alongae...th all students

and handle all clueromproblers (Lichtar.et al, 1962)

23. must be accommodating to changes in class behavior (Lichter

et al, 1962) '

24. may get gratifications in teaching and helping a maladjusted

child (Lichter et al; 1962) '

25. know his own strengthi
RAS liteitariane (Lichter at al, 1962)

26. reflect.a positive, helpful school attitude and philosophy

in the way :they
hatudiatodeet*Oblerit (Lichter at al, 1962)
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Teachers shou13 note

1. prejudge students (Riessman, 1962)

2. over-generalize about student characteristics (Riessman, 1962)

3. stereotype students (Lichter et al, 1962)

4. have higher expectations of rood behavior for a troubled child

than for a rarely nisbehaving chtld (Lichter et al, 1962)

S. react to or attack parents (Lichter et al, 1962)

Teachers and student self-concept and identity.. Teachers should:

1. be Involved in the student's search for self-discovery

(Wilcox, 1967)

2. be person- rather than content-centered (Riessman, 1962)

3, be able to identify with the underdog (Riessman, 1962).

4. first teach children to be aware of their own sense of self-

worth and constructive caoabiIities through appropriate and

meaningail school activities before they can learn tool

subjects (Vosk, 1966)

5. know students as persons (Wilcox, 1967)

6. respect and encourage cultural diversity (Wilcox, 1967)

7. be flexible and sensitive, capable of promoting others' self-

development, particularly toward positive realistic employment

opportunities (Smith, 1967)

8..try to consider the handling of 'male tyoestasks by male

teachers to more clearly emphasize six-role identifications

and, accurate self-other perceptions (Slaughter, 1969)

Teachers and learning

1. The teacher mint expect, encourage and euoport learning efforts

(Riessman, 1962)
. .

.

2...The teacher should emphasize learning over, discipline and

punishment (Fiessan, 1962)

3.- Teachers should realize that. improvements can be effected in

the conceptual development of conceptually deficit achilt

deprived ,groups--they would be then less susceptible to
niesenqng an unconecioui or subtle self-fulfilling prophecy
4ndrome in' the clasaroo1' (6nninghaM, 1968)

Teachers a1d ancillary services

1.-Theqeschar should use school, community And specialist

resources fully (Lichter et al. 1962) . .

2. The teacher should use information:sad consultative help in

working with a troubled child (Lichter et al, 1962)

3. Teachers shoull use aysilable,eonsultarits in social work,

psychology and osychiatry (Lichter et al, 1962)
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Teachers and discipline

1. Teachers dealing with drop-outs should not

a, cot.Crol and motivate by using others as good examples

b. use students in trouble as bad examples

c. isolate and emphasize student pathology

d. make scapegoats out of students (Lichter at al, 1962)

2. Teachers shouid be patient and not impossible to please
(Lichter at al, 1962)

3. Teachers should realize that discipline is necessary, but not
automatically and it should be reasonable and in line with
the offense -ether than the way the teacher feels (Lichter
et al, 1962)

4. The teachershould be consistent (Riessman, 1962)

Teachers and reinforcement

1. Teachers:whould e.apitalize.on any superio: qualities of dis-
advantaged students to apply praise and give esteem (Rogers,
1968)

2. The teacher should not consider that the Negro is not interested
in school and learning, but he should teach him to expect and
acquire positive social reinforcement (Slaughter, 1969)

3. Tettchere should helu students reinforce themselvee by not
.

penalizing them for what and where they are (Slaughter, 1969)
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II. Programs
.

General reconmendhtions

1. Parents should ba 'involved in programs so that parents and

school work together on mutual golls (Bronfenbrenner, 1967)

2. Reference group identification could be used to the student's

advantage particularly in teaching verbal oriented courses

'(Tefcourt & 2advig, 1963)

3. RaCial prejudice ivy be reduced by brineine persons of Afferent

races together where they can encounter one another in

cenditioes,favouring perception of belief. congruence (Stein

et al, 1965)

4. Food or specific physical objects may be needed first to gain

reinforcing responses desired (Risley, 1968)

5. Traditional stereotypes of'Negre children in literature should

be removed and replaced with realistic portraits of Negroes

in children's literature (Deane,'1968).

6. Teachers eviuld.be aware of Lhe suoceesfel attempts at

modifying geere behavior in the direction of greater

assertiveness and autonomy (F,atz & Cohen, 1962)

7, Fears of eesegreeation'should be reduced to expedite change

(Lamanna, 1961)

8. An educational program which is Positively self-sunporting

and encouleages mental hygiene is required to alleviate feelings

of inadequacy'and inferiority in children who hav discrepancies

between color preference and skin self-identification (Clark

and Clark, 1950)

9. There should be determined efforts for the school-community

gap ro be bridged (Wilcox, 1967)

10. Mere of an eeemationtl obligation and social responsibility

should be assumed to pay back deficiencies in the disadvantaged

(Bronfenbenner, 1967)

Freeschoel and school programs

1. Good ore - schoolo are necessary for the disadvantaged student's

entrance into public schools (Risley, 1968)

2. Nursery selool programs should not be modelled for middle class

children (Risley, 1968)

3. The disadvantaged children often have notot skills and inter-

action patterns but they need:

a. appropriate content

b. substitutes for agressive behavior

c. less reinforcement of disruptive tactics (Risley, 1968)

4. A total curriculum revision of schools' Proerams is necessary

for any lasting solution to problems of the disadvantaged in

urban schools (Larson & Olson, 1968)
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5. The Federal Government's follow through program concept. should
be implemented in primary grades and beyond on a non-pilot
basis (Larson & Olson, 1968)

6. More after school cross-status child participation programs are
needed using adult males and selected high school students
possessing diverse skills and community contacts of a non-
technical nature at levels attractive to lover class children

. (Bronfenbrenner, 1967)

Adult role models

There is a need for more Negro and white adults to become occupational
role models for lower class Neg-,:o students.

1. Middle class models should adopt an attitude of 'cultural
relativism' and reference group specificity

2. 'Middle claseness' should be meaningful and possible

3. Models should emphasize values of the dominant group and Its
non-trouble novel activities

.

4. Models need to convince the lower class child of his ability
to control himself and weans-ends possibilities

5. The model should understand -the child's alienation and desire
for acceptanCe without relinguishing needed autonomy

6. Adult models should be prepared to periodic aspirational
relapse by lower clais'studenta

7. Every male teacher should be a role model for disadvantaged
Negro boys (Henderson, 1967)

. -; : ;
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III. Further Research

General

Analyzing mother -child transactions in more detail than gross
social class categories (Hess & ShipMan, 1965)

2. On the phenomenon of prejudiced children attributing prejudicial
attributes to parents (Epstein & Komorita, 1966)

3. On social differentiation amongst Negroesthe basis.oL which
Negro oleo, distinctions are made (Harris, 1967)

4. On tectual-vismal transfer (Pox? 1967)

5. On the possibility of availability of certain stimulus cues
and the ..ion- availability of others as obscuring any basis
deVelcynental differences (Katz, 1960'

Self-Concept

1. On self-concept formation (Brown, 1965)

2. On:a. the deaire of some children to Share in self-hood of
others despite color differences

b. the definition of self by a delimiting process of what
'one is not' as a result of earlier minority family
influences, conflicts in self-identity-acceptance and
,constriction of self- image choices (Horowitz, 1939)

3. On early influences on group consciousness and identification
on ego-development and attitude formation (Horowitz, 1939)

4. On verbal 'person typing' or fantasy control and its relation
to children's personality development (Bach, 1946)

Classification

1. On different social classes over a wider range of age to
understand the development of classification skills and to
answer the problem of 'matching' education and environment
(Wei, 196i)

2, On relating classification to other academic nerformances
(Wei, 1967)

3. On teaching procedures to facilitate the child's learning
of classification concepts ('dei. 1967)

Attitudes and Aspirations

1. On children's attitudes through tine as integration in
school progresees (Singer, 1967)

2. On attitude formation of ethnic minority groups (Epstein
& Komorita, 1966)

3. On the effect of peer dynamics on vocational aspiration
(Brown, 1965)

4. On the relations between Nepro social class distinctions and
their relation to specific moral attitudes (Harris, 1967)

x.183
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5. On values and their relation to impulse control (Kelly &

Veldman, 1964)

6. On student attitudes and their relation to morale and school

variables (Minzey, 1967)

Teachers

1. On the relationship between specific teacher morale axed

student attitudes (Minzey, 1967)

2. On the psychological significance of perceived similaritir.s

of teachers and etudente (Kagen et al, 1966)

3. On socio-economic conditions
which impinge on teachers and

students (Hinzey, 1967)

4. On teachers' criterin for evaluation of students (Minzey, 1967)

5. On the violent-transcendent style of teaching and its

applicability for disadvantaged children (Haan, 1960
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SECTION TV

. SUMMATION

If a prychological orientation is to be of use to the teacher of

disadvantaa,d children it must proVide a credible answer to our seminal

question viz., "given the current state of psychology,'what does the

teacher of disadvantaged children need to know, think, feel and under-
,--.

stand?" Implicit in the question, is the notion that disadvantaged

children are somehow different from others. There should be, it implies,

a psychology c the. diss.dvantaged. Now in a major sense, this
.

.

violates a fur..amental roychological position. Psychology has

not considered the pocsibility of a psychology of disadvantage

considered it,'hasrejected it out of hand... Because there are

implication

either

or, having

several

very importAnt-impliCations that arise from the resulting state-of-

affairi, Some diacusSion ur this point is necessary.

There are two questions that arise immediately. First, what is

the curretit'view:of"what might'be called the role of psychology and

second, Can. alogioal caseGbe made against its fundamental-universalistic

assumptien.

The nature of psychology

The study of psychology has been.defined va:iouslv
,

"Psychologyla the science of the behavior of living animals.

Behavior, not,ccnsciousness,.is the activity investigated."

(Ray, 1964).

"In general, the psychologist la:interested in the whole.

Andiviauai, in'his relation to hissurroundings and

(Miller.6,rhvatte, 1971)

"Paycholocy; as a Scia'ne,-derCribes exPlains'ihe observable

;-1 hehavior of organisers:"
, A >

-; : f

"Psychologir brottrli
peptal.,procilyesnfTrd.v1pe the

,behayss ADT1 acts F hwttlejltental,
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hind, self, or person who
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(Edglish & English, 1965)
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" No single statement suffices to explain "what psychology is".

It is et the same time method, concept, and people. To nut this

more specifically, psychology is (1) the scientific method as

applied to the study of behavior, (2) a continually changing

det of theories or concepts exolaining why men and animals behave

as they do, and (3), the highly trained and rapidly growing

number of people who conduct research, construct theories, teach,

and apply psychological techniques, theories, and research

findings to the investigation and solution of problems in all

areas of life."

(Lindgren, Byrne 5 Petrinovich, 1966)

Whatever may be the subtle differences among the definitions,

they:have in common an interest in living organisms, behavior and a

scientific approach. When we go beyond the definitions and lock at

what psychologist do we see considerable concentration on the:individual

human organisms. '

For our purposes then it seems as if the key to the.utility:,of

the psychological stance lies in the extent, range and nature of the,

predictions and explanations raychology can offer about individuals.-.

Now at this point, it is necessary to recognize one of the crosses that

social science has .Co bear -its terminology is often identical with

every-day language, but its messages are not. In our democratic society
-

the day-to-day meaning of the word 'individual'" is vested with a number
-

of mystical and idealistic overtones'. We talk:Of the sacredness of the

individual and of the inviolable rights of the individual. We talk of

the individual man cast in the mold of:his creator. In contrast,

paychOlogitts do (or should, if they are to he scientific) use the

'word. itdividual! to denote an analytic unit. In the scientific sense,

an individual is to psychology aan element is to chemistry or as a

star is to astronoay or a glacier is to geology or an organist.tion is

to sociology. To be sure, the individual is a complex unit. And to

be sure, any given unit has both similarity with and difference from

others of its kind. But, and the point is Wah Stressing, the concept

'individUal', reptesents for the PeyOhologist:fehe nears by which he

states and confines hie scientific interest. It is, for hie, the

beginning point around which he organises his own view of the world--

16V-
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of reality In:othef4Ords; 'it is a Conceptual. orientation. It represents

a prefirdriCeand-i conveniende..-jtis arprefetencein that the psychologist

sa0:,'f-Ptefet.tii be More interested' in human units !individual's) 'than in

"in crowds; in wheat, in muscles,- in crotchets, or

offide-bloCks.. This, of C..outse, is that sets him apart.ftam economists,

engineers, se8ologiatai. agronomists, anatomists,' musicologists and

architects'.'' Again thiansychological orientation is convenient because

it'ailOws him to make sense of his ex2eriencea...He says in effect,' if !

I study the indiVidehi.r (and othetsYwill gaih Insight into the nature''

of this. nhetiomehon;. Or to 'pit it differently, I will teMblet6 Offer-

explenitiOna'of-and pYed!dtions'aboUf individudls.HbiVen'theubiil'ulty

of huMans Such a piedilection 'for the Study of individuals same both

reasonable and profitable. 1.1OWever.bectiude of the cessarily confined

nature of his interest, thepsYchologiat'ca6ot Sufficiently 'predict 'or

explain fof example, the vagaries'ofthe stock-market, the sttain-

tolerance of reihfOrded conctetedifferences in harvest yield, muscular

atrophy;.iYmilihohic Variations'Of'StiuCtutalpronerties of laminated hard-

board.'' To then,' thepsychOlogicaliew reoresentS a select, and'

by definition .biaied Vieii-ofthe array of complexities to be found'in-

the world tiround.

Maw', 'it is Manifestly fruanlso: that the human individual Oan'he

-iegtd4atiSh'eittettely''db*lek.43tgehism itself .- Unlike the relative

simple amoeba, it haa'a neurological; busCeler 'and Skeletal'

syStem:41ta ttrectural chatacteitstiCa arc intirigufhp, and nerpreking

Its'phyiiologYalotie isYieffiCientlicomOliCated to WAtrant life timer'

0-r and? and teieriEnh'. .Beyotid.fhis hoWevef,'the'way the organism functions

is even more iledectively 'fascinating. Its miitor activity, the.aititu/ati(

of muscle ,andrboria,' the pattern of its glandelar'secretions, the-eseenfial

rhythis and regularity of its iatdio'vaimular's!latem aliMetit,ane,tet,

intense and conithOing'atie'ntion. 'Asian example of sonhistiCatee

engineetingthe human orgatisMit withOiit Such structural

and TitnetlY;nal'aetail'hoWeveV; only marginallY-tohderiWthe'pSychologist.

Oatil eoi entirety 14gitImatie roasting hi; chomea fo'Vestrict his field

of intdtibr'..' He'eicclu4bi from'his'eefinitlo nf'hia etedy'Of. the indiv:uual,

attoki that-inOte.feadily are dealt Igith brebiblbgista, phYsiolegisttv

anatomists, endArinblogists and'thb like. this ib-not-tb deny tha
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,.. relevance; of auch,disciplines for psychological interpretation, but in
c the interests of: economy of Wert anc relevance of interpretation,

the psychologist tends to seek- explanatory power in factors bey.ond the
limits of neurological, physiological or endocrinological perspectives.

If.psychology is concerned (a) with the individual and (b) with
explanation and prediction, and if the characteristics of individuals,
dealt with in the . preceding paragraph are excluded, the logical, question
to ask is, what does psychology predict and exvlain about the individual?
Varied answers. could be proffered to this question but Again if we
sought for common elements among them, we would find recurring and
recurring. the word 'behavior'... Individuals, as well as 'being', do.
Because they 'do', people have: been prone to wonder, why they do what
they do, and have been concerned with predicting shat they are likely
to. do. So the psychologist, tends to be interested in this doing aspect.
Kowever, predictablyjhe psychelop,ical definition of doing,. or. .more .
properly behavior,. is not necessarily identical with the e4ery-day, meaning
of the word.. , To the psychologist, behavior is,ktsually) more. than the. .
overtly manifested. action of the organism. Atathar it i.,.cludes aub- -

surface behavior-r-behavior, in the head, or, heart or viscera, if you like.
To this extent the psychologist has manufactured an internal world for
each individual.. Then he oaes the ideas or. concepts that describe this

to,explain and predict to b2th the internal state of the individual
ana the behavior he .114inifests overt. While -the cone.c?ts that populate.
this psychoiogic,A1 universe were once erotic and.strange, many. are now.
more,or, lees, faml4ar. Thus, terms like psychoanalysis, motivation, need,

- _ego, persppelity and so.on have.ready currency.in everyday conversation.
. others 14e, reinforgement af feet , sanctions, and need- achievement are . .

on, the, fringe.. of popular parlat.ce,.while others like syntality, reties?.
rivalry, hypermesiA and ethereal, remain exclusive to the select kind
of psychologiets. who. find them.useful, for their: own purposes.

Tbe.poit% As that the language of psychology7.-the conceptual
tools,of..psycholpgy--rare used by psychologists in strictly defined and
ayatepatie.mays.,,pAcause of their explanatory usefulness,: some of. thpae
germs haveibaart. popularized apcl,of tan rendered. less prAcisein,wth.the.
sams;..warl tha pop laritation of 'the term `virup.';has.produced.a
generalized .mearitng ,that varies from that amployci tss.wedica1 scteittp..
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A standard illustration of this pointierto be focn.in the use and ,

interrelationships of the concepts I.O. and Intelligence. in the.,

years directly after Binet's invention of the term Intelligence

Quotient, the convention was to accept that intelligence tests measured

an individual's quantity of intelligence. .Thus a teat sample.

intelligence could diagnose both and individual's intellectual condition

and his potential in very much the same way that a blood sample could

be used to diagnose the state of the entire blood supply. Suffice it

to say that paychologists after seeing the extent to which the. tests

also measure exposure to environmental influences, have severely. ,

modified their view of the function of intalligence tests. . Butvit:ia

not equally apparent that the public at large appreciates this. .

I.Q. tests are still used as a basis for selection at school and at

work and ardstill used to provie.:1 handy labels for categorizing people

as britht or dull, normal or sub-normal. It.will,be readily recognized,

from all this that in discussing the role of psychology, it is necessary.

to distinguish,caretully between psychologists' psychology. and. popular

psychology. It- is necessary as well to recognize the limitations, of a

psychologicalexplanation of behavior. Some of the problems sttendent).

on this necessity' are dealt with below.

if one starts with an instance of social behavior--an.individual

behaVIng in a social context - -and asks the question, why did. he do that,

answers al varying degrees of sophistication maybe. offered., For example,

he did it beCaus': he Was angry, he did it because he was...frustrated,

beceuee he%is-hostile, because he comes from a broken home, because

parents rejected him, because he was bottle fed, or punished for enuresis,

and so on and so on. But further than this, the explanation can be more

microscopic., He .44.t because eg_pressure on a cranial nerve, because

of hyper7.activhyrpid, because of metabolic deficiency, because of

synopticdislunctionk becpse of his genetic; constitution. Again, but

this time.thother end or the scale, social psychologlets would be.prone

to explain,thg behaviorin terms of roles, expectations, environmental

preasoleer,voupiand internersonal relationships and so on. Such an

intexpretation in4its turnshould be seen in contrast with the more

macrosqqpicyiew.a4 the sociologist wt.() ie typically less concerned

about individual behavior and more concerned about the general behavioral
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characteristics' ef. groups or collectivities.' It can readily be

appreciatedrhat these various views abutt. The sociologist operates

at the broadest and of the behavioral continuum, the geneticist at

the narrowest while in between fall psychology and social psychology.

The point to note particularly, is that 'psychological explanation like

any conceptual orientation is inevitably restricted at both ends. At

its broad end, its knowledge has to be supplemented by 'outside'

knowledge if better predictive and explanatory power is to bE achieved.

At the narrow end, its own explanatory power can be enhanced by an

analysis finer than psychology has the power to do. The question of

the relative explanatory status of the different social sciences has'

been a matter of some contention in the past. The reductionistic

argument was once fashionable. It claimed that all sociological

explanation in the final analysis could be reduced to psychological

terms. Similarly,it was argued, all psychological explanation in the

final analysis could be reduced to biochemical terms. The resolution

of the particular imnasse that resulted was achieved by the acceptance

of the fact that psychological explanation is useful-for some purposes,

sociological explanation is useful for others and biochemical

explanation for others again. Deciding which one to use then, is a

matter of determining what sort of problem has to be solved. Obviously

an attempt to find 'a biochemical explanation ofclassioom problems is

less likely to be relevant to teachers than would be a psycholopical.

one. Consequently it is essential for our purpose to pose the pragmatic

question --of what useis this, that or the other piece of psychological.

insight.

A Psychology of Disadvantage

We turn now to a brief examination of the possibility that a

special psychology of disadvantage might be either fruitful orforth-
,

coming. Ihrediately a problem looms. Psychology; as we have seen; is

a science that studies the human organism. But disadvantage is a

socially delineatAd rather than OrOanismicli9delineeted concept.
,

Disadvantage iv a term of comparison that 'often hae value overtones--

sometimes substantial ones.' To be disadvantmma one has to possess less

of a valuel'coMmOdity than does someone else--whether the commodity is

It7°
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money, possession0,-education, knowledge, experience, or. height or

weight,. To define.a population as disadvantaged then is to apply a

commodity measure to humane. In effect, some humans are thus regarded

as being deficient. Uho sets the criterion, on what basis and for what

reasons, are sometimes issues of considerable relevance. One man's

disadvantage is sometimes another's privilege. In other words,. the

criterion, the cutting line between advantage and disadvantage is some-

times quite arbitrary.

Now, let-us for the moment accent a csychological convention

that regards heredity and environment as complementary influences in

human develeprent.. In this view, the Iimitmof development are determined

genetically and the extent of development achieved is a function of

socialisation. Fairly clearly then, if one accepts the idea of defining

a populatiomas disadvantaged, the judgement streaaes the significance

of environmental factors. However, at this point we have to consider

psychology's basic universalistic assumption. To psychology, a human

being is A human being is a human being. In other words, psychology

finds it convenient to focus on what human beings appear to hold in

common. ;Nov if. this is the case it is obvious that there is a pre-

disposition inpsychology to either, (1)-stress the significance cf human

genetics or.(2)-assume that socialisation environments have so much in

common that they need not be given undue weight. It is probably fair

to say that psychology tends. to xecertijhe elvirenmept as responsible

for modifying the rate and sometimes thedirection of human development

but not to the extent that human development,can be seen to be strikingly

lifiarent from one environment to another. There.are good reasons for

this position. For example, it, is obvious that almost invariably, from

conception, an, individual's height and weight tends to increase for

a recognisable period. It is obvious too that under normal circumstances

his sensury, reactions tecece nore.and more refined... It is not surprising

thento find.Ftank (1967) talking of !.developmental stages' and Havighurst

(1952)..of.'developmental.tasks'._ror is it surprising that Piagat

working (brilliantly) with an extremely,smallsample, talks also in

terms of ages and stagea,(1952)..: Ii. is mot surprising to find Kohlberg.

(1970)'ineorporating the ideas of seqnential. levels into his fascinating

interpretation of the. development ekmeralludgement. Developmental

..r,
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psychology has proved a very useful way for educationists to look at

pupils. However, !tike any other conceptual orientation it dictates

the rules of its Oen game. Thus when comparisons are wade between

child and child, group and group, and difference is discerned; the

only conclusion that can be reached is that one or other is ahead or

behin&one or other is developmentally disadvantaged.- It is this sort

of inevitable conclusion for instance, that has led a host of

linguistically unsophisticated researchers into black language to conclude

erroneously that black children are developmentally deficient. (See

Adams, Sobin & Lockerman) In fact, when anthropological linguists under-

take the seine kind of linguistic analysis of non-standard Negro American

speech that has been applied to standard American, they discern a

similar degree of grammatical, phonological and semantic complexity.

Of course, ghetto children'do not meet the language performance criteria

appropriate for white middle class children but then neither would

French children, or Spanish children, or for that natter Scottish and

perhaps even some English childrenirrespective of their social class.

The point that is being made here is that developmental psychology has

a built-in assumption of nerformance relativity and a built-in assuMption

of virtue relativity:toothe higher the level the better the performance.

What is not accommodated is the idea of peraitted, or if you will,

socially relevant different::

'thiS last point needs elaboration. It is apparent that non-

standard Nigro English 14 functional for the non-standard speaker when

it is used in the appronriate non-standard language contexts. It is not

functional when it is used in standard ones. However, the reverse

hold's too. Standard English is quite dysfunctional, quite inappropriate

in non-standard language settings. This suggests of course, that it

might be entirely reasonable when adopting a developmental language view,

tO:argue that there may be one developmental sequence appropriate for

white miadle class eubUtbia, and another for the black ghetto. Rather

than fixing on one developmental sequence--a white,'Anglo-Saxon, middle

class oCe-'-and using it as the norm, it may be reasonable to consider

sltainative forms. However, even if this was done, it is predictable,

given edutatients essential clnceru for progressive development, that

within C given cultural.cohtext,aseemecitt will have to be made of the
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relative eephistiCailon of each stage. That judgement however, would

neccssarily'haYe to be based on norms that are considered appropriate

for that control croup.

If the argument just advanced seems reasonable, one is force. to

consider' the possibility that psychologies of different cultural groups

might be feasible. Such a suggestion does not seen altogether unreasonable

when we applY.it to countries vastly different from our own. There

is ample evidence that Asian, Indian, African cultures manifest different

viewpoints, different attitudes and different interpretations of reality.

It would not be'unreSSonable then to envisage a 'psychology of the Asian',

'of the Afritant'and-so on. It ismuch less easy*to contemplate the

possibility of a psychology of the 'American disadvantaged'. Yet if the

principle.iatoUnd; it Ought to be reasonable to at least oonjeCtute

about the fruiffUltess of such a viewpoint. To do so however, would

require the developmant of a Meta-psychology that would specify the way

in which a PaycholOgY is constructed. It would specify in other words,

the rules of'the'peychologising fame.. In this Sense it would be like

the grammar writing Apeclfications that linguists use when writing a

grammar for a newly'ldentified language group.

Despite the teoretical utility of such a development, there is

no doubt that psychology is at the moment not inclining towards it.

To all intents anePrposes, human,constitutiohal commonality is

recognized'as more salient than is ac:ial difference. To this ektent,

any mieAhat can be'nade of psychological insights and understandinga

is coutingent'on the recognition of this touton heritage. Under such

circumstances it is uecessary for the teacher of disadvantk-,ad children

to'be:expescd to whatever psychology is seen as relevant for.the education

of the universal child. In other words, asosYchology sees it presently,

there are' no 'rtation's for-assuMing that the'disadvantaged child is'

different in kind--only in degree of deYelOpment. More will be said .-

.

about this last issue later, bdi one final point has to be hadebtfore

a more specific treattent of the teacher training issue can bvunder-

taken. "

It will have been obvioUs throughout the paper' that the,lnitier

discussion about the disadvantaged bedaMe gfadually traneautWitito a

discussion of cultural differende. Two princiPaliselues are involved-
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in the transmutation - - first, whether or not we are talking about

individeals,or collectivities, and second, whether or not it is

reasonable to tan about, as it were, the 'culture of disadvantage'.

Each will be dealt with in turn. It is generally assumed that a

teacher teaches,individual children. (Although Bordua has wryly noted

that while policemen are trained in mob psychology bec in fact deal

principally with individuals, teachers are trained in individual

psychology and in fact have to deal with mobs (groups) (Adams, Ahamad

& Jameson, 1970).) Be that as it may, the teacher is concerned with

the improvement of each individual child's performance. To this extent

every teacher's business is with, disadvantage- -all children, compared

with what the teacher hopes for them, are disadvantaged. More

realistically though, to the teacher of children who are designated as

disadvantaged,-i.e. who are from low income areas, the problem for

her is to sort out probabilities. She has in fact,.to make a judgement

about (a) the probability that the children in her class will have

'developed' in a certain manner and to a givem.stage, and (b) the

probability that under her tuition they will be able to develop further.

Now such probabilities are assessed by the teacher not on a careful

diagnosis of eaChAndvidual child (system exigencies prevent it), but

on data.derived from the study of children like hers. Much of these

data are group deta-resulting from:examinations of disadvantaged !types'.

Now, as any responsible sociologist will point out, suc% data are

unlikely Co provide anything but a very primitive basis for predicting

to individual behavior. To this extent then, the data on the under-..

privAleged as a:group may only be of marginal relevance to the teacher

e4 lavas telling her what she should do as she goes about her teaching,

job., However, such data are relevant in..that they provide herwitha.

repertoire of:alternative expectations and responses from which she may

. chose in order,to begin her search for the appropriate individualistic

treatmentWithout%such information she is even more locked ints.her

on prejudices, atereotypes and hiases,.

The relevance of such data however, depends on exactly what is

meant by the word underprivileged.,,Na briaga us back to a consideration

of the isomorphism of 'underprivilege' and 'culture'. Conventionally,

the concept of:culture implies social contact-7a web or network of
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communication Andrinteraction wherein norms of behavior-are established

and values are stored. Usually there is a sense of community evidenced

in the manifested form of the culture concept. Usually there is some

geographical definitionalthough in the case of Jewish culture this is

lareely.lackine. The, essential characteristics of culture seem to be,

(1) behavioral characteristics held in common, and (2) inter-member

communication (present. or past). Now it is obvious that the dis-

advantaged have the .first of these. For reasons that are no doubt

attributable to their economic condition,. they have-many behavioral

characteristics, in.commen.: However, it is not necessarily the case that

those. on low incomes have a 'community' defined by. interaction and

designated:by their own consequently devaloned ethos. So in. the conventional

seneeit,::18.1aanpreerlate to talk pi the culture of disadvantage--the

phenomenon. of; disadvantage, yes, the. culture of disadvantage no. In

other words, information derived from the study of the disadvantaged

is e3now-cultural as is information.derived from the study of aphasics,

or the hyper-attive., or the physically, handicapped, and so on. However,

there is a subtle.differenco between these two .kinds of conditions cited.

The aphasic, the hyper-active and the physically handicapped display

the lytoperty that, defines them--the characteyisticis.visible and some

of .the behavioral contiugencies are predictable. The disadvantaged

child does not necessarily display his disadvantage opd,,none of the

behaviaral.Pontingencies are-necessarily prelictable.,..:n fact, ony .

inference. made from knowledge, of ajamily's.socio7economiclevel can.

only be--As we saidearIXer-na-probability lor more pronerly, a

'possibility') statement.

Hewthen has this mexging of the idea; of disadvantage and culture

come.about? ,If one uses an economic criterionior definiep disadvantage

and .then. pops the location of.disadventaged families, it. is quite

apparent that homogeneous concentrations of popelation,cen be identified- -

especially in cities., It is alsoAnparent that humans display territorial

patterns of hohavior-.they confine. their. eetivi,ties to geopraphically

defined areas. Those who live in ghettos are no exception. Consequently

a study !of their tc%tritoriality--which involves a:recoenition of where

Peenle go and with whrn they,coomunieste77;eyeals ametwcIrk,/lf inter-

active relationshipe5rreerjess.4efilledne,,ehetto.. In other words,
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there is a discernible network with identifiable inhabitants. Given the

common economic condition and the network of relationships then, the

pre-requisiteefor the emergence of a culture are there. Consequently

the question arises; is there a ghetto culture and if so what is its

character? The quick answer to the question is that there are ghetto

cultures that vary situationaily. The exten!- to which the characteristics

of any ghetto culture have formed and may be identified is probably a

function of factors other than economic and communication commonality.

Where there is additional common ground, for example ethnic origin,

relils1,-,es belief, occupation and so On, there is greater likelihood of

emergences of distinctive cultural features. Where there is not, the

growth of a culture of common behavior values and norms is probably

dependent on the length of time a territory ha' been occunied, snd the

extent of mobility into it and out of it. It follows then that a study

of the social phenomenon of disadvantagemenr under these circumstances

may turn in two directions. In the first, the emohasis can be placed

on what is cannon to all ghetto cultures that are separately identifiable.

In the second, emphasis is placed on the specific character of any giveh

ghetto.

We can now return to the question, of what use psychological

insight be to the teacher of disadvantaged children. But we can now do

so with some awareness of the constraints and limitations that apply to

the particular circumstances. When these constraints are recognized,

it seems es if the teacher may gainthe following utility from an

appropriate psychologically orientated curriculum that makes specific

reference to disadvantaged children:

(1) an awareness of the universality of psychological princiPles--

irreseective of 'race, color or creed'--togeOler with perhaps

a recognition of the implications of psychology's universalistic

assumptions.
.

(2) an understanding of the applicability of psychological concepts
,

in the understanding of human behavior- -her children's and'her

own.

(3) an appreciation of the comparative and "slue conponents in the

utilisation of a developmental orientation.

( ) knowledge of differences in socialising contexts and the fact
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that although the ptocess of individual development seems

:constant; .those. factors that precipitate it are not culturally

identicali, -

While the remainder of this paper will bear these four central

ideas in mind,- there is a further catalog of sub-issues that cross-cut

each of them...They need the surfaced now. The best way to do.so

seems to be by stetting from the. situatiam that confronts the teacher

in,theclassroom,

Atatiy.-givan point in, time a teacher is faced with an essential

problem of prediction. She hee to assess the consequences of under-

takinrany,of:the alternative forms of action she has available to her.

Time and time again she acts on. the assumption that if X then Y.-7"ff

-140 so ancraoi-then the pupil(e) will do such. and such'. Now any

action can be-seen as, having pertain effects. The effects that are of.

professionalconcern to the teacher are learning effects. These,learning

effects, as Bloom suggests (1956), can be grossly categorized in terms..

of cognitivei: effective. and psycho-notor effects. For each ufthese,.

there may be a Natiety of contents, which may. or may not under

thcconventional.definition of school subject matter. Consequently, the

choice of what to, cognize.or-know about, to. feel about, and to be_able

to do, is theoretically:s wide.ap everything that rmn.be knowmehuut,

or felt about, or done. Modifying the teacher's situation further however,

is the fact that it is she who is resyJnsibleforthe initiation of any.

socialising experiencee. ;And she, like. any other human being, is

limited by her own ca2abilities. Some of, her capabilities are genetically

determined and some environmental. .It, follows then that .to the extent

that she is aware of the etiology of. her own limitltions and the

consequences ,of her own socialisation, she will-be more (or less)

proficient. Finally,Hyhatever-nhe does. will be contextually .gonatraied.

too. The setting .she. finds herself in,.the,o7zganitation that embeds it,-

and .thq educational institution that encompasses both,- will effect.her

:behavior aldthat of her pupils. .

An brief. summary then we. may conclude that whatever sbe decides,

to do rests on the astute exploitation of the exiatential conditions,

thatonfront her. The general principle that must presumably.inform

her judgment is that:
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for these pupila pupil) at this time, in this situation

and:with:masa toscher,-this action' would appear' to be the

most productive of the consequences T would regard as educationally

desirable. .

However, 'such a general principle does not remit the situation

tc be seen in specific enough detail. One form of necessary refinement

may be achieved byenvisaging- the situation as a stimulus-response

condition. The teacher as the initiator is about to provide the stimulus

which supposedly will produce the desired response. The teacher is at

a choice point. -She-has-to select from among her repertoire a stimulus.

appropriate to the sitUatibn;.: Now That determineethe appropriateness

of the stimulus is the (as yet unktownresponse it will induce. And

what determines the response is the responder's percqption of the stimulus

--the way he interprets it. There are, af :courBei three /ogically

possible tonsequark-s 'of any'given 'stimulus initiation. First, the

stutillus may not be 'perceived -at:all. For example, many of the control

eignalslsiimuli) sent by middle class teach.-Jra.sretot picked up by

children from the lower classatial. Second, the stimulus may be

pereeived'by the receiver in a way that is different from the .parceptiov

of the senderI For example, requiring'a Mexican-AMerican child 'to

speak out' can be seen by the pupil as an injunctionto'behave in a

diareaPdctful Way'. -Third, completo isomornhIem mayexist betWeen the

sender's and receiver's perception of the stimulus- -b::?' are identical.

Presumably he last it the most j!unctional:for education anj most '

detirable froth the teiCher's point of view.

It- follows from this-that the teacher'neeis to be acutely aware

of the way in which her signals (stimuli) may' or may not be received.

However, in two senses, perception is a function of conception. For

instance, (1) at 'conception, the limit° of human development are, it

is .thought, genetically determined,'and.(2) whateVer is perceived is

rendeieueleaningful only because an-intellectual.vistem of conceptualisation

gives the petcept meaning- (in a reciprocal fashion, any conceptual System

is limited by thckind end taritty.of perceptionts available during its

process'Of foreuiation):While bOth Of'thebe'iasuea'are.highly-important,

they can only be given brief attention'hereIn-any course Of.tescher

training they would have to be subjected to considetable:elhboration..
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' '.Genetiedetermination: It seems fairly obvious that some kinds

of intellebtUal'OerfOrMancee:e beyond 'the capability of an :'human.

In)uat itie'eathe way that we cannot imagine the 'one minute mile' we

cannot imagine o'human bein competing effectively ve.th the split second

calcUlatiOn perfo,J7ileeef a computer. Again t,-.ere is evidence that

malformation'(Or abnente) of specific brain cells, affects behavior.

And it ia'known that note malformations are'due to genetic causes. But

this sort of knowledge' provides only a crude basis for drawing conclusions

about the precise nature- df' genetic influences.' In fact the genetic.

'evidence' that id often invoked to 'explain' intellectual (and other)

perfbriance is inferential only. 'It is assumed that because a performance

does not apprsr to beeble to-be explained otherwise, it must therefore

be attributable'to'geriatie factors (vide Jenden, 1969).' However, there

are three conditions that must be'satisfied if genetie'determination id

to be proven,

(1) dietirctive gene difference must be identified

(2) the relationain between'specifiedefferences and performance

differeneeS;MUst be eleatly establiPAed, and in such a fashion

that environmental conditions are controlled.-

(3)performinde criteria must he fculture4-free or' Culture -fair.

It levnequiVocilly true thaCU.:ih.ckinditidna'haVe not been met yet.

Consequently; any interpretations-of geneti,kcausality have to be treated

with consideratile caution. This holds Tfiether one is concerned with

an indiViduai:Childle intellectual performance or the performance of a

socialfi"Or culturally identified group. Despite Jensen's .(1969)

podiifen the 'statement that beat reflects Current .syChological thinking

on genetic based ethnic diffeience in intelligence,stiII-remains the one

prod6ci416Y-Viineerg for Unesco (1951) .' Its basic tenet is that the

case'for (or against) the idea of racially or ethitiCally determined.

intellectual inferiority remains unproven. The eppreciation oVthis

positinicis Probably'extreteiy critical' for the teacher of disadvantaged

childeen.. In'the absence of such knowledge, she may be inclinadtO..

'operateOn'the badis of illegitimate stereotypes, in effect assuming that

some children-andedme ethnie groupo are less capable Of-dovelopment.

then'inlacr.they are.

Conceptualisation: At the crudest level Of definition,'any concept
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is a sensory.stimulus that hag a meaning. The process of-rendering the

stimuluttaesningful involves for the individual, first a reception of

the stimulUs, second the differentiation of certain stimuli from othsrs,

and thir&the allocation of. a label. In this way we come to see a table,

to hear a scream, to smell.ham and eggs, to touch roughness and so on. .

Unless we' haYe developed a eniquely personal form of labelling, such

labels are ready-made for us by the members of the social network to

which we belong. We come, in other words, to learn their labels.

So it follows that if we inhabit the white, Anglo-Saxon mid-west,

American, social network,we will learn one label for snow. If we.

were inhabitants of the arctic Esquimaux network,. we would have seven..

Similarly, as members of the Anglo-Saxon language community, the

structures characteristic of our sentences will differ from the .

'subject-ernameextras-object-verb' order of classical Latin. Soof

course, will the words themselves. Even more interestingly however,

because words as concepts are labels of reality, we can infer from ,

the study of words the way in which people see reality. So for extmple,

to she Wintu, luck,ie seelccviitg differently from the way it is seen to

us. Lee (1959) records that

"The hunter who has lost his luck does not say, I cannot kill:

deer any more tut Deer don't want, to,die for mesny,

.luck is phrased passively.... in terms.pf non- actualised: reslity"

Again, Loflin's studies.(1966) of non-standard Negrognglish-lead,him, .

to conclude that there are structures in Negro language that do not.

appear it' standard American English. These, tar from being 'arrora!

constitute a highly legitimate but 'different way of looking at things.

There are No-implications of the:discussion:to this point.

First, mindividual's.perception of'realityis in fact --ajtunction of

his prior.socialiaation. , In other wordg, the .experiences that he,has.

had determine what he can see, and what he.ean,lahel, These! in turn,.;

effect the range and power of cognitivemanipulations he can perform,

If evidence `to Support this statement were:needed, the most dramatic!

:illustration available is to bet found it.the case of eNi.reme isolation

reported by Kingsley Davis (1952)%. It.records hew an illegitimate. .

daughter and her deaf and dumb mother were kent in aconfined, stimulus;

impoverished'entironment for some seven years, and;how,0e:child.
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deVelopedfroM a ptilnitiye orianism'to a 'normal one once an experience-

ricb
0 environment Was sul.;atituted. The second imnlication that arises

front the general discussion-ie'that nrior socialisation ex.seriences are

largely a fUnCtion of the'life.sfyIes'Of the inhabitants of the

individual's environment. In so far as the inhabitants have stimulus -

varied environments or (from the school's point of view) stimulus-

relevant environments,then the 'child will be socialised accordingly--he'

will be familiar With a variety Of'-;timuli and he will be familiar with

Sti6Ulus-responses that would find favor in the' eyes of the school.'

Two WArnings-haye to be given at this neint howeyer While it is easy

to identif4 a'stithulus-bereft environment like the one reported by Davis,

it'itees not necessarily folloW that a stimulus-differel.t environment

is tecesSerili'bereft. In other words, becanse.of his own socialisation

(biaA)-an-ohaerver 'cif a differiutenvironment may not be able'to

disetiMinite the array and variety 'Of stimuli as they would be seen by

theinhabitante themselves. Again the school itself can suffer from

diMilar-Myonia, and fail to recogniee'the.tultural biases that channel

and constritt 10 view of appropriate resnonses and hence appropriate'

We can now return to the teacher, her classroob and her problem

of'heosing among stimuli.' Hei first task was to choose stimuli that

idouid be likely to be perceived by the pupil in annroximately the same

way as she herself peiceiyed it. ThierWould reqUireher to have some

knowledge of the cognitive life 9Pa:sof the child. 'If she does not

have it ie likely that she does not) then the next best thing
. ,

is to he4e some generalised knowledge of lifespace conditions of

childien like.theSel-Merely'to that har probability of success increases.

The course of training them ahOuld supply this knowledge. Contemnorary

knoWledge.of the life-space'of tSe 'disadvantaged should be made available

to her'so'that its distinctive differences can be appreciated. Necessarily,

Such-knowledge woUld'hayS.tobe devoid of value lodgements that.carry ,

implicatione of 04disadVantaged's inferiorite .

Now once again, back tc the teacher. sheAils at this point'

chosen froM her repertoire the'stimuli that'she thinks can be perceived.

Rer'neki tiik'is to Choose 'among them again, this time on the basis of

the'erfecii4 iosAiltg they carry.' This is because the nrobability of
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response is a functicl of the saliency of the stimulus--the greater the

salience, the greater the likelihood of response. Fairly clearly, we

are now dealing with the comiPlicated and vexed subject orMotivatiod.

The positioi taken hare is that motivation is in part,a function of the

context. Stimuli that carry high affective loading will motivate. If

the loading is Positive affect (I like it) then the motivation will be

in one direction. If the loading is negative affect, then motivation

will be in another. Whether a given stimulus is positively or negatively

loaded for an individual however, is a function of his prior socillisation.

Again, one man's positive in another's negative. For examdle, nudity

in films may be greeted with delight by some, disdain by others and dismay

by others yet again. The teacher's Problem of ensuring that the stimulus

is Approoriately"loaded raises another issue. Any stimulus (i) originates

from a source,. (ii) occurs in a context, and (iii) has a (perceived)
. .

meaning content. Now all or any of these may influence the martner in .

which the stimulus isreceived. In other words, for the same individual

receiver, the same stimulus can invoke different responses if the source

is changed or if the setting is changed. For example, a rebuke may be

acceptable from a male teacher but not from a female one, or when boys

are present but not when girls are. In a similar fashion, the stimulus

may be effected by what has immediately preCeded it. In other words,

the simple S-R situation that was posed earlier to enable the discussion

to proceed is a gross over-simplification. Not only is it highly

'artificial to think in terms of one stimulus rather than a stream of

sti.-mmli and responses (which eve also stimuli), but also to divorce

the interaction from its context, and from the participants. Despite

its apparent simplicity then ,even one interaction between one pupil and

one teacher is a multi-faceted, multi-variant situation.

Compounding the difficulties further are two other issues. Given

the educating purposes that teachers have, it follows that teachers will

want to lord some 'stimuli' with positive affect and others with negative

affect. They will be concerned with preventing undesirable pupil

Performances 8E9 promoting desirable ones. Whet the teacher needs tc,

do is much easier in tle stating than in the executing. If she wants
. 1

to prollate a given behavior she needs to have the source of the stimulus

loaded with positive affect or the stimulus content loaded with positive
;
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affect,. or, preferably, both,. If she wishes to prevent a given behavior,

again she needs to have the source of the stimulus loaded positively but

,the,contept:eOte Clearly, if source and content (and context) are all

heavily loaded with:positive affect, then the content of the stimuli will

.
acceptable, and the attitudes towards all three will be accepting.

If they are not, then the reverse holds Food. The trick for the teacher

however, is to know what carries positive affect for what children.

In so far asreinforcement,theory (Skinner, 1938) states a general

principle that relates affect to learning, it is relevant te teachers of

the disadvantaged., However, its, aoplicability depends on the identification

of appropriate reinforcements. Children, after all are not hungry

pigeons. If the earlier, stated princinle of the relativity of affective

loading is valid, a negative reinforcement for white middle-class children

may be a eositive one for some ghetto children. Such a proposition

would be consistent with the learning results reported by Bereiter and

Englemann (168) and the rationalization of authoritarian procedures

often expressed by ghetto teachers. However, a warning is necessary

again. Without evidence to indicate the ronge, variety and effects of

differeet reinforcements, caution should be exereised.

It ie nerhans apnropriate at this point to acknowledge another

deficit in our urvierstendine of the education of disadvantaged children.
, . . .

As reviewer' of teacher effectiveness research have repeatedly asserted

(Barr, 1961) (Biddle & Ellena, 1964) (Flanders, 1970) etc., we still

remain unable to describe what the good teacher does, and prescribe what

the good teacher should do. This state of affairs is due not only to

the somewhat nebulous and mutually contradictory definitions of educational

objectives that have cha&aeterised educational theorizing for years, but

also often to the quaint design of 'evaluation' experiemeats. Generally
. . .

they have used input - output models that either ignored the process that

intervened between input and oute-t, or else assumed rather than

determined What the process was, or else defined the process in such

general terms that its influence was, by definition, vitiated. Now, if

tenching is a transaction between teacher and taught, rresumably what

control can be exerted over the effects of teaching must be exerted on

that transaction. Currently, we rennin Substantially isllorant abFiut this

transaction--although it must be admitted, interest and effort is burgeoning
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(eee. for example, Bellack et al (1966), Jackson (1968), Smith and Geoffrey

(1965), Adams and Biddle (1970)).

-It follows from this neglect of classroom as an object of research

that teachers remain substantially in ignorance of its nature as a social

system. And as a social context the classroom influences the socialisation

of those who inhabit it. So as well as appreciating the non - school

contexts in which disadvantaged children find themselves, their teachers

would need to know their own classroom'settings as well. Such an

dnjunction implies that group dynamics and sociometry would be legitimate

fields of study for teachers. insofar as they are relevant to educational

settings this is correct. But both in fact, can be subsumed under the

general heading of social context. Any training course for teacors of

disadvantaged children would necessarily consider both.

Conclusion
. .

It has been the purpose of this chapter to suggest some answers

to the question, "of what use might psychological insight and understanding

be to the teacher of disadvantaged children ?" In broad terms the answer

has been that it would help her to understand them. In other words, it

would help her to predict their behavior (broadly defined) with greater

ancuracy. It was assumed that with such an awareness would come greater

facility in manipulating the teaching situation to the advantage of her

children's education. The answers also indicated that psychological

insight could lead to self- insight- -again with the presumed result of

influencing izer behavior in a direction that was educationally positive.

What the answer did not do was state in explicit detail the
, .

content or character of the experiences that teacher trainees should

have in order to becooe psyehologically insightful. Apart from the

fact that such a statement was not intended, the principal reason for

not attemnting to provide it was that such an undertaking needs

meticulous and careful Planning. Such planning calls for cooperation

between psychologists and educationists so that a bridge between

psychology and educational practice can be constructed solidly. This

report has attempted to do no more than provide a frameworkprovide in

broad genetal terms the basis from which behavioral objectives for

trainee teachers can be devised. The process of producing viable

behavioral objectives is a complicated and demanding one. It requires
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first the mapping of a domain of endeavor - -a map that will be be inevitably

circumscribed by-exigencfces like foinstance,the time available, the

resources available, relationships with other aspects of the program and

so on. It reqUirea secold,:ihe explicit statement of principal objectives

and third, a clear elaboration of the seqUence by which immediate

objectives led inexorably to distant ones. It requires fourth, the

seeking of evidence to justify confidence in the nrocedures proposed- -

old evidence where available, new evident, where not. It requires fifth,

the selection of media moat appropriate for the stated objectives,

whether the media be books, orfilmstrips, or transparencies, or audio

tapes, or video tapes, or learning programs,.or or simulation.

Clearly such an endeavour requires resources beyond those available

for the current task. What has been attempted'here however, is the

establishment of a rational basis from which to,work. If it has been

successful then systematic planning and development can follow. None-

theless whether or not it is successful, the principle upon which it

rests,is incontestable. Without evidence that c.a demonstrate the

viability of proposed reform, without a rationale for the process,

without & theoretical framework to integrate it, any attemnted,

reformation of disadvantaged education is little better than one monkey

°worm typewriter. Under such circumstances Uamlet will remain long

unwritten.
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